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COLLISION
INSURANCE

Our special collision coverage is not sold sep
arately; it is sold only in conjunction with our lia
bility policy. Even if you have an old car today,
on which you do not wish to carry collision insur
ance, you will trade for a new car sometime, and
when you do you will want our special collision
coverage. Therefore, become eligible for it by carry
ing our liability policy.
The careful and fortunate driver obtains our
special collision insurance at much less cost than
the careless or unfortunate driver. The cost de
pends upon the individual policyholder's own ex
perience—an incentive to careful driving.

E. C. Moran Company, Inc.
•

STATE AGENTS
425 Main Street,
Rockland, Maine
TEL. 98

Special Week-End Excursion

BOSTON $685

EASTERN

Correspondingly low rates
from other landings.
from Rockland Sat., May 16, 8
p.m. (Daylight Svg. Time). Return
from Boston Mon., May 18, 5 p.m.
(D.S.T.) Arrive Rockland early Tues.
a.m.

STEAMSHIP LINES

Ftr reservations apply ROCKLAND WHARF

AYER'S
Hot days are just ahead and that means lighter underwear; also
outside wear. Keep cool with us!
MEN'S UNION SUITS—Long sleeves, short sleeves or no
sleeves ...................................................................... 50c, $1.00, $1.50
MEN’S UNDERSHIRTS—Long Sleeves, short sleeves or no
sleeves ............................................................................... 50c, $1.00
MEN'S UNDERDRAWERS-—Knee or ankle length
50c, S1.00
BOYS’ UNION SUITS ..................................................... 50c, 75c, $1.00
MEN'S SHIRTS—Collar attached
79c, S1.00, $1.50, $2.00
MEN'S FANCY SWEATERS—All wool
$2-00, $3.00
BOYS' FANCY SWEATERS
$1.00, $2-00, $2.50
CHILDREN'S WASH SUITS—Best line in Rockland 59c, $1.00, $2.00
MEN'S KHAKI PANTS .............................................. S1.00, $1.50, $1 98
MEN’S WORK PANTS ............................................. S1.75, $1.98, $3.00
BOYS’ PANTS—About everv kind of pants you can think of
from ................................................................. t......... $1-00 to $3-00
Please remember we are headquarters for Boys’ Clothing and
Furnishings

WILLIS AYER

PRETTY CRAFT LAUNCHED

•••

"Bombay Seance," wherein he will
answer the many questions of per-

.«.

...

Mrs. Hazel Atwood

FRIDAY IS A

(

LUCKY DAY

J

ON SALE

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, MAY 15,16 |
Another Case of

PART WOOL PLAID BLANKETS
All Colors for $1.98 a pair
Large Size

E. B. Hastings & Co.

FATAL

UNION

ACCIDENT

the quarry Mr. Coggan had also
..
.
Bay cruises, mainly. If it does not
01 ose
o mann, t e amous producp new inspiration for this man noon by the tragic death of William been a utility man for the Knox
Ability is of little account with- *
Phlladelphia C°mP°ser and pianist who makes pianos sing the writer Coggan, one of the corporation's old Railroad Company serving as section
the Park, will demonstrate the power
■- out opportunity.—Napoleon I.
hand, fireman or engineer, as the
est and most valued workers.
•••
of his second sight abilities, when h“ who has a summer home in Camden will be greatly surprised.
M ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• >•.
.«. . - M will take his place at the driver's
The signal for a blast had been, occasion required.
The craft is 42 feet long, 8 feet on
it would not do to allow this event
wheel in a new Chevrolet, and drive the beam and draws 2 feet, 6 inches to pass without a fitting compliment given, and the quarrymen withdrew' The deceased was 43. and was a
ANNUAL POPPY DAY
blindfolded through the traffic of of water. It has an oak frame, cedar to Alexander Orenrose, the builder,1 to places of safety. Mr. Coggan, who member of the Masonic fraternity,
the principal streets of Rockland.
The annual Poppy Day conducted
Rhama Philbrick, general manager planking and is finished in mahog- who has been operating a boat build- was employed as hoister, went into He is survived by two daughters—
by the American Legion and Auxili of Sea View Garage, has placed at any, making quite the finest looking ing business at the Northend a year I the compressor plant. One of the, Mrs. Lloyd W. Oxton and Mrs. Madeary bodies is to take place Saturday, Kirma's disposal one of his newest power boat that will be seen in Cam- and a half, and who has certainly rocks dislodged by the blast smashed line Lofman, the latter being emMay 23. Mrs Sarah Griffin is chair designs of Chevrolet cars, a landau der. harbor this summer. Leastwise produced fine results in this craft, i through the roof of the little struc- ployed as clerk at the Knox Book
man of the local sale, and Rockland’s phaeton. Mr Philbrick says: "I have
quota is 4,000. John Weaver, a no fear of Kirma’s ability to fulfill that is the opinion of Capt. E J., Mr. Grenrose recently launched a ture, landing fairly upon Mr. Cog-1 Store.
member of the Maine poppy work his attempt to drive while blindfold Redman, the Camden skipper to fine fishing boat for Mr. Nelson of -------------------------------------------------------- ------ --------------------------------------shop at the National Home, Togus, ed. I have witnessed his perform tvhom Mr. Hofmann has entrusted Vinalhaven. This craft, which is alA BIG LIQUOR SEIZURE
has contributed an eloquent poem for ance in other Maine cities and can this nautical gem.
j ready in commission, is 35 feet, 6
the selling campaign. Mr. Weaver honestly state that he can drive
The hull is painted in accordance inches long and 8 feet 8 inches on
is a native of Rochester, N. Y., a ma better blindfolded than many can
with the views of Capt. Redman, who the beam. The hull ingredients are
Officers visited the home of John sophical mood, declaring that the
chinist by trade. He served Overseas without blindfolds."
for eight months in the 102d Supply I Kirma will make a stop at the for lack of any better name, calls it oak and pine. A Gray engine of 44 Mattatall at 189 Limerock street last seizure was on the level and that hc
Train, Twenty-Seventh Division. He J store of W. H Glover and while there a dust gray, but the appearance is h. p. furnishes the motive power.
had no kick coming.
night and seized 80 gallons of alco
is now a hospital patient at the Na- j will demonstrate In their window much more attractive than such a
Incidentally it was the largest
Mr. Grenrose has no further con
tional Home. Mr. Weaver’s poem:
how simple It is to paint with the name might indicate.
hol valued at $1600. The liquor was seizure made in Knox County for a
tracts
at
present,
but
will
keep
in
Since War’s red hand
new Sherwin Williams "Enameloid."
Swept o'er the land
Two Universal engines each of 75 training by reconstructing an oil 1 in gallon cans, stored in Mattatall's long time.
He will apply a coat of Enameloid
Twelve years or more have passed.
to a chair using a combination cf h. p are expected to produce 20 knot tanker owned by Sea View Garage automobile, which was riding quietly
Arraigned before Judge Butler ln
Where side by side
colors, most pleasing to the art of
Municipal Court this forenoon Matat
anchor
in
his
garage.
Our comrades died.
making old furniture look like new.
The scars are healing fast.
tata.ll through his attorney Frank A.
TO OPPOSE HOOVER
THE SPEAKERSHIP
After finishing the paint experi
The seizure was made upon comTirrell, pleaded “not guilty.” ProbTheir lives brought peace.
ment, Kirma will again take to the
plaint of Deputy Sheriff C. Earle , ftble cause was fQund and upon rec.
We cannot cease
Chevrolet and proceed to the display Radical Element Will Seek Franz U. Burkett, Former
To pay our debt to them.
windows of the Lime City Sales Inc.
Ludwick, who was assisted in the ommendatlon of County Attorney
So do your bit
where he will enter their window,
Nomination of “ProgresUnion Boy, To Have Two search by Frank Billings of the state otis the respondent was given a senAs you see fit
still blindfolded and proceed to dem
The tide of need to stem.
Police and Edward C. Ingraham of tence of two months in jail, and
sive,” Brookhart Says
onstrate the modern manner of fix
Opponents
K
the local police force.
; fined $200 and costs. He appealed
A Poppy on your coat will show
ing cool and refreshing drinks with
You have not ceased to care
Organization of a movement for
the aid of the newest type of FrigidMattatall was evidently much sur-' and furnished bail in the sum of
Representative Harmon G. Allen
For those whose dear ones died
aire refrigerator.
And still He Over There.
the nomination of a "Progressive” of Sanford announces that he will prised, but he was also in a philo- i $500.
CiW1 SaierTnpIeSwfinrCho°Ir,Th!nAlnJn by the Republicans next year is re- be a candidate for speaker of the next
KIRMA QUESTION BOX
greet Kirma as well as the manv : ported by Senator Brookhart of Iowa. Maine House, in case he should return
MASONIC FUNERAL
THE LIONS CLUB
Mystic Mentalist Coining to Park spectators, and they also will watch !
recenldy advocated such a cam- to that body. He has had the unique
r' } r
rv
Theatre.—Get Your Questions Ready with interest this unique demonstra-jpai?r?, in„ the primaries. Senator experience of having had two terms !
tion. which will prove to the discrimi- i B’’ookhart said his public statement
the House followed _
ov.....
two.___
atement jinn th.
nears Uol. Lowan Disc uss Many Grand Officers Present
♦
Arrangements have been complet- nating housewife that "Frlgidaire"
I
in the Senate and then back to the
At Services For the Late
the Criminal Problem—
£ ed with the management of Park a decorative piece of furniture as Opposition to the renomination of House again for another two terms,
♦ Theatre and the advance representa- well as a sanitary and convenient President Hoover had brought a
Albert H. Newbert
Some Other Matters
last of which he is just com
* tives of Kirma, the Mystic Men- method of always having a good “huge" stack of mail to his office to the
pleting.
5 j talist, who is to appear all next week supply of ice. at a very low cost
gether with word that an organiza
Funeral services for the late Albert
One of the most important probWith the Springvale man in the
, at the Park, to answer 20 questions
Kirma will start his blindfold test tion was being perfected in Illinois.
race for the speakership there would lems of the present day—the criminal [ H- Newbert were held ln Masonic
J through the columns of The Courier- in front' of City Hall and proceed to
As for candidates to _go into the
__
Temple, Tuesday afternoon, and the
<• Gazette.
Main street, and through the traffic j fteId' Senator Brookhart first men- then be three aspirants for the honor —formed the basis of a highly interThe first 20 questions received at to Park street and turning about, i tl°ned Senator Borah of Idaho. He WTheflrst^n ZLSXfhSS ' Mtln* talk bafOre the Rockla”d Lions large attendance of the Masonic fra
! the office of the Kirma Question Box will then drive up Main street to j ®aid $he letters he had received men-! {or the place was Franz y Blirkpt, > Club yesterday, the speaker being , ternity was an eloquent tribute to the
Editor, will be answered each issue, so the sales rooms of the Sea View Oa- ‘toned nBorab and als° Senators of Portland who served acceptably as Lieut. Col. Thomas Cowan of New : hfelong servlce he had «iven 10 that
| write your questions and hurry them rage, stopping at W. H. Glover’s on , Johnson of California; Norris of -----F
;
1 order.
Nebraska, and LaFollette of Wiscon- the fl°°r leader °f the majority >“ ' York- for 20 -vears territorial prison
in
The Eastern Star which he had
the way.
sin;
and
Governor
Pinchot
of
Pennnnw
’
rnmntaimi
«
I
secretary
of
the
Salvation
Army.
' served as grand patron and organizer
There will be no charge in conKirma will also experiment with
! nection with the answering of the hypnotism Tuesday evening in the sylvania
- ” candidato tor the ^eakershto tert ! Criminal-curology was the rather was represented by five grand officers
questions through the newspaper, all show windows of the Eastern Furni
Senator Brookhart predicted “if winter against Dr EPD Merrill of impressive title, but Col. Cowan, six and eight past grand officers, the list
dent^°K
f
l
V
Hes
g
i
h
int0
^-F^oft who came down to Met and some Inches in height, and tolWwln«:
: that you are requested to do is to ture Store, when promptly at 7.30
I write your question plainly on your i he will cast into the cataleptic state
Grand Matron, Adel C. Lombard,
the Caplto1 with a substantial mar- proportionally broad, was abundantly
i own stationery, sign your full name a beautiful young lady, placing her majority^ of the votes
New Gloucester; grand patron, Herb
XV
He
taid
he
^lie^d
!
**
hTm^e
i
“
ble
l
°
ba
“
d,e
to the question and give the date of upon one of Eastern's comfortable
ert E. Foster, Winthrop; grand asso
| your birth and watch for your an- , _
__ ____
______
___ ______
____ ___
___ .v, of . record in hls two tcrms in the House , First, however, he needs mdst tell ciate patron, William H. Ohler,
beds,
where
she will
remain...inw a________
Pinchot would
have _a _majority
newsnanprhe fOllOWing lssue of the ' sleeoing condition for 24 hours. ' the powerful Pennsylvania delega- ; a^d'the’fact that henhad\eJved°two something about the general work of Portland; grand secretary, Mabel J.
De Shon. Portland; grand associate
newspaper.
....... Wednesday evening at 7.30 the sleep- I tion.
I an“ "neJa“ tbat “„a’d.fse™ ,tw°
the Salvatimi Army with its branches conductress, Sarah A. Shaw, Bath;
Kirma. will appear da,ly at the|lni? ,adv will be removed from the
. ln all my mail." he said ”1: got ^oVw'a* m“ h toffiTfavo^.
in
82
countries,
under
the
leadership
Park all next week, presenting his window’ nf Fastern Furniture Store, just one hostile letter The others
past grand matrons, Edith Lenfest.
In recent years it has been three of 25,000 officers and having more Thomaston; Josie E. Matthews, Pitts
world famed "Bombay Seance,” taken to Park Theatre, and awakened endorsed the suggestion that Prothan
a
million
soldiers.
,
...
term
men
who
have
been
elected
to
,
----------------wherein he solves the many perplexi upon the stage in full view of the gressives get into
field; Della M. Ohler. Portland; Milltne RepuDiican ; preside Another thing that oper- \ Its slogan is the enrollment of ward G. Patten, Topsham; past
ties of life with his philosophical ad audience. Kirma wishes to caution Presidential
r
?
ce
t
T..
.
B
'
a
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re
'
!
ated
against
Mr.
Burkett
was
the
fact
j
"everybody
who
belongs
to
nobody"
—
vice.
these who expect to witness the SP<Ln^i.Cam£ fr°m IIllnols' Indlana that the previous speaker had beer, —the unchurched masses. “These," grand patrons, Leslie D. Ames. Cam
den; Henry G. Shaw, Bath; Charles
awakening of the sleeping subject, and Ohio. To my surprise there was
- man. There is always i said
.. Col.
_ , Cowan,
_
"are the constituents E Lord Camden: and D. Saunders
MAKING NEW RECORD
that any undue noise, laughter or ap endorsement generally throughout ath Portland
disposition in the Legislature to w seek to labor among
Its aim is Patterson, Augusta.
plause may bring about very serious
6
ij to reach
. those
.
.
some attention
in iis due
More Automobile Registrations Than complications upon the health of the the East as well as in the Middle1i pay ----------------- to
— ogeography
—o——
----- whose condition
. ,
- I The funeral sermon was preached
West."
_ ., ,
.
, . „
! the distribution of these honors.
i to misconduct or misfortune; its i by Rev George H Welch pastor of
Ever In Spite of Business Condi sleeping lady, and asks that absolute
inBirq°20Rkhait
'
But
Mr
Bllrkett
100
k
his
defea
t
method,
"blasting
the
rock
and
marthe Universalist Church, and^e Mations
silence be maintained during the m J
Tc
hiXif
very
Sracefully
and
was
one
of
the
shaling
those
whom
the
organization
rllual servlce was conducted bv
The automobile registrations are awakening. Thousands have been ntrt v^r .ndP
tLma noi stron«est supporters that the speakis able to interest." Grand Junior Warden James A.
mounting new' heights this year. astonished and thrilled with the hyp next year and says he is taking no er had in th„ controversies that
in his classification Col. Cowan ; Rlchanas worShipful master
of
Total receipts from that source to notic performances of Kirma in active part in tne mo eme t.
arose early in the session. This of named three classes—“God’s poor, Aurora Lodge. Great quantities of
' April 30. amounted to $2,365,135. as every city where the demonstration
Among the first Presidential pri- ; course wjh be jn his favor when thp devil’s poor and the poor devil." j beautiful flowers surrounded the cas
! compared with $2,188,676, the like has been given, and a large crowd cades to be held next spring will be comes thg t(Jg Qf war nex(. session to i Self gratification is the chief cause , ket;
is expected Tuesday evening when those in Illinois, Indiana and Ohio
[ month last year.
for which all laws are broken and
Escort duty was performed by
( Passenger cars to the number of Kirma performs this stunt. Special A test of strength with the Hoover . determine who will win the honor.
Near the close of the session Rep souls debased.
Claremont Commandery. K. T„ Ed
picture
programs
have
been
arranged
I 109,238 had been registered when the
forces in these states no doubt will resentative Ralph W. Farris of Au
How to meet the problem—first by ward Gonia commanding. The bear
month closed. There were 1.222 pas- for the week, and one of the best be sought by his opponents.
gusta announced that he also would personal contact with the complexes ers were: Honorary. B S. Whitehouse,
shows
of
the
entire
season
is
prom

: senger cars for hire, 25567 trucks.
President Hoover is going into these seek tlie speakership. Mr. Farris: —the nian who is innocent of the Commandery; Frank C. Flint, Coun149,822 operators' licenses, and 14,442 ised by the management of the Park three vital states next month on his served on the judiciary committee t crime charged but admits he ought ' cil; Edward C. Payson, Chapter; Leo
for
the
coming
week.
I chauffeurs' licenses. Those figures
first speaking tour in nine months.
- —
Howard. Eastern Star; Ralph U.
Kirma will give his “Ladies Only" Democrats made their greatest gains with Mr. Burkett and was an influ- 11° be in prison on general principles: E.
1 represented an increase of 5,877 in
ential legislator. In the previous I those who encourage the spirit of Clark, Grand Lodge and Luke S.
matinee
Friday
at
1
o'clock
and
due
passenger cars as compared with the
in the last Congressional election in contest he had been a supporter of defiance: those who are in despair; Davis and Oliver B. Lovejoy, Knox
[ previous April, a decrease of 108 in to the delicate nature of the ques these states, Illinois and Ohio send Mr. Burkett for the speakership and those who say that the religious Lodge of Odd Fellows; active, .George
tions
usually
asked
by
the
ladles
on
passenger cars for hire, increase of
ing Democratic Senators to Wash took an active part in the canvass.
workers are hypocritical, but who T. Stewart, Henry C. Chatto, Frank
2,379 in trucks and 10,824 in opera this occasion no children under 16 ington while all three states showed
All
three
men
have
elements
of
practice hypocrisy in the crimes they A. Maxey, J. E. Stevens, H. H. Crie
tors’ licenses; and a decrease of 452 will be admitted. The doors will be losses in Republican strength in the : strength and whiie it would not be ; commit: and those who pretend to and George L. St. Clair.
opened promptly at 12.30 and the
in chauffeurs' licenses.
There were committal services at
- u: v,
i proper to proclaim
a guess who the be law-abiding but are not.
first ten ladies to purchase tickets for
Other states
in which
Presidential wjnner win
thjs wrltgr could nQt
Col. Cowan divided the criminals Achorn cemetery.
NORTH NATIONAL BANK
this matinee will be given a free pri primaries wil be held Include Massa- ; dQ
,
f
SQ
dlsposed
Half
of
the
Into the three percentages—Irre
NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETING OF
vate interview with the Great Kirma. chusetts, California, South Dakota, House js yet
be elected and lt is pressibles or defectives, 20 percent;
STOCKHOLDERS
4th MAINE FUND GROWS
The price of admission at the Park Nebraska and West Virginia among
Rockland. Me . April 24. 1931.
bab, true that not a majority Incorrlglbles, 25 per cent, and acci
The stockholders of the North Na- for this special attraction will re
the key states.
.
dentals—the hopeful
class—55 perper
of the half that is expected to re- aentais-me
nopeiui ciass-oo
The fund for the marker for the
tionai Bank, of
®*e" “,e. ber5l i main the same as usual.—adv.
Meanwhile, friends of President turn have irrevocably committed cent
by notified that a special meeting or
cent,' He strongly favored segrega- «h Maine campsite on Middle Street
Stockholders will be held at the banking
Hoover are taking his renomination themselves on the subiect—Fred K tton
tion.-’
HiU contfnues to show a healthy
rooms on Friday. May 29. 1931. at three
WORK BEGAN FRIDAY
I "We're not sob sisters," said the i growth, now being well beyond the
for granted and others are actively Owen in the Sunday Telegram
o'clock, p. m.. for the following purposes: j
uwen
in
tne
Sunday
eiegram.
speaker,
"but
are
on
the
job,
doing
$150
mark. A check for $5 has been
To consider a certain contract, where- j
-------at work in the campaign to renomi
bv the Directors of said Bank have On Farmington Normal School's New nate him.
everything we can for humanity.’’
received from T. Raymond Pierce of
transferred all the assets and "»hl!ttles
Arbor
— Appropriate
SPORTSMAN’S CREED
In the open forum Col. Cowan said Wellesley. Mass., who has a warm
books and goodwill, to the Rockland Na- j Gymnasium
•
rr rDay Art
tional Bank of said Rockland; to vote ■
in answer to Charles T. Smalley that spot in his heart for Rockland, and
AN
EXCITING
VOYAGE
upon the ratification of said contract:
Maine is doing her duty to protect the matter of life imprisonment or Waldo County friends of the old 4th
and to take such other and further votes
R„<iAin,r tn
game and she asks that her citizens capital punishment was a puzzle- Maine continue to lend support. It
as may be necessary or convenient to
Tne need of a suitable building to
Demented
Seaman
Threat

and those who go to her woods play that he had seen some criminals is hoped that relatives of the vetcause the terms of said contract to be be used for gymnasium and audifully carried out
fair, be thev fishermen or hunters. whose blocks he had wanted to knock \ erans may rally round and make
torium purposes has become so acute
NORTH NATIONAL BANK
ened
To
Throw
Capt.
Wil

The American Game Protective off.
possible ln the immediate future a
at Farmington Normal School that
By A. S. BAKER, President.
49-Th-58
Association has taken a deep inter
early in April letters were sent to
In answer to Prison Commissioner ; fitting and permanent memorial on
liam
Baker
Into
the
Ocean
STRAWBERRY
Howard E 17L: Alumni
est in this State and they have in A. W. Gregory he said that welfare I this historic spot. All contributions
and
Olen Marv. PLANTS
$1 per —
hundred
Alumni asking
asking for
ior their
tneir simnort
support ill
111
DAGGETT. Union.
52«Th-58
the erection. of such a building. The,
A man who ran amuck on a freigh- duced Zane Grey the writer, to pre leagues among the prisoners were all : are welcome and may be sent to John
campaign has progressed far enough (er {ar QUt in the ionely stretches of pare a Sportsman's Creed. Here it right if not carried too far and placed I M. Richardson, treasurer at The Couin the right hands.
I rier-Gazette office.
to give confidence that, when all re- (he gouth Pacific was taken o{( the is:
In answer to another Lion he said \ Previously acknowledged
$145.00
j ports are in, the goal will have been Santa CecjUa when she arriVed at I
that the present unrest in prisons W. P. Nichols. Belfast .......... 3.00
i reached.
Ba'.boa, Canal Zone, from Honolulu
Never in sport endanger hu
all over the country is due to over- I Mr and Mrs. Lester Plummer . 2.00
Arbor Day exercises which mark Monday He was piaced in the Coroman life;
first of the activities of the gradu- ' zal Hospjtai
crowding and lack of employment in George Rice ............................. 1.00
Teacher of Automobile , the
Never kill wantonly or need2.00
the prisons.
: E. F. Berry
atlng class, included turning up j while lh'e ship was lumbering
lesslj’ or brutally;
Driving
Other guests yesterday were Ad Col. E. K. Gould .......... -........ 5.00
the first earth in the construction of along through qulet seas a week ago
Obey the laws of State and
jutant F. L. Keiler and Ensign Ar
the new building. Contracts cannot j
a carg0 of sugar for New York,
Any make of Car
$158.00
Nation, work for better laws
thur L. Fox of the Salvation Army
be made, however, for construction of Samuel H McCrea, 38. of Darien,
Nine Years’ Experience
and uphold the law-enforcing
the building until a sufficient sum is Conn suddenly became mentally
and Rev. Harry Marr, the new pastor
authorities;
of the Methodist Church.
in sight for carrying the project for- deranged and attacked other memYOUR FAVORITE POEM
ward to a degree which will make it berg
thg crew
Six Lessons for $5-00
Charles T. Smalley, Maurice P.
Respect the rights of farmers
Lovejoy and Carleton F. Morse were
suitable for use. Following the exerAfter threatening to throw Capt.
and property owners, and also
If I had to live my life again I would
TELEPHONE 1086
appointed delegates to the district have made a rule to read some poetry
cises of the day, an informal tea william F. Baker of Rockland over
56-58
their feelings;
meeting
in
Belgrade,
with
Edward
I
and
listen to some muMc at least once
was held at Purlngton hall, for the hoard McCrea turned on the first
Always leave seed birds and
_j ,
•
« week The loss of these tastes is a loss
visiting alumni
matg and knocked down the radio
Gonia.
Chester
Black
and
A.
L.
of
happiness.
—Charles Darwin.
game in covers;
Briggs as alternates.
Ralph L.
------■f^*—* operator. He finally was subdued and
Never be a fish or game hog;
Smith, Parker F. Merriam and A. B j
jonquils
placed in a cabin. He brok^1 out once
Discourage
the
killing
of
game
Allen were appointed a committee to What sings the bluebird from the willow
but later was chained to the deck
copse
for commercial purposes, by re
cooperate with the American Legion In notes
under a canvas canopy. From there
of Joy>-melodious and clear?
fusing to purchase trophies;
in celebrating Fourth of July.
What murmurs now the bee. gay bucca
he insisted on throwing his clothes
neer.
Out
of
respect
to
the
memory
of
Study
and
record
the
natural
into the sea.
the sweetness ln the flowerthe late Dr. R. J. Wasgatt, a promi Who seeks
history of game species in the
Medical authorites who examined
tops?
nent member of the club, the Lions What speaks the shower ln Its silvery
interests of science;
the patient said his condition probab
drops
stood in silence at the opening of the
ly is temporary.
Love nature and its denizens
ring with merriment on field and
meeting while taps was sounded That mere?
and BE A GENTLEMAN.
by Kenneth V. White. The brethren They voice the carol—"Now the jonquil's
Butcher (to bride ordering her first
here.
feel their loss keenly.
chicken): “Shall I draw it for you,
And Wintertime Its threatening tumult
Tuesday night the directors met
madam?"
stops!”
y.
at Maurice P. Lovejoy's cottage. Ah! jonquils, for your coming though we
Bride: "No. you needn't mind.
wait
Crawford's Pond, and discussed a For pleasure
Your description of it is quite suffithat with your sweet pres
EAT AND ENJOY
number of important matters. An
ence wells.
j cient.”
MOOSEHEAD COFFEE appetizing supper was concocted by I You gather, radiant-robed, in royal state
while our hymn of admiration
HOUSE AND CABINS Mr. Lovejoy and E. Stewart Orbeton. | The swells;
Nurse (to little girl): "Did you
and a fine demonstration of dish We hear once more with hearts that are
know that you have a little baby
Moosehead Lake Highlands
HOME MADE ICE CREAM
elate
washing was subsequently given by
i brother?"
GREENVILLE, ME.
49-tf
The song of Spring breathe from your
Little Girl: “Oh. goody, goody—I'm
Edith M. Barney, Prop. 58 59 Lions Charles T. Smalley and A. E.
golden bells’
Brunberg.
going to tell mamma!"
—Dexter Smith.

••• ••• •••

Covers damage to YOUR OWN car as the result
of a collision with any object, moving or stationary,
or by upset. Your car represents quite an invest
ment; protect it. If you carry only liability and
property damage, and your car collides with another,
the other fellow's car is fixed up nicely if you are
legally liable, and you are faced with the necessity
of paying for the repairs to, or perhaps stand the
total loss of your car. Why not look out for your
self better, by taking protection on your own car,
when you are spending money for automobile in
surance The law of averages is out looking for peo
ple who have never had a collision, and there is
no Divine Providence to make sure that collision
will always happen to someone else and not to you.
Be Sure—Insure! BUY OUR SPECIAL FORM,
SOLD BY NO OTHER COMPANY, THAT DOES
NOT MAKE YOU STAND THE FIRST $50 OR
$100 OF EACH ACCIDENT, AT A SPECIAL LOW
RATE.

Large, comfortable
S.S. ‘‘BELFAST” provides
spacious airy staterooms,
wide promenade decks, ex
cellent meals, on a glorious
two nights ocean voyage.
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THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in To Drive Motor Car in Traffic
New Day Cruiser Built For the Composer Josef Hofmann William Coggan, Hoister For Knox Lime Company,
advance; single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circula
Blindfolded— Hypnotism,
tion and very reasonable.
Crushed By Stone From a Blast
is a Penobscot Bay Peach
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
‘‘Ladies Only” Matinee
The Rockland Gazette was established
ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
Kirma. who is proclaimed as the
Union's chief industry, the lime gan, whose head was terribly crushed.
ln 1882. The Free Press was established master of the occult science, and is i At high tide this morning there .speed. The boat. will be all ready for
in 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to to make appearances all the coming wasduet0 have beenlaunched from her new owner tomorrow, and will be business operated by the Knox Lime Death was instantaneous.
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
In addition to being employed at
March 17. 1897.
week at Park Theatre, presenting his a Northend boatshop a day cruiser used during the summer in Penobscot Company, was halted Tuesday after
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-------------------------------------------------- TALR QF THE TQWN

Mrs. W. C. Comstock of Broadway
The special meeting of King Solipmon's Temple Chapter, planned l<or is substituting in the office of Roek
land Wholesale Grocery Co. during
tonight, has been cancelled.
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Mrs. Ronald Lord's absence on acCOMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Rockland. Me.. May 14. 1931.
Young Ifemey In Spotlight When He Fans 21 Camdenites
V.om
O uv
chuck
■
May 19—Br'dge party, auspices Miriam
Charles Colomy who has been oc- j count of illness.
(
Clara S.
Overlock
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
5 I Rebekah Lodge
cupying the Colson house, North I
-------who on oath declares that he Is Press
.
—
—
—
r
.
—
m
—
.
!
May
20
—
Annual
meeting
and
straw—Vinalhaven Wins Another
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
•
'
berry festival of Baptist Men’s League. Main street, has moved into the , We have received an unsigned
and that of the Issue of this paper of
• v.
.
Mar 22—Ye Little Olde Folks Concert Maurer house, Frederick street.
marriage announcement, which will
Mav 12. 1931. there was printed a total of
Spring
is
here,
trees
are
putting
,
at Universallst Church.
«
6210 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.
be published promptly when the
forth their leaves, beechen buds are Msy 23„~p°PPy Day.
Saturday's Games
Intercity
meeting of RotaryRotary [ William Freeman and Allred Con .; writer’s name is received. Contribuseventh, when Grafton's single fol- swelling, earth's green carnet grows i1 r.May
‘Xy .?27—
7^L?J
,t7clty meetlng
Nay, in all these things we are
°fUther aVunusual feature of tb ”reener every day and the early ! May 28 k“x County W.C.T.U. Con- don motored to Mt. Desert Friday tions must be signed, as a guarantee
Camden High at Rockland.
more than conquerors through him
Lincoln Academy at Vinalhaven.
game- was the swrcitv of flie^d spring flowe,:s are in bloom White! "n“ch
.“ _the BaP^‘ and then proceeded to Sutton Island of good faith,
that loved us.—Romans 8:37.
• * • *
Miss Helen Louise Byrnes speak-1 where Mr. Freeman will be employed j
of course this does not take into ac- ?nd. bIue Vlolets are openin8 their I er
'
The League Standing
during the summer.
May 30—Memorial Day.
! The remains of Harold F. Robin
count the swarm of black flies which love£ petals t0.tbe sun; The dainty
A FORGOTTEN POET
30 -Letter Carriers* convention
------Vinalhaven High covered anolher were holding their annual track m.ayflow^r is a thlng of the past but ln May
son, formerly of this city, who died
Biddeford.
Tom Noonan, superintendent
lap yesterday in Its race for the silver meet. Not a fly ball was taken in wlId oats’ trilliums and Canadian
____
George Phillips, head bellman at’ in Waterbury, Conn., Jan. 2, will arJune 5—Walter L. Main's circus
It was in a verandah corner of a
of the Chinatown Mission in
cup. and with Thomaston as runner- either outfield and ho outfielder had ma?flower are taking its place. Soon
Juiy 7-14—Squaarou runs oi Eastern The Thorndike is on a ten days' va- ! rive on the forenoon train Saturday
Yacht Club In Penobscot Bay
Miami hotel, that place where casual
up. the battle is on. Here is how they a chance
New York City for the past 30
cation in Boston, in the course of and there will be services at the
",1! come the most attractive month
July 4—Independence Day.
stand today:
which he will pass judgment on the grave, to which friends are invited.
meetings ripen into friendship, that
in the year —June —so cool, clean
years is eoming to Portland, ac
The
batting
star
of
this
game
was
'
Won Lost PC
and beautiful. The month when
The interment will be in Sea View
Tomorrow is straw hat day—but major league teams.
we first fell in with Bartholomew
cording to an announcement
Feyler
who
in
three
times
at
bat
1.003
0
Vinalhaven .......... 2
Mother Nature dresses in her very use your own judgment.
cemetery.
made
two
singles
and
a
double
—
all
Moynahan. The honest Irish name
made by Rev, William Dawes
1
.663
Thomaston .......... 3
Rev. W. J. Day of Winthrop, Mass.,
best clothes, that her children may
of him clearly suggested a nativity
1
.500 nice, smashing line hits. If the lad admire her
Veazie, pastor of the Church of
Lincoln ................. 1
who is to be the guest speaker at next
keeps
up
that
pace
all
the
season
the
William
C.
Anderson
of
Maverick
The Rockland Yacht Club will open
Camden ................ 1
.333
the Messiah. Mr Noonan, known
of the ould sod, evidence which a
The yellow dog violets in my gar street has had the telephone Installed Wednesday night's meeting of the for the season Sunday May 24, and in
opposing pitchers are going to have
.000
Rockland
..............
0
to
thousands
of
radio
listeners
den are budded; the rhodora is put —458-R.
Baptist Men's League, will arrive to order that“ thg pubHc
'beconie
delicate brogue, adding piquancy to
their hands full.
the nitv tinvt VAnndnif nTtovnnnn
as the "Bishop of Chinatown,"
the city next Monday afternoon. TJi
Hu I more familiar with this fine institu
speech, easily supported. When he
Coach' "Styvie” kept his young ting forth its magenta colored
broadcasts every Sunday after
Vinalhaven 5. Rockland 1
*" ‘heh.pulplt
Some local readers will be interest- topic will be one which is certain to tion, the opening is to be made an
charges constantly on the hop, and S fnrth
was a lad of a dozen years, he told us,
noon at 3.30 o’clock over a sixX™ f
P.MCh hlSrt
t0 learn that New Meadows Inn, entertain the Leaguers and especially event of much interest, with a band
The
jinx
which
generally
pursues
delivered
73
admonitory
speeches.
he came to this country with his
station hookup. In his little
those members who were his former concert. free rides about the harbor,
sermon
Poplar, alder, and birch Brunswick, will open June 16.
Rockland
High
when
it
goes
to
Vinal

i»ne
of
which
could
be
reported
,
'i cn trillnn’ orn rrr.thno vonHwr in
mission at Doyer street in the
parents, one of those amazing Irish
parishioners.
haven. was right on the job again without the use of italics, asterisks a*s? W1 °*: arc Bettmg ready to nod
and other forms of entertainment
heart of Chinatown, people from
their millions of catkins in the j
families of seventeen children. Here
yesterday, and our team was defeat and exclamation points.
.
“ ,
,
I originating in the fertile brain of
All
Patriarchs
who
are
to
attend
all walks of life gather to hear
gentle
spring
breezes,
A
car
owned
and
driven
by
A.
F,
jj
. S. Dick, the chairman. The Club
ed 5 to 1. Middleton was in the box
The score:
he became in the process of years
this enthusiastic leader, who
On Arbor Dayy, among other things district *"eeting °f oE"cTpmentu a! Thompson of 10 Erin street, Thomas- recently held its annual meeting,
for
the
Islanders
and
showed
the
Thomaston
High
a prominent figure of the New York
ite to
mv s-hool Union wdl mect at odd Fellows hall ton, was sideswiped late Tuesday electing Joshua N. Southard, romraocarries the gospel straight to the
done appropriate
w .itv, ...»
same effectiveness that he did against
ab r bh tb po a
children stuck a row of willow twigs Saturday
5 30 oclock,
hearts of his listeners through
bar—reference being had to the
night by a small oldish car of sedan ^ore and John G. Snow vice commoCamden. McAlary and Duncan were Felt, ss ............. 4 1
3 1
his sincerity and straightfor
in the ground around the school
type, the driver of which disappeared (tore. On the house committee are
legal profession. To listen to his
used by Coach Heal.
Grafton,
c
......
4
1
2
18
Eddie
Whalen
paid
fine
and
costs
•
•
«
«
wardness.
Mr.
Noonan,
together
without making himself known. Any M. S. Dick, Everett A. Munsey and ,
yard to try the experiment of start
stored recollections was to receive
Fales, lb ......... 4 0
2 5
amounting
to
$18
in
Municipal
Court
with his song leader, Howard
information regarding such a car, Ernest C. Davis. The board of gov- '
ing a willow hedge. As the willow is
Thomaston
2,
Camden
0
Morgan,
rf
....
3
0
first-hand knowledge of men and
Wade Kensey and Mrs. Kensey,
a lover of wet feet and the north- , yesterday. He was charged with which has been damaged on one ernors remains as last year.
Moran,
3b
........
4
0
As
good
a
school
game
as
one
events associated with the life of
pianist, will appear at the Port
side, would be appreciated by Lieut
east side of the yard is somewhat !de8a' automobile registration,
would care to see was played on Perry, cf ......... 4 0
Cushman of the State Highway
land City Hall Friday evening.
New York covering the past two gen
wet we are hoping our willows live
"Styvie Hill” in Thomaston Tues Feyler, 2b ....
3 0
At the Pleasant Valley Grange
May 22, under the auspices of the
and grow.
Camden High School plays Rock- Police.
erations, with which his contact had
day, and the admitted hero of the Johnson, If ...... 2 0
meeting, Tuesday evening, it was vot
Young People's Christian I’nion
The
scarlet
maple
—
have
you
naland
High
at
the
Broadway
athletic
occasion was the rookie pitcher, Ifemey, p ........ 3 0
been both active and intimate. What
The Courier-Gazette is in receipt ed that next Tuesday a dandelion
of the Church of the Messiah.
ture people noticed how beautiful field Saturday afternoon at 2.30.
Ifemey. who fanned 21 Camden bats
in particular sounded the note of
of a copy of the "Handbook of and baked bean supper, be served at
Mr. Noonan appeared in Provi
they
are
at
this
time
of
the
year?
I
Both
teams
have
losses
to
make
men Only three scattering hits were
31 2 11 13 27 5 5
interest was his marvelous acquaint
dence recently at the Trinity
have read somewhere that God. amends for, and will fight their hard- Criminal Law and Procedure," com 6.30. fast time, after which the
Camden High
made off him. two by Inman, one by
piled by Joseph E. Hall L.L.B. of Grange will
„ hold its usual session.
M. E. Church and more than a
after he had made all the different es*ance with literature, with the added
Nash, and a double by Wadsworth.
ab r bh tb po a
Caribou. The work is based on his
as^ nieeting the program wa
thousand
people
were
turned
trees,
at
the
beginning
of
creation,
------gift of a memory that brought imme
“If" found himself in a bad hole in Miller, rf .....
........ 3 0 0 0 0 0
away.
looked over his handiwork and deNext Tuesday night the Chamber eight years' experience as judge of Song, Grange; reading, Jesse Tolthe fourth inning when the bases Lord, 2b .......... 4
diately to the tongue the choicer
cided that to make more beauty a of Commerce will hold its open meet- one of the larger municipal courts,! mad' Pian° solo, Eunice Morse; song,
were
full
with
only
one
down.
Went

Alexander,
lb
things of author and poet. Not al
Winners of the Camel ciga
touch of color was needed, so he just ing at the Thorndike Hotel with and is of inestimable value to con- 1 worthy master, (who on being re
worth made a valiant attempt to save Inman, cf
rette contest were announced iast
ways were these the writers whose
added here and there a scarlet maple, chicken dinner at 7 o’clock. Con- stables and other officials who arc ca’led' g?ve a r°nicking little Spanthe day for Camden, but best he Nash, ss ......... 4
eowb°y sdng); leadl.ng ' A' F
night. Of the million who par
and
truly they are all that he intend- gressman John E. Nelson will be the brought in touch with crime and
names come oftenest to mind. Poets
Wentworth,
c
....
4
0
12
could do was pop a fly to Ifemey.
desire to know their rights in the 1 ' eaz'e' sonK. Robot Mein tosh; storv,
ticipated
probably
999,999
were
ed
them
to
be.
speaker,
his
subject
to
be
announced.
2
4
|
worthy
master; reading, Susie Snow;
who snapped the ball to Fales for a Wadsworth, 3b.... 4
less known he had acquaintance with.
m'atter of making arrests, etc
tuned in to hear the result.
Watch the trees as they leave out
------song, Grange. Considerable interest
double—retiring the side. The crowd Joy. if............... 3
We confess our ignorance of Adam
day by day. Where yesterday was a
Tlie huge 155 m m gUn intended
is being manifested in musical mat
stopped whacking black flies long ’Prince ............. 1
NOTICE TO MARINERS
Lindsay Gordon, that talented young
“Ninety-nine Out of a Hun
rolled leaf todav it is spread to near- [or (he Rockland battery of Coast
ters. and members who have never
enough to give “If" a great hand. Greenlaw, p .... 4
dred" is easily one of the most
Australian, born in 1833, educated at
----------ly
half
its
regular
sizebut
can
you
Artillery
was
yesterday
removed
from
Again in the sixth inning Camden
Mount Desert
Rock Lighted performed before in public are clicitpopular
selections
of
the
day
on
35 0 4 5 24 9 0 se? It erow even if vou watch it every Maine Central Station to Rockland
Oxford and ending a brilliant but
had men on second and third, with
the radio.
’Prince batted for Joy in the 8th
minute? I-ook in the morning, then oarage. It's companion was taken to Whistle Buoy to be established about tors
two down and the young Thomaston
stormy life, by his own hand, at the
«•»«•••••
Thomaston .... 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 x—2 again in the afternoon and note the Thomaston. Touched off, with real June 1, in about 288 feet of wajer,
hurler
fanned
Nash
for
the
third
out.
age of thirty-seven. Three volumes
Broadcast listeners in the Unit
ammunition these birds could make about 5’i miles, 334 deg. from Mount
Two-base hits. Felt, Feyler, Wads- change.
The visitors never threatened after
At the meeting of the Auxiliary ot
ed States w ill have an opportun
of his poems bear the London im
I like the poem “Trees" -by Joyce things lively down at Dutch Neck or Desert Rock Lighthouse, buoy will
that.
worth Bases on balls, off Ifemey 1.
Winslow - Holbrook Post Monday
ity
to
hear
Pope
Pius
speak
via
Kilmer and how true that
at Duck Trap.
” I have black and white vertical stripes, night it was discovered that the local
print, but who of our readers have
Thomaston
made
its
first
score
in
off
Greenlaw
1.
Wild
pitches,
Ife

radio for a second time Friday.
_____
: and will show a flashing white light unit has three sets of three-genera
Poems are made by fools like me.
the third inning, with two men re- ] mey 1, Greenlaw 1. Hit by pitcher,
known of him? Something of the
The National Broadcasting Co.
But only God can make a tree.
every 3 seconds, flash 0.3 second
tired. The auburn haired Grafton Morgan. Struck out, by Ifebiey 21.
tender and pathetic quality of his ■ announces that it will carry an
Blue
Bonnet
Troop
Girl
Scouts
is
. wv*»
tion uiniiwre
members—mrs.
Mrs. viara
Clara t-enee,
Pettee,
N. C. C. 2.
to conduct a copked food sale Sat- d^ag ">n,Jr ; jb, 9P°b, 10 f 1 Mrs. Sarah Griffin and Miss Barbara
plunked
out
a
nice
single,
pilfered
by
Greenlaw
10.
Double
plays.
hour and a half program from
poems is found in that which bears
Washington,
Me.
above
water,
second, and came home on a nice Ifemey and Fales; Wentworth and
visioie » mnes.
Griffin; Mrs. Mary F. Haskell. Mrs.
urday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the
HVJ, Vatican City Station, start
the title
Indian Harbor, Corea Entrance
comfy swat by Fales. The other Alexander. Umpire, Wotton. Scorer.
Burpee Furniture Store, the proceeds
Hazel Haskell, and Virginia and
Whistle
ffuoy
—
Corrected
Position,
"YOUR LITTLE SWEETHEART"—THE , ing at 11 a. m. (E.S.T.) via the
Thomaston run was made in the Winslow.
A MECHANICAL EYE
of which will be used in a fund to
Mary Haskell; Mrs. Frances Snow,
WEAF coast to coast chain.
Outer
Bar
Island,
right
tangent,
17
OLD LOVE LETTER
entertain the Eastern Maine Girl
Mrs. Anne Snow, and Misses Doro
deg.
900
yards
distant.
Watch
tower,
;
I take It from the place where it was
Here's A “One-Lunger" That Serves Scout Rally here in June. It will be
thy, Eleanor pnd Frances Snow}
FARM AND HOME
hidden
WTH THE BOWLERS
STRAND THEATRE
A
Useful Purpose.—Sees Two a distinct honor to hold the Rally Petit Manan Point, 43 deg.
Out of the light, away these many years.
This is an unusual feature and one
Searsport
Harbor,
Moose
Point
I read that letter o’er, and tears un Grafting and Pruning Demoi.traMiles
in this city, and every effort is to be
that probably few Legion auxiliaries
bidden
The 10-string elimination contest
In “Dude Ranch," Jack Oakie
made to make the occasion a memor i Buoy 1, to be discontinued about can boast. The Auxiliary is to have
tions In Order—Judging Contests
Come to those eyes that long have known
June 1, 1931.
A
new
mechanical
eye
which
sees
at
Carr's
alleys
was
begun
Tuesdayplays
the
role
of
an
actor
who
poses
able
one
in
every
way.
no tears.
Portland Lightship—Radio beacon one of its popular Saturday night
Old h?orgotten,UfanGes?me °'n me' hil(
Demonstrations in grafting and night when a very pretty race was as a desperate cowboy for the benefit two miles through average fog has
now operates on 284 kilocycles. In suppers this week at Legion hall
been
devised.
In
spite
of
the
individual
efforts
from 5 to 7. with Mrs. Gladys PhilThings I had dreamed long since had pruning are being held throughout staged by Rackliff and Graham, the of the guests of the ranch, who insist
The apparatus is designed to sit on Of Alton Keene, Camden High School clear weather the third 15 minutes of brick and Mrs. Elizabeth Barton in
found an end.
As reading o'er that best of life's Knox and Lincoln Counties. Work former averaging 102.6 pins per upon thrills. Jack is a hero in the the tail of an airplane, sight an air- , track star who scored a total of 20 each hour, and continuously when charge.
romances.
string and the latter 102.4 pins. stories he tells, and a hero when he way light through the fog and repro- points, Lincoln Academy won a there is fog or low visibility at the
I see "Your little sweetheart" at the end has been done in six orchards. The
Rackliff also beat his opponent one is "piaying up" to Eugene Pallet te. duce on the aviator's dash a synthetic quadrangular track meet at Dam- station.
schedule for the month follows:
The campaign for enrollment in
Outside my window there a bird Is sing
pin in the race for high single. The who is also a trouper in the cast, but beacon. It has not been "up" yet but ariscotta yesterday, scoring 52 points , “Caraway is an old customer of the Citizens’ Military Training
West
Rockport,
May
14.
Robert
ing
it has done its stuff successfully to Camden's 40. Pickland High was
when
he
stacks
up
against
a
really
His sweet, fierce song unto the morntns Nutt.
scores:
Camps has been very successful, ac
third with 16 while South Bristol ycur laundry, is he not?”
sky;
tough guest. Jack backs down, as through two miles of ground fog.
West Rockport, May 15, Leman
Mitchell 86. Ill, 90, 106, 87, 102, 103, unobtrusively as possible, but un
Inside, deep ln a man's heart, thoughts
The artificial dash beacon is in two High failed to score and finished a I "Oh my, yes. We've been getting , cording to reports sent out from
are springing
headquarters. Maine's quota was 322,
Oxton.
94, 96, 91, total 966.
parts, one shows the aviator whether poor fourth. Keene was clocked by buttons off him for years,”
mistakably.
That have not risen since his youth went
and on May 10 this number had been
Waldoboro, May 16. James CalderAtwood 61, 88, 104, 89, 129, 83, 82,
the airway light is »o left, right or di three watches on a wet track in a
by;
"Dude
Ranch,
”
Friday
and
Satur

BORN
exceeded. It is probable that there
89 . 83 , 94, total 902.
The bird’s wild song is from the throat wood^ .
rectly ahead. The other signal shows brilliant 10 7-5 seconds in the 100
day
Also
in
the
cast
are
Stuart
Er

Mrt,TS—At Rockland. May 7 to Mr. and will be a number of withdrawals
outpealing
Marshall
91,
80,
85,
84,
97,
98.
95,
88.
him
whether
he
is
approaching
or
goyard
dash,
which
he
won
by
vards
Bunker
Hill,
May
19,
Marshall
win,
Eugene
Pallette.
Mitzi
Green
and
As though the sound his very heart
Mrs^ Lawrence Mills, a ton. Uwrence. flQm thcse applicants, which will
84. 97, total 899.
would rend.
Moody.
June Collyer. The picture was made ing away. The two readings, with his over the second place winner. Bates
No song can tell the memories o'er me
Rackliffe 113, 122, 105, 99, 94, 106. on a western ranch and offers beau altitude instruments, furnish a land- of Lincoln. Lincoln made a clean AUTIO-At Friendship. Mav li. to Mr make it possible for boys who have
Rockland.
May
20.
Axel
Nelson.
stealing
and Mrs. H. v. Autio, a son.
, not yet enrolled to do so. and appli101. 95. 103. 88. total 1026.
irg guide.
sweep in the low hurdles with Bates.
Rockland. May 20*, F M. Piper.
At seeing Just those few words at the
tiful natural backgrounds—adv.
HALL— At Thomaston. May 12. to Mr cations are still being received by the
Graham
92,
95,
100.
100,
107,
94,
100,
The
cell
converts
the
invisible
light
Albv
and
Haskell
finishing
in
a
dead
end.
Union. May 21, J. F. Calderwood.
and Mrs. sayward Hail, a son.
j various county and local chairmen,
109, 106, 121, total 1024.
rays into electfic current which flows heat and Camden swept the high
Appleton. May 22,' Edward Ames.
DRESSING THE CHILDREN
"Your little sweetheart”—oh, the old
nl
_
n
i by American Legion Postmasters, and
*
•
•
•
to
the
aviator's
instrument
board,
jump
with
Alexander,
Nash
and
Hope, May 23, D. Brownell.
sweet story
This current indicates the direction Keene tying at five feet, two inches. SAUCIER—At Warren. Mav 9. Roland Otbey aKCDCieS. Knox County, of
With Its deep pathos to my being cries—
* Meetings scheduled for 1.30 p. m.
Miss
Lawrence,
Home
Demonstration
The
Dark
Horses
defeated
Forty
There comes a face with hair of amber
son of Mr and Mrs. L. J. Saucier, aged which James F. Carver of Rockland
All others at 9.00 a. m.
Agent, Holds Meetings In Three I to the beacon by showing on an indiClub No. 3, 2349 to 2314 at Carr's
glory
22 years, s months.
I js chairman, has only one applica: cator which side of the plane the
F.ummaee sale by Woman's Educa
Tangled across the gleam of sunny eyes.
Communities
alleys last night. Jacobs had high
Rockport. May 12. Vesta A .1 t;on bn
t0 date, with one pending,
1 light is coming from. It also picks up tional Club. Saturday. May 16; also GRAY-At
Down Time's dim balls a voice rings
Twenty-six judging contests by total 507 and high string (117) beat
wife of Lester Gray, aged 38 years. 7
months. 6 days. Funeral Thursday at This is a -mall percentage of the
Burkettville, Bristol and Friend * the beacon thus when dead ahead. cooked food sale; in store vacated by
In whose soft tones so many memories
Clubs have been held thus far, ing Smalley one point .
4 o'clock.
1 county quota which is 11. The only
Little Flower Shop. Open 9 o'clock.
blend
and those receiving the purple rib
ship held meetings on dressing I
Awnings, boat covers etc., prompt Contributions that cannot be brought coggan—At Union. May 12. william A boy enrolled from Knox County is
They bring back youth’s fair morn ln bon since April 1 are:
the
children
last
week.
Miss
Jessie
1
Coggan.
aged 43Thursday
years, 6atmonths,
Clinton Fickett
all its splendor—
days. Funeral
3 o'clock6 Clinton
Fickett of
ot Rockland
Kockiana. fn
to.— the
tne
East Union, Shirley Morten.
M. Lawrence, home demonstration i service. Rockland Awning Co. Tel. in, called for by Tel. 122—adv.
Those words “Your little sweetheart” at
39-T-51
57-58
standard
. basic course at Fort McKinley.
the end.
Damariscotta. Charlotte Waltz.
agent, told the women that some very 1262-W.
. .... ............................................ ..........
.
"
------- ■.)
Burkettville Girls, Frances Pier
definite discoveries recently made
Through the open door I turn my face
pont.
: show that the health and happiness
to seaward
Where the wild waters wall and the
Simonton Boys, Edwin Annis.
of the child are directly affected by
warm winds blow;
Union Girls (sewing), Arlene Cum
clothing. It has been found that 1
The bird is flying far away to leeward,
there are ways in which clothes can J
Maine's Finest.
Just as my hopes fled from me years mings.
ago.
Union Girls (C.&H.), Mildred
be made that make it easier for chil- j
Thus hath it ever been, thus will it be Farris.
GOLD BOND STAMPS
S.&H. GREEN STAMPS
dren to dress themselves at an earlier
forever;
Denyse
North
Whitefield
Girls,
age. Clothing should be loose and
The chain is broken that no hand Can
Given in This Sale
Given in This Sale
mend;
Tobin.
comfortable so that every par: of the i
That hand will rest in mine no more
Arthur
North
Whitefield
Boys,
, body may have an unrestricted op
forever
portunity to work and to grow. Al
That wrote "Your little sweetheart" at Gould.
Dresden
Mills
Girls,
Doris
Randall.
the end.
lowances should be made that clothes
Aina Girls. May Edgerly.
may be let out as the child glows. 1
I lay aside tire tear-stained yellow letter—
Whitefield. Phyllis Sanderlin.
Many new ideas regarding the best
My little sweetheart, my last link to
Camden Jr. Girls, Dorothy Lord.
thee—
way to make children's clothes were 1
Yet, whether all were for the worse or
spoken of, as size and placing of but
better.
SONS OF REVOLUTION
tons, short straight legs on trousers 1
May God be with you wheresoe'r you be,
And howsoever much my feet may falter,
, and bloomers and open, low cut •
May your path lead where radiant roses Judge E K. Gould Preparing Valu- j
necks.
bend.
able Reference Book and Is Seek- ]
These women enrolled that they j
For you will be, what death alone can
ing Information
alter.
would carry out definite practices in j
My little sweetheart to the bitter end.
regard to children's clothing: Bur
Edward K. Gould, historian of the
We think our readers who love real
kettville, Mrs. Florence Calderwood.
Mrs. Mattie Light, Mrs. Lelia Turner,
poetry will thank us for bringing to Maine Society of Sons of the Ameri- '
RANKIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND
can Revolution, is searching out the;
Mrs Achsah Neale, Mrs. Fred L.
them these lines of the forgotten names of all the men who either en
Ludwig; Bristol, Mrs. Sanford Weeks,
young Australian. We wish we listed from, or at some time lived" in ,
Mrs. Martha Gamage, Mrs. Florence
could reproduce for them the setting Knox County, and served in the |
I'M A
Prentice, Mrs. Ruby H. M. LeMay,
Mrs. Mary T. Crooker, Mrs. Lloyd
STRANGER
in which they first came to us—the Revolutionary army or navy. It is
Mr. Gould's intention to prepare a
Osier: Friendship. Mrs. Edna Pack
HERE. CAM
hotel verandah, its evening dusk pen comprehensive reference book on I
ard. Mrs. John L. Stevens. Mrs. Rena
YOU f'lRECT
etrated by the rays of a tropical the subject, and he has already col
Fales, Mrs. Bertha Young. Mrs. Ruth
ME
TO
A
moon, and the gentle voice of Bar lected 600 names but he feels certain
.1. Prior, Mrs. Bertha Jameson and
RELIABLE
Mrs. Ida H. Stenger.
tholomew Moynahan, touched with that the list is not yet complete, for !
Another lot of
CAR
Knox County had one of the high
that elusive suggestion of the brogue, est percentages of enlistment in pro- ’
ANNUAL LITERATURE DAY
reciting them upon a cadenced note portion to its population, of any dis-1
$1.00 Rayon Bloomers
?
of feeling that must have come down trict in Maine.
Plans are rapidly maturing for the
Last April, Mr. Gould visited
second annual Literature Day under
to him out of old generations of the
Washington, spending much time in
the auspices of the Maine Federation
poet races of Erin.
Ruffled, Embroidered Spot Curtains,
the Revolutionary War section of
of Women's Clubs which is to be held
the Pension Bureau, where he discov
on
the
Bates
College
campus,
Satur

FULL FASHIONED HOSIERY
The Lady On The Dollar says: day. The morning session will fea
One of those always fascinating ered many interesting facts. Through
a $1.25 value, with tie-backs
Holland post-cards comes to the funds placed at his disposal by the “Guaranteed Cars For So Little? ture these speakers: Angelo Philip
Witchery of color inter
Bertocci. French instructor on "Some i
newspaper desk, postmarked Amster Rockland Chapter of Sons of the Ilow do they do it?”
preted in terms of transpar
French Opinions of United States;” i
We have never seen one better
dam and presenting a street scene in American Revolution, Mr. Gould was
ent loveliness for your new
enabled to have photostatic copies
Mrs. Miriam Bentley Mabee, instruct- i
that historic city, with a famous made of many documents of import
Spring
Hosiery
wardrobe.
J or in English, on “China Looks at
1929 Oldsmobile Sedan
restaurant across the way and groups ance, including officers commissions,!
America" and Dr. Edwin M. Wright,
Choonp the perfect hos
head of English department, on "Poor
of people giving life to the picture discharges of officers and soldiers I 1928 Erskine Coach
iery complement to your
Uncle Sam." These speakers are
The photographer had an artistic a»d leaves torn from family Bibles to
daytime frocks and even
F
prove pension claims. The latter in
members
of
the
Bates
faculty.
1926 Essex Coach
eye, though it is easy almost any particular shed new light on many
ing gowns from our new
The afternoon session will feature )
where in Amsterdam to point your doubtful genealogical matters.
! the guest speaker of the day. Prof.
est display of superb
1927 Pontiac Sedan
A superior quality for
Mr. Gould has already written bioStephen A. Leacock, the famous j
colortones in the weights
camera and bring out of it a charm
75c Hartshorn Shades
graphiefll
sketches
of
some
of
the
men
Canadian
humorist.
Prof.
Leacock
you
prefer,
1929 Chevrolet Coach
ing view. It is to that former Rock
whose Revolutionary records he has '
will have for his subject “Modern !
land boy, William C. Bird, that we been investigating and his purpose is 1
all standard colors
Literature in Its Latest and Lightest ;
1927 Chrysler Roadster
$|.00 $1-50 $p95
are indebted for this recalling of days to complete a family register for
Aspect". Internationally known, it !
has been several years since this 1
of travel. Mr, Bird, vice president each Knox County veteran down to
1929 Whippet Coach
noted humorist from McGill Univer- |
Also Service Weight at
and general manager of the Pro-phy- the children of the present day.
! sity has appeared in Maine, and his
1928 Chevrolet Sedan
lac-tic brush company, is on a tour
coming is one of the outstanding i
$1.00 and $1.35
in the interest of that well-known Bird doesn't mention it in the card, 1929 Whippet Sedan
I events of the year with the Maine i
j Federation.
Massachusetts corporation, which but his Rockland friends are aware
1 At 3.30 p. m. the one-act play “The j
takes him into twelve European of the fact that during his absence 1925 Dcdee Roadster
•v <• ■
Pot Boiler" by Alice Gerstenberg will j
per pair
HOUSE PAJAMAS
countries. On the face of the card he additional business honors have been
All other grades, including Made to
be presented bv the Bates English '
writes: "I was in Florence, Italy, visited upon him, by an election to
4-A Players. Several members of
$1.00
local clubs are planning to attend. !
and had hoped from there to be able the board of directors of the Lambert
Order Shades, at Lowest Prices
Figured Satine
and reservations for the luncheon at
Another Lot Just Arrived
to phone Dave Buffum at the Ameri Company, manufacturers of that
55
cents
a
plate
should
be
arranged
1
can consulate, but the connections famous compound Listerine. It was
i with Annie Barr care of the Lewiston [
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
to Palermo were bad; so I was able an unsought honor, news of which
Public Library. A registration fee of 1
arefarafziBreraramHraHrajBJgfgJBffafafgjaraJziHniJzn
jjerafafafaraararar,
]25 cents will also be charged.
to talk with him by cable only,” Mr. crossed over to him by cable.
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SCHOOL I LEAGUE

THE LOITERER

V
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MONTON

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
BLOOMERS

s

CURTAINS

E

^tmrrVrq Bird

49c

2 for 95c

89c pair

Crepe Lustre Hose

50c

Mesh Hose

E

50c

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

Shade Curtains

Every-Other-Day

Ends Saturday Night-Take Advantage of These Values Now
Our Fifth Birthday Sale offers the kind of values most people like to take advantage of.
sale goods are still in force throughout the store

Hand Bags

Remember, all

Dress Coats

It Will Pay You To Shop Here Friday and Saturday

□

\
In this special lot of hand bags you will find the new
est shapes and styles both in fabrics and colored
leathers.

Sale Price $2.69
Many have an inner pocket securely closed with a
zipper

New Scarfs
Silk Scarfs with colored stripes,
Taffeta Scarfs, in plain colors,

An Outstanding Item

Hosiery

lay
Jewel Wool Crepe
Good Crepe Linings
Fur Collars or Throws

Latest Style Sleeves—Flare Bottoms

..I--

"J,'

It’s not too late to get your share
Mayflower

For this sale only—Misses’ and Women’s to size 48.

45 gauge
Pure Silk,
Picot Top
Good Colors,

Black, Brown, Blue

Curtains

Curtains

Silks

The best hosiery value we have seen

Last Week Of Our Silk Sale

Other Hosiery Specials on sale these last two days

Sixty Dozen—
Chiffon or Service Weight
Dull Finished
Full Fashioned

$12.50

Printed and Plain

59c pr.
2 pr. $1.00

88c yd.

Polo Coats
Like cut-1—Tan only

$9.50

Suede Jackets
We sold these last year at 4.50.
The mill has closed out the en
tire stock.

$1.98
Red, Green,
Bfown

Colors:

Voile Cottage Sets and Voile Long Curtains

Dotted Swiss, White and Cream

69c

$1.69

Birthday Sale of Lingerie
Another lot of the Special Rayon Bloomers and Panties with Appliques
of Glove Silk

29c; 4 for $1.00
Blue,

Sizes 6 to 20

Extra Large Size at 39c

Rayon Night Gowns

Fast
Color
Linene
*
k •,
.v
■ T ■ ' - ; v i .■
Many patterns to pick from

36 inches wide

19c

Children’s Rayon Pajamas
Tuck in style with flare bottoms

Sizes 2 to 14

59c
I

Memorial Day

Wreaths and Sprays
Now on Special Sale

98c

This telegram was received Wednesday from Kennedy Crane of
the Senter Crane Company relating to today's advertisement, he
being in New York:

“Reserve space 1 hursday's Advertisement Special
Purchase Printed Silks Retail Fifty-nine Cents.”

These are the Silks-on sale Saturday

Printed Flat Crepes
Printed Chiffons
36 inches wide.

59c

Big color range

Bought this week as per above telegram

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

Per Yard

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - « £AST WALDOBORO
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE ,,’isitlng herL parents Mr. and Mrs“ ! THE SAUNTERER «
1

2

3

4

6

5

7

F"L

i IO

9

ii

II

13

14

w
lb

15

17

w
19

IB

20

w
2.3

n

21

o 24
w
i 27

2b

w

ZB

2.9

30

3‘1

33

3b

37

HU

31

w
34

W
35

38

39
I

m

M3

^2

44

43

1
HORIZONTAL
, 1-Affianced
! 9—Drill
10-Erects
12-A metal
T3-A dealer In furs
|15-Rave
16- Restrain
17-A German rearadmiral
.18-Augment
19-Seaport in Florida
21- Policy proof of in
terest (ahbr.)
22- That is (Latin,
abbr.)
23- A walking stick
24- A crown
26- To contend with
27- Humor
28- City in N. E. France
30- Empty
31- Conjunction
32- Feminine name

HORIZONTAL ICont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
33-Part of a ship
12- Senseless
35- Feminine name
13- Rcnown
36- Situation
14- Repeat
38- Editors (abbr.)
16-A native of
39- Groove
Denmark
40- A kind of hunting
19-Ties with tape
dog (pi.)
20- Fruit of the oak
42- A germ
23-Dcpression between
43- Prevent from acting
two mountains
44- Groans
25- Fish eggs
45- A bat
26- Noise
27- Defaces
VERTICAL
29- Covered with ivy
1- A burning stick
30- Couches
2- Point of compass
31- Scents
3- lt Is (Poet.)
34- Earth (Fr.)
4- Royal Navy (abbr.) 35- Solitary
5- To impose unfairly 27-Diminutive suffix
6- Pronoun
39-Mineral spring (pi.)
7- Organs of hearing 41- Ever (Poet.)
8- Dropped
42- A French coin
9- An exchange
44-Central State ef
11-Percolates
I
U. S. (abbr.)

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

John L. Flanders.
Mrs. Harry McIntire. Mrs. Lester
I Mank and Mrs. Percy Miller were
' guests Friday of Mrs. Ernest Burns.
South Waldoboro.
Millard Mank and family of Gardi
ner were guests Sunday of Mr. and
I Mrs. L L. Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B Bovey, who
passed the winter in New York City,
I arrived home Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Shuman
and Alfred Shuman and family of
, Portland were at L. L. Mank's and
I C. C. Bowers' Thursday.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Borneman and
son Urban spent Sunday at Sylvanus
I Borneman's. South Waldoboro.
Miss Rena Wiley who spent the
winter with Mrs. Mary Matthews at
| the village is now at ber home.
The Five Hundred Club was enter
tained by Mrs. Hattie Rines at a
chicken dinner Tuesday. Mrs. Tina
i Scott and daughter Joyce were guests.
I Mr and Mrs Raymond Creamer.
Mrs. H. Creamer and Miss Agnes
Creamer were recent visitors at L.
Borneman’s.
The Social Club met at the Stone
schoolhouse Thursday. Ten mem
bers were present, also members of
the South Warren Grange circle.
Picnic dinner was enjoyed followed
by a fine program. Next meeting will
be held at Mrs. Hilda Miller's. May
21. an all-day session with picnic
dinner, and pajama party.
Mr and Mrs. Percy Miller were
given a surprise May 1 by the Five
Hundred Club and guests, the occaI sion celebrating Mr Miller's birthdav
anniversary. The evening was spent
with games and socially and refresh
ments served.
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Newbert and
Mrs Thompson of Portland and Mrs.
Stella Newbert of Thomaston were
at Miss Ellie Mank's Sunday.
Capt. I. F. Archibald and Irving
Sawver of Thomaston were at Aunt
Lydia's Tavern. Tuesday.
Mrs. N. S. Reever. Mrs. L. L. Mank
and grandson Charles Bowers were
visitors at Floyd Wotton's and Frank
Jackson's in South Waldoboro. Mon
day evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Mank enter
tained the Five Hundred Club and
guests at dinner Mav 9. in honor of
. their wedding anniversary. Those
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Mrs.
Raymond Crabtree and1
daughter Marietta returned homeI
Sunday from a ten days' visit with
William Hansells family in Camden
Joseph Pushaw has exchanged cars
|P|A jR
with parties in Waldoboro and is
now driving a Buick coupe.
U. G. Merrifield and son Peary
E7 E T H
have returned home after spending
a portion of the winter at South
Hope Village.
Sunday visitors at Lester Merrill's
were Herman Thayer of Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. H G. Ames and grand
son Howard Leonard of Union and
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Brown of Thom- j
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND i aston.
STEAMBOAT CO.
[ Russell Upham is employed in i
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Rockport for a few weeks
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
Mrs. Letta Deane is at E. W. LasA. M.. Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25,
Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock sell's for a visit.
land about 9.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Mills of Cam
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Ston den were at John Pushaw's Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pushaw and
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan'i
Island about 6 00 P. M.
son Robert of Camden were week
B. H. STINSON. General Agent.
143-tf end guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. M
Pushaw.
Miss Lucretia Pushaw who has
employment at Head-of-the-Lake
POULTRYMEN
Hope, spent the past week with her
ATTENTION!
parents in this place.
We Want Your
Sam Aylward and family were
visitors Sunday at L. Merrill's.
LIVE POULTRY
Mrs. C. C. Childs entertained at a
And Will Pay Highest Market
dinner party Monday. Mrs. Elenora
Price
Call or write and trucks will call. Payson of Hope. Mrs. Marriner and
son Donald, and Fred Fernald of
COHEN BROS.
Rockland, and Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
Wellman of South Hope, the occa
WARREN, ME.
sion being in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
Telephone Warren 2-3
Wellman's tenth wedding anniver
Reference: Any poultry raiser
sary.
109-tf

SWAN'S ISLAND
Why suffer terturee from Rheu.
matiam, Sciatica, Nauritia, Muscu
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
when

METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief!
A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should ba
in every home. Sold only at

Johnston’s Drug Store
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Sant Post Paid on receipt of price
71 cants
lltf

FIMRALSFRVICt
► EMBALMING -4
MOTOR AMBUIANCI
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
l)ay Tel. 450
781-1

BURPEE’S

Mr. and Mrs. Gerland Newman
were ln Portland last week.
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid met
with Mrs. Everett Gross Thursday
afternoon.
Mrs. Ruby Conary of Portland is .
visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. ,
Lew Conary.
This community regrets the de- i
parture of Pastor W. E. Lewis and
family. They have made many
friends during their stay here. Mr
Lewis will now preach in the Metho- |
dist Church in Friendship, and it is
probable that he may be able to visit
here in the near future as his daugh- j
ter Margery remains in town
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Morse and
Misses Irma and Velma Morse and
Mrs. James Sprague motored to Port
land and Bangor last week.
j
Bradlee Joyce who attends High
School in Rockland spent the week- ]
end with his parents in Atlantic.
The Baptist parsonage is being j
made ready with fresh paint and pa- j
per for the new pastor and family I
from Oxbow, who are expected some I
time this week.

BURKETTVILLE

ROCKLAND, ME.

1

Every-Other-Day
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Mr. and Mrs. Frank Esancy and son I
Robert were in Augusta last week.
Mrs. George Pease is in Knox Hos- J
pital.
I
Twelve women attended the Farm
Bureau meeting at Mrs. Fred Lud- I
wig’s in Washington. Miss Lawrence j
was present and gave a very helpful!
and instructive talk also showed,
samples of children's clothing with |
patterns from ages 4 to 12 for both .
boys and girls.
]
Mr. and Mrs. Aubert Leigher and |
child moved Sunday to South Union
where they will begin housekeeping in
SIMON K. HART
the Lucas rent.
MONUMENTS
Earl Grinnell of Stickney Corner
53 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland was a visitor Sunday at his mother's.
30Ttf
Mr. and Mrs Will Carter of Port
land spent the weekend here with
DR. MARY E. REUTER relatives.
Fish for the rearing pools to the
Osteopathic Physician
number around 350.000 were deliv
Graduate American School of
ered Friday. Willard Ireland of New
Osteopathy
port is the caretaker. Mr. Lindholm
400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TEL.1233 I the carpenter with help is working on
28tf I the house.
I Mrs. Ireland and relatives spent the
I weekend here.
DRETHEL
CRIE
Osteopathic Physician
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Prior of MeI domak have been visitors at Charles
MAIN STREET,
THOMASTON i Smith's.
A cleaning-up bee will be held at
the Miller cemetery. May 23. Satur
day. at S o'clock. All persons having
Office Phone 136—Residence 83 lots are requested to be on hand.
Free Children’s Clinic 9.00 to 10.00
Every Saturday Morning
23-tf

A. B. Crocker

...... ...
••• ••• ••• •£
•
REAL ESTATE •
— — — — **U

-4••• -W-•»-••••• S?
roots. Wednesday morning I saw
them pull the tree over into the
♦
treet. I saw it was perfectly sound
Advertisements ln this column not to
4
ar.d in excellent condition, and upon exceed three lines inserted once for 25
.«. •». ••• -♦•••• ••• ••• •••
U
inquiry found that trees, like people.
ce„t, each for one tlme. to cents
LAND AND BUILDINGS for sale at
MODERN apartment to let, five large Vinalhaven.
as J Emery Ladd
must pay the penalty for a misde- for three times. Six words make a line rooms
and bath, central location. Apply place. Writeknown
BOX 277 or phone 468

In Everybody’s Column

TO LET

52 MASONIC ST.
55-tf Rockland
58-60
FURNISHED ROOMS for light house-1 ,.nM Head of the Bay,
keeping or a smaU tenement to let. _In-l f^^l^^nquU^lj MYRTLE ST. Tel.
Tel.
♦
58-60 1258___________________________ 56-61
quire at 35 CAMDEN ST
♦
FURNISHED FLAT of four rooms and j
ROOM house, four acres land,
bath to let. Inquire 176 M«ln St. Tel.1 forSEVEN
sale, also 6 room bungalow, 6 room
874-W
58-tf house, farms, summer cottages, building
SMALL black memorandum book lost,
FURNISHED MODERN house to let for lots and general real estate service of
contains notes valuable to owner. TEL
586-J.
57-59 July and August; four bedrooms, bath. ‘ ail kinds ROBERT U. COLLINS. 375
56-tf
phone, lights. LUCY C. SIMMONS, Main St., Rockland, Me. Tel. 77 .
BROWN POCKETBOOK, lost some time Union.
58-60: VILLAGE FARM administrator’s sale.
ago. containing sunt of money. MRS
HALF of a two family house to let. ► hence, give-away buy $1200. On State
c. O burns. Friendship. Tel. 19-2.
57*58 four rooms with bath, set tubs and range road. 2 min. to grammar and high
in kitchen, hot water heat with garage, school. P. O . stores, etc.; 7 room house,
Camden St. TEL. CAMDEN 2192 for ap running water, large barn, hennery,
pointment.
__________________ 57*59 shed; 40 acres, 15 tillage. 75 bearing ap
trees. Real buy. Send for folder of
THREE-ROOM furnished apartment to , ple
farm bargains. J. D. PEASE.
let. with free lights and water. THOMP-1 special
Hope,
Me._______ ______________ 56-58
SON’S. 16 Willow St.
58*60
IDEAL CAMDEN HOME, central locaMAY
St fc^lteated4irFUL’' tlon;“'8“ ™ms7^ath. garage, large lot.
owner
wishes to buy a larger farm,
EXPERIENCED CROCHETERS on baby TON ST. or Tel. 213-R.
49-tf hence, will
sacrifice for $2600, terms. J.
sacques wanted. Address LUCY E. PEA
CUSHING
SUNNY UP-STAIRS 8-room apartment D PEASE. Hope. Me.___________ 56-58
BODY. Warren. R. F. D. 1.
57-59
to
let.
Newly
remodeled,
Knox
St..
MUST
BE
SOLD at once 7 room house
HOUSEKEEPER wanted for cooking
Miss Ethel Browne of Keene, N. H.,
EVELYN PEASLEE. Gonia’s with bath, furnace,
fine cement cellar,
and general housework. Tel 1074-J. 24 Thomaston.
store.
Rockland.
Tel.
710.
57-tf
is in town to superintend renovation FRANKLIN
garage,
near
Pacific street. For quick
8T.
57-tf
sale
price
$1800.
$500
down and balance
SMALL
HOUSE
to
let.
lights,
gas.
of her house, which she plans to have
SOMEONE with portable saw mill
garage If desired. L. C. FIELDS. 19 mortgage. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St.
done this spring.
wanted to saw 50.000 feet lumber or will toilet,
Tel.
1080.
________________________
46-tf
McLoud
St
Tel.
411-W.
57*59
buv a mill. Call or write at once M. W
Mr. . and Mrs.
Ulmer
THREE ROOMS to let for light house- I FOR SALE—Modern house. 6 rooms
_ . James
..
. ..and
. PULKIN. Rt. 1. Box 48. R. F. D. Tel
Mis: Lottie Partridge are at their Rockland 734-J.
57-59 keeping, bath. gas. range, lights, water.j and bath, garage. A. B. HIGGS. 140 Talhome here, after spending the winter , angora kittens wanted. 7 weeks to MRS CARL OLSON. 19 Myrtle St. 57-59 bot Ave. Tel. 711.________________ 53-tf
FOR SALE-Penobscot Bay farms and
FOUR ROOM furnished apartment to
in Thomaston.
| 4 months. DELIA YORK Tel. 293-W
cottages for sale and rent, attractive
56-58 let. 566 Main St. NELSON B. COBB
Hiram Ulmer of Rockland was in
prices,
ideal loactlons, tea houses, and
56-tf
TENANT WANTED for 5 room tene
town Tuesday.
lota. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast,
BUNGALOW with five rooms, lights, shore
Maine.
__ ________________ 53-tf
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Marshall were ment on Grace St. CALL 630-W. 53-tf city
water. Rent very reasonable. Apply
CHILDREN wanted to board for sum
in Thomaston Monday on business.
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
mer. pleasant surroundings and good EVA AMES. 28 Elm St. Tel. 1293.
A garage located ln a thriving town,
55*57-tf
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Maloney and care MRS ALBERT BURTON. Spruce
a well known line of cars; terms
FURNISHED HOUSE, 5 rooms, to let. j selling
daughter Marilyn with Mr. and Mrs. Head.
55-66
can be arranged.
Modern
Improvements
Other
rents
of
Leslie Seavey were at Medomak Sun
WANTED TO BOARD elderly ^person or all descriptions. ROBERT U. COLLINS,1 Seven-room house in Rockland with
garage. Good chance to get a home.
COOK 375 Main St.. Rockland. Me. Tel. 77.
semi-in valid. Write MRS. E.
day.
51-62
56-tf Terms.
Miss Adna Bartlett of Clark Island Spruce Head.
Six-room house with bath. Furnace
AUTOMOBILE GENERATOR and .starter
visited Miss Edith Searcy, at D. L. work.
EIGHT ROOM HOUSE to let. on Cam-1 heat, lights. Terms can be arranged,
Brushes In stock for all cars.
On North Main St., one of the nicest
Maloney's over the weekend. Other Armatures turned and undercut for ga dtn St., near Maverick square. Large
garden spot and yard, garage if needed, homes ln Rockland. Five rooms, twoguests there were Mrs. Percy Moody rages at reasonable rates. Complete Rent
reasonable
ERNEST
C.
DAVIS.
bar
garage
automotive electrical service. HOUSEand family of Waldoboro.
56-tf
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
SHERMAN, Inc. Next to Ford Agency.
apartment.
let/IT"91
163
Maln
st • Rockland.
Tel. 7W-J
Dr. Ethel Crie of Thomaston was
FIVE ROOM apartment to let. at 9;
48-tf
St Apply to C. S. HALL, 21 Ocean
in town Sunday.
LAWN MOWERS to sharpen and re Water
56*58
Wilburt and Kate Taylor of South pair. Prompt service. Will call for and St. Tel. 879.
FURNISHED apartment, three rooms,
Hope were callers Sunday at F. I. deliver. CRIE HARDWARE CO. Tel 791
Rockland.
47-tf at 49 Pleasant St. Adults only. Inquire
Gever's and H. J. Marshall’s.
LILLIAN BICKNELL. 82 Limerock St
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Johnson and
56*58
son Lewis of Thomaston were at M.
SIX ROOM tenement to let. modern,
••• «•.
••• "®. ••• •••
•••
unfurnished,
at
9
Suffolk
St.
Apply
MILJ. Maloney's Sunday.
TON
M.
GRIFFIN.
25
Ocean
St.
55-tf
Mr. and Mrs, Burgess Simmons
If you have a cottage to let or
TWO FURNISHED rooms to let for
and son Conley of Friendship were
desire summer boarders advertise the
light housekeeping. E. N. SYLVESTER.
visitors Sunday at F. I. Geyer's.
fact in thM paper where thousands
23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J.
55-tf
B. S. and F. I. Geyer are painting
POSITION wanted ln market or gro
will read of lt.
present were Mr. and Mrs. Harry
FURNISHED apartment, three rooms,
cery.
exprienced.
References.
Will
go
let at 57 CRESCENT ST. All modern
McIntire. Rav Simmons. Mr. and Mr. Peck's buildings.
anywhere, will accept any kind of work. to
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buv L W GREGORY. 63 Cedar St. Tel improvements.____________________ 58-60
SIX ROOM cottage to rent by the day.
Mrs. Percy Miller. Mr. and Mrs. John
of Tbe Courier-Gazette, with the 1051-W.
58*60
FIVE ROOM modern apartment to let. weekend, or by the week, fully fur
Rines and daughter Madeline. Mr. copies
home news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con
furnished
or
unfurnished,
at
8
Summer
nished.
beautiful location, near a nice
HOUSEWORK to do by hour, day or St. Call MRS FROST. 318-W
and Mrs. Leslie Borneman and son gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381*,2 Con55-tf clean shore, not far from main road,
week;
also
washings
wanted.
MARY
about
one
mile from village, row boat
gress
Rt.
Urban.
EIGHT ROOM house, all modern at 53 Included
DYER. 1 Fulton St.
58*60
JAMES GREGORY.
St. Apply between 4 and 5 p. m. at Vinalhaven, MRS
Maine.
58*60
YOUNG CAPABLE WOMAN with small Gav
child wahts housekeeper's position in 18 Gay St. place. TONY COLLINS. 55-tf
FOR
SALE
or
rent,
cottage
at
Crescent
refined man's home. Address B„ care
all modern improvements. LENA
SMALL cozy tenement to let; also fur Beach,
The Courier-Gazette.
58*60
58-60
rooms by day or week. Apply at K SARGENT Tel. 990-M or 994
WOMAN wanted for general house- nished
10 LAUREL ST___________________ 55-tf
COTTAGE to let four sleeping rooms,
work CALL 675
58-tf
kitchen
and
living
room,
fire
place,
near
to let. eight rooms. 11 Hall
water. Completely furnished. V. F.
EXPERIENCED young woman wants StTENEMENT
" ___
a slL
■_
Inquire LILLIAN BICKNELL. 8? salt
57-tf
general housework position or work as Limerock St._____________________ 58*60 STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080
waitress. TEL. 313.
58*60
THE VANNAH AND WALTZ cottage at
HOUSE at 180 Main St.. 6 rooms, bath,
RELIABLE 16-year old girl wants work gas. electric lights. MRS E. C. GRANT. Friendship. Me.. Is offered for sale This
consists of three rooms and a
for summer. Can begin by June 14. For 184 South Main St Tel. 526-M
57-tf cottage
fireplace on the first floor, and three
Information inquire of BLANCHE SYL
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. North sleeping rooms on the second floor. It
VESTER. 67 Talbot Ave.. Rockland. Call
after 2.30 p. m. Tel. 926.
58*60 Main St., rent reasonable. P. L. HAV has broad piazzas The cottage is com
57-59 pletely furnished and is located on the
MARRIED
MAN
to
run
my
farm
in ENER Tel 792
within a few feet of the water
“Specify Sherwin-Wil
FURNISHED house to let, 4 rooms, highway
Owl’s Head wanted at once. Inquire
PROTECT
YOUR
PORCH
FLOORS
AND
STEPS
a sheltering bay. with a delightful
liam Paint and engage
before 5.30 p. m.. TEL ROCKLAND electric lights, flush closet. Call at 4 of
view
of
the
sea; a Community House for
CARROLL
ST.
57-59
277-W.
57*59
a good painter."
entertainments, etc. This cottage at
AND SAVE REPAIR BILLS
SIX-ROOM tenement to Wt. on Main tracts the high class of summer resi
MAID wanted. Apply KNOX HOSPITAL.
57-lt St.; electric lights and toilet. J. H dents. If not sold early, will be to let
53-tf for the entire season, or from Aug. 1.
HOUSEKEEPERS POSITION by mid MELVIN. 21 Gay St. Tel. 624-M.
illiams
TWO ROOMS flight Thou«keepl^. I W^B.,0 h.^ 1°^
dle aged lady ln respectable single man’s
furnished,
to
let.
family, one who will not mind a well
56-58 Estate Dealer. Rockland. _________56-58
behaved boy; must furnish church ref 733-M.
cottage tt^ let on Georges
erence. none other need apply. Will de
SIX
ROOM
tenement
on
Warren
, . FOUR-ROOM
.
.
duct enough to pay boy's board. Ad to let. K»s. electricity, toilet. Apply St.
12 I
d“y °r .^“w.-renMRS WILDER
dress HOUSEKEEPER. Courier-Gazette
56*58
DRIES OVER NIGHT TO WALK ON
WARREN ST Tel. 577
53-tf MOORE. Tel. 4-12 Warren
55-57
APARTMENT to let. six rooms and i SUMMER COTTAGE for sale or to let
you like to use this same fine
k coat of Porch and Deck Paint
CAPABLE WOMAN would like position bath, at 104 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel « In,Kra,1?a™ HI1‘; on .the s^ore. bath
as housekeeper in small adult family, or 27-m
54-tf electric lights, city water, all modern,
paint for your porch floor and
is the easiest and surest way to
will care for semi-invalid. Address E. D..
_I____
completely
.____ r
________
fd^filshed.___ Inquire
__,___ at
FURNISHED
TENEMENT
to
let.
on CROCKETT’S BABY CHOP. Rockland.
14
Dunn
St..
Thomaston.
Me.
Tel.
25-21.
steps?
Don
’
t
let
your
house
keep your porch from getting
r
55-tf
55*57 Oak St. E C. DAVIS. Fuller-CobbDavis.
54-tf
get that rundown look when a
shabby -no surface gets hard
CARE OF LAWNS, washing windows
SIX-ROOM COTTAGE for sale, partly
APARTMENT to let. furnished or un furnished at Holiday Beach; nice water,
and odd Jobs wanted. FLOYD RICH
small can of Porch and Deck
er wear—no surface is easier
furnished. three rooms or single room. I garage, fireplace.
ARDSON. 65 Warren St. Tel. 7-M.
MRS. ADDIE N.
all modern. HILL DANE. Tel. 427.
YOUNG. Tel. 750-R Rockland
57-59
49-tf
Paint and a few minutes en
to keep looking well with so
_________________________________ 51-tf 1
COTTAGES for the season in North
FIVE room apartment to let. bn Orient Haven. Camden. Rockland. Owl’s Head.
joyable brushing will give you
little effort. Don’t neglect this
St Apply NELSON B COBB, or Louise Martin’s Point and Friendship. Any of
Williams at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
54-tf the above cottages are for sale. FREEa new porch again. It’s dur
small painting job- it’s fun to
---------------------- Tel 766 J Rockland
TENEMENT to let, seven rooms, bath- j MAN s YOUNG
able-stands lots of wear—
spread S-W Porch and Deck
room, electric lights and gas at 9 Union ' ________________________________ 53-58
St. Apply BENJAMIN MILLER. 26 Ran- | COTTAGE for sale or to let for season
and makes it easy to keep the
Paint because it goes on so
kin St. Tel. 692-J.
58-60 at Cooper’s Beach. 6 rooms, electric
DAHLIAS,
choice
kinds,
for
sale.
15
floor dean and prevent dirt
easily and looks so attractive.
UPSTAIRS APT. to let. 12 Cedar St.., lights, fireplace, nice water, garage; 10
mixed. $1. Many beautiful varieties
minutes from Rockland. MRS. L. E.
rooms,
toilet,
electric
lights.
Inquire
Send for price list of other offers. MRS.
BLACKINGTON Tel 178-R._______ 51-tf
from being tracked into the
Sailors use it on decks because
A I. PERRY. Willow-Brook Dahlia Gar MRS. J. A. JAMESON. 40 North Main St.
Tel.
456-R.
44-tf
FURNISHED Cottage. Bayside. Northdens, Hope, Me.
58*63
house. Paint your floor after
they can’t take a chance
MODERN apartments to let. $14.50 port. Me., to let. water, lights. Two mins,
WHITE NORTH POLE refrigerator for
from
P. O., stores, tennis court and golf
x»r
month
up.
See
MIKE
ARMATA
at
dinner
—
walk
on
it
next
momagainst weather and decay.
sale, medium size. DR. E. L. 8CARLOTT.
•links. A. W. GREGORY. 416 Main 8t..
Tel. 136.
58-60 Elen's Shop, or call evenings 286-R. 44-tf Rockland.
t
49-tf
You always see fine ships look
FIVE ROOM tenement, lights, toilet,
POWER BOAT. 22»2 ft with latest Ford
SUMMER COTTAGE. Seven rooms.
PerC.llon...............
engine. Run less than 100 miles. Per gas. Vacant May 1. DR. BARTLETT.
ing spic and span—wouldn’t
53-tf 2-car garage at Owl’s Head. 3 miles from
fect condition. Will sell cheap. TEL.
Rockland To let for the season. NEL
THOMASTON 26-4 or call 26 Gleason St.
FURNISHED and unfurnished apart SON B. COBB
53-tf
58*60 ments to let. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel.
41-tf
HOWARD 17 and Elmo strawberry 156-W
plants for sale. 75c per 100. Postage
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
Sher win-Williams
extra. CEDRIC NOYES. Union.
58*60 Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
53-tf
JIGGER. GROCERY, cultivator, plows, 240 Broadway.___
MAR-NOT
separator and hay for sale. Price right.
BRUSHING LACQUER
LUCY
C.
SIMMONS.
Union.
58-60
Fast-Dri
HOUSE PAINT
EIGHTEEN FOOT CANOE for sale, good
NOTICE
Thisdate
is to
notify
persons
Water-Resisting Floor Varnish
The popular modem fast drying home lac
AI
i i that
after —this
I will
be all
responsible
condition. WILDER MOORE. Tel. 4-12
The world t biggest house paint value.
quer. Easily apf'ied. Exqui
Keeps floors beautiful. Does not discolor
Warren.
56*58
vIItIv/DILaIjO
t for bills contracted by myself only.
Coven more surface per gallon, coata less
site colors. Dries while
♦ MRS HLEONARD MADDOCKS. Rock’5’g”tg0
'*
with water—wears well in
DRY SPRUCE SLABS for sale. Be p
on your house. Wears longer than cheaper
you wait Per } 4 pint....
tween 25 and 35 cords, above Camden;
service.
paint. Regular colors
co nn
$25 takes them. R. S. JORDAN. 6 Kelley
TWENTY-NINE CARS for sale at 70
ONE MAN can obtain board with famiPer quart .....................
lane.
56*58 Park St. Open evenings until 8. To be ly Of three adults on one of Maine’s
Per gallon ................... vJ.JU
sold
at
a
bargain.
/
56-61
{
quietest,
most beautiful and least known
FARM CART, hay rack and doubleSher win-Wilua ms
CHEVROLET 1930 COACH—One of our islands. For Information write T., care
ender boat for sale. JOHN MAXWELL.
The
Courier-Gazette.
58-60
Pieasant Point. Me.
56-58 customers wanted a coupe so he traded
PRESERVATIVE
ln this low mileage, practically new car.
LIGHTNING BATTERY COMPOUND
DRY HARD FITTED WOOD for sale at Sold “with an O K. that counts.” Con charges
and new batteries Instantly;
$14 cord, delivered in lots of two feet or venient terms. SEA VIEW GARAGE. Inc. doubles old
SHINGLE STAINS
life of batteries; adds power and
more. TEL 352-24, Dodge's Mountain.
Tel. 1250, Rockland.
56-58 pep to autos and radios; saves cost of
Brings out the beauty ot wood shingle roofs
56*58
CHEVROLET 1930 COACH—A car that new batteries. Prices. 6 volt and radio
and stained sidings. Fills the grain with
HARD WOOD for sale, fitted. $14; has
always had good care as shown by batteries, $1.50; 12 volts. $2.00. LIGHT
limbs,
10;
junks.
$12;
long,
$10;
soft
preservative oils which prevent decay and
Its splendid appearance, no dents, nice NING BATTERY STATION. 6 Kelley
wood,
fitted
$8.
delivered.
T.
J.
CAR56*58
Duco
finish, blue ln color. This car will lane. Rockland.
fungus growth. Does not hide the grain
ROLL. Tel. Rockland 263-21.
55-tf give you dependable transportation for
NOTICE—This Is to notify all that
of the wood ana comes
SEEDS of all kinds for sale. Our stock many months at no cost except for gas after this date I will pay onlv those bills
in all the latest shades.
fri
r
of seeds are all from reliable growers and oil. Small down payment. SBA contracted by myself. DONALD WILSON.
Per gallon . ...................
1• I 0
and strictly new stock. C. C. TIBBETTS. VIEW GARAGE. Inc.. Rockland. Tel Port Clyde, Me. May 11. 1931.
57*59
56-58
288 Main St.
55-tf 1250.
MEMORIAL DAY ROSES—Orders taken
1929
CHEVROLET
COUPE-Low
mile

for hand made roses for Memorial Day.
P1
$20. L W McCARTNEY, 61 Limerock St. age of 12.840 has had good care from 75 cents per doz. MRS. V. F. HILLS
Tel. 1255-R.
54-59 original owner and is now ready for Tel. 1-3 Warren.
56-64
thousands of miles more and that at
THREE HOLSTEIN, two Jersey cows low transportation costs. Terms ar
OUTSIDE PAINTING of all kinds by
for sale. ARTHUR DEAN. Camden, two ranged SEA VIEW GARAGE. Inc. Tel. spraying system, good Job. low price.
miles out on Belfast road. Tel. 8715.
1250. Rockland.
56-58 FELIX PAJUNEN. Box 54. R. No. 3.
Union. Me.
54*62
53-58
BUICK four passenger coupe. Master
FARM for sale ln Lincolnville. 150 6. in first class condition. Sell cheap for
PASTURAGE FOR CATTLE—Will have
acres, modern buildings, pastures, hay, cash. Apply at 27 ELM ST. Tel. 510 ample pasturage this season on my
apple orchards, pulp wood, good market. Rockland.___________
52-tf Cushing properties for 40 to 50 head of
MRS H P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
matured cattle Pasturage well watered.
St.. Camden. Tel. 2597 .
43-tf
W M. HOFFSES. Thomaston. Me. 53-58
SIX-ROOM house for sale, Georges St..
MARCELLING. 50c: shampooing. 50
Thomaston, small payment down, price
cents Evening appointments a specialty.
$500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel
MADELYN McCABE. 20 Oak St. Tel. 191.
1080
52-tf
_______________________ 56-tf
WOOD, fitted and dried under cover,
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
$14.00 del. O. H. CRIE. Thomaston
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Tel. 122-2.
51-tf
_____________________ 47-tf
MORE of that rich black loam for sale,
WE
WILL
RENT to you an Electric
also nice cow dressing. W. W. BUTLER
Floor Polisher or a Vacuum Cleaner at
Tel. 603-M Rockland.
51-56
moderate cost for your spring cleaning
from HOUSE-SHERMAN. INC.. ElectrlWHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
] Claus. Phone 721, next to Ford Agencv.
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at the Old South News
1 _ _______________________________ 51-tf
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
PAPER HANGING, Painting and ma
Church; also at M. Andelman’s, 284 Tre
son work of all kinds. A. W. GRAY.
mont St.
Contractor. Tel. 33-M
45-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St.
Mail orders solicited. H. C. RHODES.
Tel 519-J._______________________ 53-tf

.......
„ .
While saunter .ng along Powder
House boulevard here in Somerville
today. I saw workmen preparing to
pull down a large popiai tree, growing in a front yard. It was at least
70 feet in height and 18 inches
through at the butt. Firstithey at
tached a rope to the tree about half
way from the ground to the top: then
they carried the rope across the
street and through a block attached
to a chain around another tree:
thence the rope was carried to the
rear of a truck at the curb and
fastened to it.
Then the workman cut the sod and
rolled it up. dug around the roots and
shoveled the dirt out. Next they cut
the roots of the tree, piled planks to
the height of about a foot and a half
in front of it. stopped auto traffic
The engineer got into the cab of
the truck and gave her the gas. Just
one pull and the poplar tree lay in
the street. Then all they had to do
was to cut up the tree, shovel back
the dirt, put back the sod, and the
job was done. No stump, everything
shipshape and all done in very
short time by four men and a truck
I understand the trees on this
boulevard are about 15 years old
Poplars grow very rapidly, but they
are soft, and break easily, and are
dangerous, as they are apt to fail on
autos, or the houses, in a high wind
One poplar tree the less on that
boulevard.
For the second time in three days
I have seen a large tree removed
Tuesday morning workmen were at
a large poplar within a stone's
throw of this house. They were saw
ing off limbs from a tree some 90 feet
high and two feet diameter at the
butt. Afier taking off the limbs the
cut the trunk in sections to about 30
feet from the ground. Then thev
dug out the dirt and cut off the

In this case the punishment was
..(0 jje <jrawn an(j quartered." The
misdemeanor, the tree had sent its ;
roots through the yard and into the
cellar of a house w’here they were
pushing the furnace off its foundation. I am told that tree roots cause
a lot of trouble with drain pipes,
•ometimes getting into and clogging
them: sometimes with earthen pipes ,
wrapping themselves around a pipe
and crushing it. As this tree was the
property of the city of Somerville it
made the punishment fit the crime.
N. C. C. 3.
Somerville. Mass.

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

\

j

1r
♦
J Summer Cottages ♦

;

SITUATIONS

;

FOR SALE

;

Sherwin-Williams

Sher win- W

PORCH AND DECK PAINT

!

$3.30

TIMELY TtlCOETTIONT
SWP

$£

.«.

I MISCELLANEOUS \
SJ ••• •♦•••••••••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••

/IU 1

VVv

$1.25

n

Trellises, Arbors, Window
Boxes, and Lawn Furniture

$2.00, $2.75

REDWOOD PLANT BOXES, each,

WINDOW BOXES WITH BRACKETS,each

$2.00

DOUGLASS FIR LAWN SEATS, each,

$2.00, $2.50, $4.00

TRELLISES, each,

$1.50, $1.75, $2.50

ARBORS, each

$8.00 and $12.50

; EGGS ANO CHICKS;
H ••• •••
•*.
F

W. H. GLOVER CO.
453 Main Street

Telephone 14

ROCKLAND, MAINE

BABY CHIX. Wyllle’s S.C. Reds. Bred
for eggs, type and color. State accred
ited for white diarrhoea. $18 a 100 post
paid for April 21 and 28; May $16 for
500 $1 and 1000 $2 less a 100. Safe ar
rival guaranteed. F. H. WYLLIE & SON
Thomaston. Me.. Route 1.
53-tf

It may be a small run or
a half a million impressions
. . . leaflets, folders, broch
ures, catalogues, blotters,
letterheads, handbills or
what have you ? . . . What
ever the job
—We Do It Right!

The Courier- Gazette

MARCELLINO AND SHAMPOOING by
appointment. KATHERINE SMALL. 18
Gay St. Tel. 737-M._______________ 48-tf
LET E. A. KNOWLTOIt die your saws
»n_d_ repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
53-tf

GLOBE LAUNDRY

Portland, Maine
Quality Work,
Family Washings
Called For and Delivered
Parcel Delivery Service

f Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R
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ROCKPORT

VfNALHAVEN

HOPE

Capt. P. A. Peterson has so nearly
recovered from his recent illness that
he is now able to be about his place of
business.
Mrs. Nellie Ballard returned Mon
day from Bangor where she visited
relatives over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert S. Ingraham
and children of Brunswick were
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Enos
E. Ingraham.
Samuel B. Haskell is confined to
his home on Commercial street by
Illness.
The Trytohelp Club was enter
tained Monday evening at the home
of Mrs. Theresa McCluskey with
Mrs. Alice Marston as hostess. De
spite the unfavorable weather there
was good attendance.
On the evening of May 28 at Town
hall a very pleasing entertainment
will be presented by the pupils of
the first six grades, East Side, under
the direction of their teachers, Mrs
Wilma Rhodes, Mrs. Clara Lane and
Miss Mildred Graffam. The first
part will consist of a playlet, "Bell
ing the Cat," by sub-primary and
grade one, and the second part, an
operetta, “Aunt Drusilla's Garden,”
by pupils of grades two to six inclu
sive.

Moses Webster Lodge, F. and A. M„
conferred the Master Mason degree
on four candidates, Tuesday night.
Following the ceremonies a supper
was served in the banquet hall.
Mrs. E. G. Carver returned Monday
from a two week’s visit with her
brother Albert Annis in Waltham,
Mass.
Mrs. John Beggs is in Portland
where her husband is receiving hos
pital treatment.
The bridge party to be held Friday
evening at the G.A.R. rooms is under
the auspices of the Vinalhaven
Alumni Association.
The usual invoice of traveling men
were in town this week in spite cf
business depression.
The Chataneet Club will meet to
night with Mrs. Bessie Morton.
Mrs. Oscar Waterman and children
have been guests the past week of
her mother Mrs. Jeanie Gilchrist.
Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S., will
hold regular meeting next Monday
night.
Joseph Leopold of New York City
was in town this week in the inter
est of the paving industry.

Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Brown and son
David, Mr. and Mrs. George Clark
and Mrs. E. Hutchinson of Massa
chusetts recently spent a few days in
town. •
Mrs. Eleanor Payson is at home
again after being in Lincolnville dur
ing the winter months.
The cemetery association has done
quite a bit of work in preparation for
spring and Memorial Day. Let us
not forget to do our part too.
Friends were saddened to hear of
the death of Rev. Edgar W. Preble in
Charlton, Mass. Mr. Preble with his
wife and family were well known and
related in Hope.
Miss Ada Ripley who spent the
winter in Providence is now with Mr.
and Mrs. Alden Allen.
J. A. Taylor and C. H. Newell of
Bangor were recent guests at L. A.
Weaver’s.
Pomona Grange met here recently
with a large attendance at dinner
and the entertainment.

MARTINSVILLE
Paul Shorb of Washington, D. C„
was in town Monday, superintending
repairs and renovations on his new
summer home.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Crie of Rock
land were recently callers at Mrs.
Thankful Harris’.
Child Health Week was observed
in the Martinsville and Port Clyde
schools with readings, playlets and
games appropriate for the week.
Mrs. Joel H. Hupper and Miss
Marjorie Hupper who passed the wto
ter in Rockland have returned to
their home here for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hooper, son
Gleason and G. A. Brann of South
Portland were recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. C. F. Taylor.
Edw. Chaples, who has been ill with
grippe, is able to be at work again.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mason of
Rockland were guests of their par
ents Sunday.
Mrs Willis N. Hooper of Rockland
is the guest of Mrs. Thankful Harris.
Farrington Hart who last week fell
from a load of hay and injured his
head is slowly improving.
Granville Cook is visiting his
brother William C. Cook.
Mrs. Elvie Davis and daughter
Gertrude of Port Clyde were guests
Saturday of Mrs. Fred Hooper.

NORTH WASHINGTON
Mrs. Herbert Haskell of China, who
has been visiting her daughter Mrs.
Maud Gleason the past two weeks,
returned home Sunday.
Lafayette Hannon is in very poor
health and unable to go out or do
any work.
Misses Ruth and Irene Lenfest of
the village visited at their old home
here over Sunday.
Burleigh Turner the “Liberty boat”
manufacturer, was in town on busi
ness last week.
The young people here are doing
a land office business, hanging Mayibaskets. filled with sweets for the
sweet.
•
Early peas, and other garden truck,
are being put in the ground, and
farmers are on the jump.
Donald Cunningham. W. A. Palmer
and Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Cunningham
were visitors in Augusta and Belfast
Sunday.
Mrs. Simon Turner who now makes
her home in Augusta, is passing a
few days at her old home here, with
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Turner.
Merrill Turner has a position with
the State Highway Department.

PLEASANTPOINT
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collamore of
Rockport were at A. W. Maloney's
Sunday.
L. M. Neal and Jack Ncwbig of
Friendship are building a fireplace at
T. N. Donegan's new cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. G. I. Young of Belfast
have been visiting at B. W. Coombs'.
Raybert Stevens had the misfor
tune to lose 260 of his best chickens
one night recently, caused from an
overheated brooder house.
The supper in the schoolhouse last
Friday evening was a success as usual
and the receipts were $15.06.
Miss Belle Orne and Miss Mary
Gardner, both registered nurses of
Portland, spent Monday with Miss
Orne's parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Orne.
Rev. Mr. Timberlake of Friendship
will hold services at 2.30 o'clock
standard, in the Pleasant Point
schoolhouse every Sunday until fur
ther notice. Everybody welcome.
Visitors at Acorn Orange last Sat
urday evening were Deputy and Mrs.
James Dornan and Mr. and Mrs.
Gardner Daniels, all of East Union

THE GOPD WILL GIRL
A girl of courage, smiles and cheer.
A sunshine girl throughout the year;
Alert ln mind, aglow ln heart.
In Life's Big Task she acts her part.
Promise Is she of womanhood.
The beautiful, the true and good;
One looks at her and thinks of spring,
Mayflowers, and the birds that sing.

With thoughtfulness her daily creed.
Ever at hand to help In need:
Unnumbered are her ministries.
That lift the world ln which she lives.
A daughter of the King Is she,
Whose signet ring of royalty
Bears diamonds exceeding rare.
Unselfish service. Faith and prayer.

The out-of-doors Is her delight.
The skies at noon, the stars at night;
Roses that long the wavslde grow.
Jewels that sparkle ln the snow.

Oood Will! Hurrah! Good Will for me,
Here’s love and cherished memory;
The debt I owe I hear her say.
I never, never can repay.

NORTH HOPE
, A. I. Perry returning home Monday.
G. Davis, successor as pastor of the
APPLETON
,,
..
/i„„„i1 He also called on many of his old
Methodist Church, has moved his
Willard Sherman is very ill from
Mr and Mrs Char es Cleveland of, nei hbors in North Appleton.
Rolliston Linscott of Melrose, family here from East Boothbay.
were guests last week of Mrs
®
,
pneumonia. Two nurses are in at-1Camden
'
Mass., has been the guest of his
Floyd Benner is taking the place tendance and Dr. H. H. Plumer of Clara Hall
Miss Marllla Bennett has employmother Mrs. Jennie Linscott.
in the postoffice formerly held by
Allie Wellman has bought the place ment at Pittsfield. She made the trip
Mrs. Maude Beale has returned Jack Benner who recently received Union is his physician.
or property known as the Heal Farm j in her car
Mrs.
Gertrude
Waterman
of
Cam

from Massachusetts where she an appointment on the R.F.D. route.
from the heirs of Alanson Wentworth.
E. Donald Perry was dinner guest
passed the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Eaton are oc den is at present at the home of her This land in places adjoins Mr. Well- i Monday of his aunt Mrs. J. C. John
„„ in
in i.inrninviiie
Lincolnville.
Miss Cora Hoak is passing a vaca cupying the upper tenement in the parents Mr. and Mrs. Willard She.-, man>s home pfarm and will make a son
tion in Boston. During her absence W. H. Crowell house on Main street.
1 valuable addition to it.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Coose and fam
Rev. and Mrs. L. E. Watson of Ap
A telephone has been installed in
Mrs Clara Hall motored to Rock ily of Searsmont visited Mr. and Mrs.
her position in the Medomak Na
pleton and Miss Bernice Beechy of land recently with Mr. and Mrs. J. A. I. Perry Sunday. Other guests at
tional Bank is being filled by Miss the residence of Mrs. Ada Feyler.
Columbus,
O.,
were
recent
guests
of
Mrs,
G.
B.
Walter
has
just
com

D. Pease.
Willow Brook were Mrs. Clara Hall
Mildred French.
Mrs. A I. Perry attended Knox Po- of this place, John Johnson of LinDr. and Mrs. G. H. Coombs were pleted a braided art square which Edward Ames and mother.
The correspondent hqs been very mona May 2 at Hope.
colnville, Clarence Simmons of Belin Millinocket Wednesday where Dr. measures eight feet, for use in
John C. Johnson of Lincolnville [ mont and Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Maddox
Coombs addressed pupils in the her home. Mrs. Walter is an expert pleasantly reminded that it is May
schools and the Parent-Teacher As in the art of rug braiding and her time. by a maybasket full of snow was weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. of Camden.
work is attracting much attention.
drops, a beautiful cluster of violets
sociation.
At the meeting of Royal Arch and a fine Mothers’ Day remem
Rev. and Mrs. G. W. Collins are
Chapter Monday evening degrees brance—all from her children
in Boston this week.
Lindley Bond of Melrose, Mass., were conferred on Dr. Cadieu, Albert
The recent showers have caused ■
has been visiting his mother Mrs. A. Kyllonen and Leo Rowe The team great changes, green fields, trees in I
from Boothbay Harbor did the work. leaf, and signs of bud and bloom.
F. Bond.
Capt and Mrs. Eugene Tobey of j A chicken supper was served at 6 i Appleton friends of A. H. Newbert'
Bremen were in town Saturday.
| o'clock by members of Wiwurna are saddened to hear of his death
Mrs. Lillian M. Reed and Miss Bessie , Chapter, O.E.S.
which occurred Sunday in Rockland.
Reed are visiting Mr. and Mrs. E. R.
Mr. Strong of Thomaston was re
Hunnewell in North Anson
EAST UNION
cently In town in the interests of the
Forrest Ware of Whitefield was in
Lawrence Morton and family spent Central Maine Power Co.
this place Tuesday.
Mothers’ Day with his parents in
AT
Recent visitors in Appleton were
Mrs. Damon Oliver of Portland Washington.
They were accom T. W. Pease, Alonzo Newbert, Martha
was recently in town.
Kellar, Mr. Reese , Ardale Cross and
462 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Funeral services for Llewellyn Jen panied by Mrs. Millie Jones.
Alice Miller and Vivian Miller of others.
kins who was killed by a freight
Rockport
have
been
with
their
grand

Mrs.
Mary
Ames
was
recently
a
train, were held at Waltz’s under
taking parlors Monday afternoon. mother Mrs. Ida Watts for a few supper guest of Fanny Gushee and
And Be Assured of Receiving High Quality At
mother.
This is the second fatal accident oc- days.
Mrs. Wilbur Waterman has moved
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Bowley and
curing in the family of his mother,
Lowest Possible Prices. All Meats Are U. S.
Mrs. Gertrude Jenkins, whose little daughter Virginia were Mothers’ Day to Appleton and will occupy her new
grandson Harold Nash, Jr., was acci visitors with Mr. and Mrs. A. W. home near that of Mr. and Mrs.
Payson.
George Peabody.
Government Inspected. If You Have Not Al
dentally killed about two weeks ago.
Mrs. Frances Peabody is selling very
Knox Pomona Master J. L. Dornan
At the district meeting of the Re
bekah lodges to be held in Appleton paid an official visit to Acorn Grange, nice memorial wreaths and sprays,
ready Visited This Sanitary Market, Do So To
May 29 the degree team from Good Cushing, Saturday night. Mr. and along with her other many activities.
Recent
arrivals
from
Florida
are
Mrs.
G.
F.
Daniels
made
the
trip
Luck Rebekah Lodge will do the
day.
Miss Agnes Miller and Mr. and Mrs.
work. Four lodges Union, Warren, with him.
Joshua
Wentworth.
School here is doing some very
Waldoboro and Appleton are includ
Mrs. Adella Gushee recently en
satisfactory work. The pupils are
ed in the district.
Charles Crockett of Rockland, a manifesting much interest under the tertained the Thursday evening song
service members at her pleasant
former resident of Waldoboro, was in instruction of Miss Messer.
GREAT
COMPANY
W. E. Dornan has bought the house home.
town last week.
Charlie Graham is driving a new
Rev. Alexander. Stewart and family in Union recently occupied by Ever
maroon Pontiac. It’s a beauty.
have moved to Hartland and Rev. A. ett Prescott.

WALDOBORO

A COMMANDMENT

I For The Courier-Gazette |
Love thy neighbor as thyself."
'Tls one of our commands.
Sent from him far up above—
By him who understands
And when you love, you must forgive,
If forgiven you would be;
He sent hls only son—Our Lord—
To ransom you and me.
He gave his all. hls hope, hls Joy,
That we might happy be;
While we. poor souls, have thrust aside
That Joy for you and me.
Love thy neighbor as thyself,—
Yes. friend. It's hard to do.
Especially when you find that he
Don't think the same as you;
Or, when one who is not a friend,
Has whispered ln hls ear
And said some things which are not
true.
Some things you must not hear;
If then you love, as love you should,
As he did up above.
You've learned the thing he tried to
teach.
Contained ln one word—“Love."
Clarence E. Madden, Jr.
Warren.

Here’s to the Good Will girl! May she
Live long and ever happy be:
May friends and fortune all conspire.
To bring to pass her heart's desire.
(Note: As with the “Good Will Lad
the above lines were made the basis of
a Sunday night talk at Good Will chapel
by Rev. George W. Hinckley. D. Di
„
IRev.) Henry Felton Huse.
North Haven.

VISIT OUR

A & P MARKET

THE ATLANTIC & PACIFIC

It’s Spring House Cleaning Time with Us«

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Miss Frances Crowell of the village
was a visitor Saturday at A J.
Genthner’s
Mrs. Austin Winchenbach spent
the weekend with her parents Mr.
and Mrs. Oliver Brown in Bath
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Lawry and
daughter Eda of Friendship were at
W. O. Pitcher’s Sunday.
Charles Freeman of the village
visited his mother here Sunday.
James Richards is visiting his
daughter Mrs. Starrett in Warren
for a few days. From there he will
go to Massachusetts. He has sold his
farm here.
Hollis Pitcher was in Rockland
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Shuman of
Portland recently spent a few days
at C. F. Jackson's. They were here
on their honeymoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Robinson of
Portland spent the weekend at C. F.
Jackson's.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Shuman were
in Portland last week to attend the
wedding of their son William.
Mrs. Evelyn Davis of Rockland,
Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Al
fred Davis.
Mrs. Alice Burrows spent last week
with her daughter Mrs. C. F. Jackson.
Charles Genthner of Gross Neck
is visiting at his uncle's, Albert
Genthner.
Mr. and Mrs. Hamlin Scofield were
in Portland Sunday.

Your opportunity to buy a beautiful lamp
... at

Bargain Prices
(SOME CARRIED OVER FROM OUR CHRISTMAS STOCK)

■-

\ z-/

//

TU

FRIENDSHIP

Mr. and Mrs. H. V. Autio arc re
ceiving congratulations on the birth
of a son, May 11.
Mrs. Frank Foster and son, Ran
dall Condon of New York, have ar
rived at their Hatchet Cove summer
home for the season.
Mrs. Elizabeth Rishell and Miss
Helen Rishell of Schenectady, N. Y.,
have opened their summer home
here.
Everett Thompson of Loudville was
in town Tuesday.
Phyllis Haver in "The Office
Scandal’ will be the feature picture
at the Playhouse Saturday. Dancing
with music by Pierce’s orchestra of
Augusta will follow the movies.
Mrs. Floyd Simmons returned
home from Knox Hospital Sunday.
Mrs. Alason E. Wotton returned
home Tuesday from a ten days’ visit
ln Danvers and Boston with her
daughter, Mrs. Nellie Brazier and
friends.
Rev. Mr. Lewis formerly of Swan's
Island, with his family arrived in
Over The Week End
town to assume the pastorate of the
Goes Pain and Agony of Methodist Church.

RHEUMATISM
Money Back If It Doesn't, Says
David L. McCarty. Large 8 Oz.
Bottle 85c

NEW 48 HOUR TREATMENT

EAST WASHINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Linscott of
Rockland were visitors Sunday at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Light.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cargill were
at W. M. Prescott's last Sunday.
Over lock's orchestra started the
season's dances at South China May
9. There were about 150 couples pres
ent to enjoy the opening dance.
Sunday visitors at C. E. Overlock's
were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cunningham
and son Linwood of Jefferson, Mrs
Alice Ware and son Willard and
Bernard Leigher of Washington.
Mrs. Blanche M. Johnston. Mrs.
Clara Overlook and Mrs. Irene Over
look attended the finals of the recent
W.H.S. speaking contest at the M.
E. Church and report excellent work
done by the students.

Here's the new swift way to drive Urie
Acid from your Joints and muscles and
free your body from Rheumatism.
Sciatica and Neuritis—many call lt the
weekend treatment—and lt Is particu
larly valuable to those who cannot af
ford to lose time through the week
Start to take Allenru as directed on
Friday night and keep to bed as much
as possible till Monday morning—Allen
ru acts with double speed when the suf
ferer Is relaxed and resting.
Allenru Is a powerful yet harmless
medicine—free from narcotics—you can’t
depend on mild medicines to overcome
stubborn rheumatic conditions and
handy relievers used only to stop pain
won't get the uric acid out of your
Joints.
ORFF'S CORNER
Allenru Is sold by David L. McCarty
Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Webber and
and all modern druggists America over
all 8 oz. bottle for 85c—And guaranteed daughter Shirley of South Portland
to do as advertised or money back.
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brown and

KILLS RATS AND MICE
WITHOUT POISON
K-R-0 (Kills Rats Only), the larg
est selling rat exterminator in Amer
ica, won’t kill dogs, cats, or poultry.
The original exterminator made of
oven-dried squill, the ingredient
recommended by the U. S. Depart
ment of Agriculture as sure death to
rats and mice but not deadly to any
thing else. K-R-0 is used by County
Agents in 90% of rat-killing cam
paigns. Sold by all druggists, poultry
supply, seed houses, on a moneyback guarantee.

daughter Marian of Randolph were
Sundav guests of their mother Mrs.
Lilia Webber.
Mrs. Nora Ludwig of Gardiner
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Creamer.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Walter and
daughter Ruth of-Gardiner were at
Sanford Walter’s Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Wall of Ten
ant’s Harbor were guests Monday of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elwell.
Lerov Weaver returned Saturday
from Knox Hospital where he has
been a patient for two months.
Calvin Bragg is spending a few
days from Togus with his family.

The house cleaning fever is getting us, too.

In an effort

for the Christmas trade—and

(to be perfectly frank)

to clean up on our stock of lamps we are placing the

some have been carried in stock for two or three years.

entire lot on sale at the lowest prices we have ever known

However, come in and look them over; make your selec

such high-quality lamps to sell for.

tion while you may choose from such a complete assort

Every lamp is included in this sale and the price is dras

ment.

tically cut.

Some were purchased just recently, others,

It will be hard to pick a lamp that is not worth

double its price.

Central Maine Power Company
at any oj

our stores

TEA

Every-Other-Day
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Herbert Washburn in Portland, will o'clock. If anyone not solicited would >
WARREN
arrive home today.
like to help in any way. all donaMr. and Mrs. William Gray, daugh- tions will be gratefully received
Miss Adelle Feyler and Mrs.» J. L.
ter Sally, and Mrs. Charles Copeland
Dr. and Mrs O. Kenneth Day have Kapper who
wv spent the weekend
,
in
plan to motor Friday to Newton Cen- arrived in Thomaston from Dalton.
returned Monday.
,
Ruth Whittemore
ova with
with Mrs.
Mrs Day's
IlflV c mnthpr
'
Mo.,
and
are
mother,
tre.
The business meeting of the O.E.S.
Frank D. Hathorn and Ward Graf Mrs.
rs. Elmer
tiiuci Woodcock
.
. ...
circle will be held Friday afternoon
fn 'w
West
Medio
"d. at
at, 5 o'clock
°'clock daylight
da>’U*ht time.
time Supper
a""~”
ton are building a cottage for Myles M^MeTrUl Feyler
,^'r ”
‘ .“u
’XX
Jeanette Cohen is assisting in the
Weston at Pleasant Pomt Cushing Mrs. Merrill Fetler in West Medford, wm b? sprved a( g by thg committee> office this week.
The funeral of Mrs. Mildred D Mass.
..
Fvplvn Robinson Mrs Tano*
Mrs. Elizabeth Peabody Nelson of
Exel^r Kownson, Mrs. jane.
geekins wag held at her late home
Guilford Bradbury and Lawrence
Qn 3eechwoocjs street Tuesday after- South Portland is the guest of Mr Robinson. Mrs^ Laura Starrett and
^£^7,; The regular Crane go to Orono Friday to take
noon There were many present at and Mrs. Allyne W. Peabody for a
meeting
of
the
chapter
will
take
place
part in the University of Maine
thg service and many floral tributes. few days.
This is the last call for the operetta in the e'enin?
speaking contest. Their selections
The officiating clergyman was Rev.
M>ss Susan Stevens who has been are “Humoresque” and “The Un
jjuljert p Leach. The bearers. How- "In a Florist's Garden." at Watts hall
ard Ejjis Roland Seekins. Leroy Seek- tomorrow evening. Reservations are in Washington, D. C, for the winter known Rider.”
jns and Edward Treihy. Interment being made at McDonald's, and returned Monday to get things at
though the ticket sale has been large Hilltop Inn ln readiness for the comwas ;n Thomaston.
Biology freaks this week include
Mr and Mrs Thomas Venner and there are plenty of good seats avail- mg season.
a rose branch which has grafted it- ,
able
An
especially
attractive
enterThe
Pulpit
of
the
Congregational
Miss Delia Bickmore who spent the
winter in Boston arrived in town tainment is in store. The children Church was beautified by two hand- se.f onto an alder, brought in by
unusually interesting, the music some bouquets Sunday
morning;Marion Rackliffe, and a hens egg
Tuesday and are occupying their are
catchy the dancing excellent, and one a huge bunch of tulips sent from wlth a tuck in it, discovered by Nor
house on Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. Levi B. Gillchrest, costumes beautiful. Besides, the ad-1 Augusta by Mrs. Reginald Stackpole | man Webber.
»,» • •
who spend the summers in Thomas mission fee is small and the cause.i in memory of her mother, the other
the Nurse Fund, a worthy one. No: of carnations came from Mrs., Ruth
You may havejust one guess on '
ton. arrived in town Wednesday.
As Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thompson, one will want to miss this show’ so Brackett Spear of Rockland in her who js at t.Fie microphone- "Yeah 33
_, „ memory.
„ , , '
, , . , 1 cents apiece! Bart and Bob Dunton
' residents of this town, were returning secure your seats at once. The pro mother's
The Gamma Beta boys celebrated and me! Th had ,t D
,
home Tuesday evening from Warren, gram: Toy Symphony Orchestra un
but it was Dunton w „
when a short distance this side of der direction of Mrs. Ruth Brackett; their first anniversary Monday evebecause ,
Walker's Corner a fast driven sedan selections bv High School Orchestra rung at the Montgomery rooms in had t0 take Njl().
ing manner. There were 30 pres- he had the
Uce t , The
in attempting to pass struck their and Glee Club: vocal solo. Master fit
ont lnt'liimno' several momhorc of thr
I
car overturning it into a deep ditch. Philip Wentworth of Rockland, ac ent including several members of the was drunk all right. You should I
Mrs. Thompson got out of the car companied by Mrs. Helen Wentworth; ! girls’ club of the Baptist Church. An i have seen us haul him into the car. r
through the side and assisted her hus piano solo. Master Edward Payson agreeable social time was spent and : Yeah!"
band out. The right forward wheel George; violin duet. Misses Phyllis, hot dogs," ice cream and cake were
! was broken and other damage done. Belasco and Hazel Harrison; piano served. A special feature was the
The sophomores have let the job
They summoned help from the solo. Malcolm Creighton: operetta, birthday cake illuminated by one
candle upon which each Gamma of finishing the grading of their lawn
Thomaston Oarage. Fortunately Mr. pupils of Grammar School.
Beta boy made a wish for<the coming ' to Heibert Robishaw who indicates
j and Mrs. Thompson escaped injury.
year. This club started with but six that it will probably be ready for
Mrs. Edward Elliot and children are
MARTINSVILLE
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Louise Jones announces her members and now has a membership seeding the last of this week,
«...
Gordon Griffin in Boston.
stock of Remodeled Clothing ready of eighteen plus two who have been
1 E. F. Lynch of the office force of rfor inspection ««■
Rcckland schools are entering the
at her home nn
on TUz-Irra
Ridge aD-tlll.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Elwell of Maine scholastic contest this year
the Lawrence Portiand Cement Co. road. Silk dresses, 50c. to $1.50.
Pcmaquid Light were Sunday guests in only one subject, "English Me
‘ is in New York on business for the Children's coats, $1.00.—adv.
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Grover.
, company.
chanics." The tests have been given
Rev. A. E. Luce of the M. E. Church in all classes but it will be some time
Ancient Egyptian pottery recently
The candy committee for the en
at
Camden
will
fill
the
pulpit
at
the
dug
up
was
found
to
be
unbroken.
tertainment Friday evening requests
before the results can be known.
Church
Sunday The names of the schools competing
that contributions
___
_ontril_____ ■be____
sent to Watts The
__ . servant shortage must be older Congregational
morning.
In
the
evening
Rev.
Mr.
hall Friday afternoon from 3.30 to 61 than we thought.—The Humorist.
are not to be published but each
Holt's topic will be, “Out of the schoal will receive a report of its own
Depths."
standing. Funds are not available to
Mrs. Willard Drinkwater of Lin
colnville was a recent guest of Mrs. purchase the necessary printed mat
ter for giving the tests in all four
Albert Grover
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Watts of
T!
Rockland spent Sunday with Mrs
Martha Watts
school, but if this method of getting
' Charles Wilson was dinner guest 7 U!c, r5latiYe «:holastic sta“din* of
Tripp of TOomasloil al’d MVS' Ra‘Ph ' comphshV wffiU is" predicted it^is ;

Kr.cx street have returned to Boston.
Mr. Blodgett brought some shrubbery
,
, „ ,
to plant. Upon his return he took
„
S
with him the model of the United
son A- Co. factory will open May 18. States frigate Constitution which ArThe big gun for Co. F, C.A.C., has thur w Hatch made for hjm iast
arrived in Thomaston. It is on a trac- Wjnjer
tor weighing 19 tons, 600 pounds:
1
.
weight of gun 13 tons, length of barMr. and Mrs. Sayward Hall are berel 20 feet. Arrangements have been
congratulated upon the birth of a (
made to store it in the Thomaston j son May 12. at Dr. Hodgkins' hospital.,
Garage.
Mrs. Henrietta Levensaler who has
The Elizabeth Abbott Balentine visited her son Alfred W. Levensaler
scholarship at the University of in Concord, N. H, and daughter Mrs.:
Maine was won by Miss Blanche I. Eliza Carleton in Massachusetts this
Henry of Thomaston, a graduate of winter, is expected to arrive today
Thomaston High School, class of '29. from Concord.
Forrest Stone has returned from a
John McGuire has returned from
visit with his aunt, Mrs. Harold Watts Sherbrooke, Quebec, where he went to
----,
„h„o
in Belmont. Mass. His mother who place hie
his cm
son in a nrivnto
private school
school. He
was also there on a visit has entered was accompanied home by a niece
a hospital and will remain for surgi- Miss C. Irene Rheanme of Sherbrooke
cal treatment.
who will visit in his family.
John Blodgett and Mr. Friend and
Mrs. Charles H. Washburn and
Miss Anna Dillingham of Boston who , Miss Hattie Hahn who have been
have been at their summer home on visiting Mrs. Washburn's nephew

THOMASTON

CALL FOR EIDS
For building an Addition to the High School Build
ing at Tenant’s Harbor

The Cost Not To Exceed $4000
All details may be obtained from F. F. Robinson,
chairman.
The committee reserves the right to reject any and
all bids
All bids must be in the hands of the chairman on or
before May twenty-fifth (25th), 1931, at six (6)
o’clock in the evening. Eastern Standard 1 ime.
58-lt

’ At The High School

"V

SPECIAL

FREE CAN WITH PURCHASE

SAVING ON
GLIDDEN ENDURANCE

HOUSE PAINT
Think of being able lo get five gallons of Mouse Paint by
buying four gallons! What a bargain. A FREE GALLON,
an extra 23% savings for you RIGHT NOW. This liberal
offer is good for a limited time only.

All purchases are in ratio of 4 to 3. For example, if
you buy only a gallon, you will get free—I quart.
Come to our store now—make your color selec
tions, while this liberal offer—THAT SAVES
YOU 23%- -is on.

Coupon for 25% Savings on House Paint.
This Coupon entitle* th* undersigned to a 25% Saving* on Hous* Paint
a* stated in this advertisement. State amount of saving in gallon*:.......

Your Name.................................................... Y^ur Address...............................................

Yottf Dealer's Name..................................................................... .
Thu coupon expires 30 days from date of insertion.

EDWARD O’B. GONIA,
W. S. HOPKINS,
R. W. BUZZELL CO.,
JY/A

VINALHAVEN FUEL CO.,

Rockland
North Haven
Rockport
Union
Vinalhaven

E. B. CROCKETT 5c & 10c to $1.00 STORE “

vS°SaEiLn°LrkIand

Mrs. J. A. Welch returned to Just taken comprises verb forms’ ■
Union Tuesday after spending several sentence structure, pronouns and g| ■— -------------------------------------- ;---------------------------------days with Rev. and Mrs. Howard A miscellaneous exercises. Other tests Welch.
being given in the State are: AmeriCharles Wilson is soloist at the can History. Algebra and English
First Baptist Church in Rockland. Literature.
Sunday callers on Rev. and Mrs.
• . • •
Howard Welch were Mr. and Mrs.
a good delegation went to New1 Harry Chase, daughter Kathleen and castle Wednasday to take part in
on Howard and Mrs. George Man- the Lincoln Academy track meet. It
n:2? °‘ dockland.
J is to be regretted that some of Rock- j
of Mrs- Alice J. Smith, iand’s bes: ark material had to be
\vx.c airci in Whitman. Mass , was }ef^
home because of failures in1
brought to Warren for burial today, scholarship. In matters like this
Thursday, and services at the grave
js often too optimistic. The
- conducted by Rev. H. I. Holt at youngsters hope that if they argue
i
u
.v beguilingly enough or waft long
■
tlle Baphst Church Sunday tne enough some one will forget or relo-tor wi.l speak on "Christian Edit- ]ent or neglect to examine the rec
cation." During the noon session of ords and they will get by just this!
Here Are a Few Good Buys We Have On Sale For
the Sunday School and the Bible once. By refusing to do any of these 1
! class there will be an installation things school authorities help stu- You
service for the officers and teachers. dents to acquire a more mature sense g
TENNIS
SHOES,
pair
...............................................
79
The Christian Endeavor at 6 o’clock of values. The list of Rockland en- g
will be led by Maurice Wvllie. the tries follows: William Ellingwood. g
Children’s Tan and Black SHOES, pair........... LOO
topic. "A Great Enemy of Christian Aivary Gay, Oram Lawry. Harold t
NEW LADIES’ BAGS, each............................... 1.00
Civilization." There will be a praise Snowman. Frank Pietrosky, Pierre 11
i service at 7 in the evening led bv Havener, Clayton Yeager, Ernest 3
LADIES’ RAYON UNDERGARMENTS, <<a. .25
1 Chester Wyllie and Rev. Howard A. Doyle, Rodney Murphy, Carleton g
WAX
FLOWERS, each.............................. 5 and .10
Welch
willu.„„ir
speak on Facing Life-’ Ripley, Bart Pellicane, Sheldon
Tbo
WREATHS
AND SPRAYS For Cemetery
mectine‘wifi bccin n 7 30 for
Kent Norman Connon, Dana Phil- B
(a large assortment priced low)
“■»: «■?««»,"• A" ■
tions connected with this church are mata and Rlchard Thomas,
Do you know that we sell the
on standard time unless otherwise
“DAINTY DOT HOSE”
designated).
That Miss Pride is still able to =
Funeral services were conducted smile in spite of the hoodoo'that S This is no doubt the best pure silk full fashioned hose
for Roland Saucier, son of Mr. and seems to pursue her carefully pre- S
on the market and is only
Mrs. L. J. Saucier, from t''" Catholic Pared assembly program is due solely g
Church. Thomaston, Tuesday morn- in her urtrivalled good nature. The a
$1.00 a pair
ing at 9.30. Interment was in Thom- program was finally presented very i jj
aston. He leaves his parents, two acceptably before the junior high; =
brothers and one sister.
assembly Wednesday morning in
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Day end Mrs. i spite of what might truly be called
Alice Cook were dinner guests Sun- | record breaking mishaps.
Rockland, Maine
day of Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Hahn.
!
-----------------Dr. Fred Campbell has succeeded
"The so-called healthy yawn may
Dr. B. H. Keller as physician at the be laden with millions of germs for
Maine State Prison.
others in the room. A hearty laugh
William Ring is driving a new Ford, may launch an epidemic," says a
Miss Doris Hyler is now with Mr. health authority. The old-time
and Mrs. Jesse Mills having given infectious laugh. —Detroit News,
up her apartment which she had in
Rockland during the winter.
SS
There will be a cooked food sale ,
O
Saturday at 11 o'clock in Andrew's j
CJS
This love ly sun room ... all we have
block, next door to the Cloverdale
fo
store, for the benefit of Warren High
is this dingy old furnitu/e ,S»m?
School.
Rev. Mr. Moyles of the Union M.
E. Church officiated at the funeral
services for the late Mrs. Charles
Perrin Sunday from the Pleasantville
home. The bearers were Charles
Starrett, Georce Starrett, Sherbourne
Kallock and Royal Hall. The many
beautiful floral offerings bespoke a
tribute to the esteem in which Mrs.
Perrin was held, as did the presence
of friends from surrounding com
A
munities.
H. D. Sawyer, accompanied by I
Lawrence Adams of Hartford, re
turned Tuesday from a fishing trio
of several days in northern Maine, in i
UK.
the Jo Merry Pond and Ripogenus
region. They both seemed well
Too had Helen. . .hut after bu
Imagine Sam's indignation when he found
pleased with results of their sport
new house we haven't any moi
having caught the full quota of
a set of charming green and yellow
for new furniture.“
speckled beauties and also seen the
furniture in the sun room !
country. They report that three I
inches of snow fell on one of the days
they were there.
Miss Moulton, a reading specialist
of Boston, and Deputy Commissioner
of Education E E. Roderick will be
the speakers at a meeting for the
grade and rural teachers of Warren
and Union to be held at the High
School building Saturday at 1 o'clock,
standard time. Visitors are welcome.

Red Hot Specials

For Friday and Saturday

FANCY FRESH CHURNED
CREAMERY BUTTER
ONE POUND ROLLS

2 lbs. 51c

BUTTER

JUICY SWEET FLORIDA

GOLDEN RIPE

SWEET JUICY NAVEL

ORANGES
Dozen 39c, 49c

BANANAS
5 pounds 25c

ORANGES
Dozen 59c

At Our Meat Counter
Lamb Fore Quarters,

lb

15c

Boneless Pig Shoulders,

lb

24c

3 heads

29c

Mild Cheese,

lb

24c

Fancy Tasty Cheese,

lb

33c

Fancy iceberg Lettuce,

Visite Our Fish Counter

LITTLE PIG PORK LOINS
Chine Halt to Roast,

Fresh Native Crab Meat,

box

35c

Butter Fish for a change,

lb

29c

6 for

25c

Native Veal, boneless roast,

lb

29c

Warren Alewives,

Veal Steak, Native,

lb

45c

Fresh Cod Fish Tongues,

lb

19c

Scup for frying,

lb

19c

Halibut to fry or boil,

lb

33c

Finnan Haddie,

lb

15c

3 cans

29c

Spaghetti with Tomato Sauce, 3 cans

19c

Fancy Sifted Peas,

can

21c

Ginger Ale, Canada Dry, 2 bottles

29c

BEEF CUTS
Chuck Roast, best cuts,

lb

15c

Rump Roast,

lb

25c

Pot Roast, Boneless,

lb

20c

Prime Rib Oven Roast, no bone,

lb

25c

Cube Steak, quick cooking,

lb

29c

lb

45c

2 lbs

25c

Rump Steak,

lb

45c

Top Round Steak,

lb

35c

Boneless Sirloin Steak,

Hamburg Steak,

Bantam Corn,

CALIFORNIA PEACHES
Fancy Goiden Halves,

2 cans

33c

These Are Large Cans

WASTELESS HAMS
Whole or cut to suit,

Native Veal Rump Roast,

lb 25c

Quaker Oats,

2 large boxes

39c

pkg

29c

quart

79c

2 bottles

19c

Mother’s Oats, China,
lb

20c

Pure Maple Syrup,

Veal Soup Bones,

lb

10c

Ketchup with Tobasco,

Veal Chops,

lb

35c

Pancake Flour, Pillsbury’s, 2 pkgs

23c

Lamb Chops,

lb

35c

Brooms,

each

39c

Perry’s Market
A HOME OWNED BUSINESS

TABLE OIL CLOTH, 35c value
Price 19c yard
10 QUART GALVANIZED PAIL
Price 19c each

E. B. CROCKETT 5c & 10c to $1.00 STORE

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

TAKE BACK
W'HOSE
HARSH WORDS!

BAY STATE THRILLER |
100% Sound (Value) S

CANADA BLUEBERRIES

What ts regarded as one of the
principal unorganized industries of ■
(Canada is- the work in connection
with thp cultivation, harvesting end
rale of blueberries. No modern irrthods have yet been applied. Only a
superficial idea of the volume of pro
duction of blueberries in Canada is
available, but/it totals hundreds of
j thousands of pounds. At the present
j time there are about 600.000 pounds
of the fruit in cold storage for the j
I baking trade, of which about nine• tenths will be exported—“Canada
I Week by Week.
I
If an elderly woman wants to know
how awkward she looks learning to
smoke she should give her husband a
pair of knitting needles and a ball
of yarn and tell him to go ahead and
make a sweater.—Cincinnati En
quirer,

0

And imagine his astonishment when his
wife told nim she had worked this mir
acle with 11.95 worth of Artlac.

T7WEN if you’ve never painted before, Artlac will give you a profes
sional finish on furniture, cabinets, trays
—anything you wish to transform with
color. No odor. Dries hard and glossy in
four hours. A choice of 30 exquisite colors.

EVERETT L. SPEAR & CO.
615 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, May 14, 1931
Mrs. Harry French entertained the
' E.F.A. Club yesterday afternoon at
| her home on Rankin street. Honors
in bridge were won by Mrs. A. R.
Havener, Mrs. C. A. Packard, Mrs.
H. W. Thorndike and Mrs. J. S. Jen
kins. Buffet lunch was served.

Mrs. George H. Reed of New York
MOTHERS AND DAUGHTERS
who has been the guest of her daugh
ter, Mrs. Marshall Stevens, in Bos Looking Ahead With Pleasure To
ton, for a short time, is the guest of
Annual Banquet At Congregational
Mrs. Mary Littlehale, Union street.
Church Tomorrow Night

Page Seven

Surprise Your Home With

Mrs. Roderick Pendleton of IslesThe hardworking committees nf
boro is in the city at the home of the W.C.T.U. have completed plans
Mrs. Walter H. Spear has returned Hezekiah Crandall, Center street for for the Mother and Daughter banquet which will take place in the
from New York where she consulted a few weeks.
In addition to personal notes regard
--------j Congregational Church tomorrow
Rev. and Mrs. Carl N. Garland who a specialist.
Give the little home a treat. Surprise it with a
ing departures and arrivals, this depart have recently gone to Portland from
Mrs. Carl Wooster has returned night Reservations indicate an exment especially desires Information of
bright new rug, chosen from our varied selection of
The May supper given by the Uni from Knox Hospital and is staying cellent attendance, and all are sure
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Augusta. (Mr. Garland being the new
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be superintendent of the Portland Dis versalist ladies last night in the ves with her mother. She is able to re- to be pleased by the program, which
Bigelow-Sanford creations.
gladly received.
follows:
of
Methodist
Episcopal try had an attendance of about 150 ceive callers.
TELEPHONE .......................... 770 or 794-W trict
----- —Singing by the Girls' Glee Club. R. II. S.
Churches l, were tendered a compll- persons, it being necessary to set up
The home will be a better place to live—■•more
Members Of the Rounds Mothers’
Mrs. Margaret Johnson, director
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Gurdy leave
reception Tuesday afternoon second tables. The committee in Class,
and husbands, numbering in Greeting from. the, PrCg^J?stter
charge consisted of Mrs. E. R. Veazie,
cheerful
and cosier. And the rug will give you and
by
the
Methodist
ministers
and
wives
tomorrow for Boston, Northampton
chairman, Mrs. George L. St. Clair, all 28. enjoyed a delightful May sup- Introduction of the toastmlstress Mrs.
Mass., and New York. Mr. Gurdy of Portland, South Portland, West Mrs. W. E. Morgan, Mrs. Ava Lawry. per at the Congregational vestry last
your
guest
a warm welcome that's hard to wear out.
Clara Emery
expects to be absent about ten days. brook and Falmouth Foreside, at the Mrs. Lucia Burpee, Miss Mabel F. evening
Yesterday
evening Thp
ine tables
tames wpre
were festive
i»u>. i Mothers ofmiss
Helr.n M York
For
Bigelow-Sanford
rugs are very durable. Their
home
of
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Stoody,
Mrs. Gurdy pro’mging her stay for
Lamb, Miss Blanche Crandall, Miss With yellow daffodils, tulips, candles. Piano solo—Glockenspiel ........ Carl Hein
Sheffield street, Portland.
Icvely
patterns
and
colorings
retain their freshness
a few weeks.
Evelyn sherer
Myrtle Herrick, Mr; Adelaide But and yellow paper hats for favors.
of Today"
for
years.
man, and Mrs. W. F. Tibbetts. Fol The Jmenu included chicken pie, 1 Our MothersDorothy
Mrs.
Lewis
Smmons
and
son
Carl
Magune
Mrs. Pearl Look was hostess to the
lowing supper a pleasing entertain mashed potatoes, creamed carrots Vocal solo—-Sweet
Sweet and
am' Low ........... Royce
Chummy Club Tuesday evening for left Tuesday night for Boston.
Margaret Dunton
ment was.presented under the di and peas, cucumber and tomato
Ruth Harper, accompanist
bridge. Honors were won by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John I. Snow mo rection of Mrs. C. E. Rollins, consist salad, hot rolls, strawberry shortcake
Mothers of Tomorrow
Fred Lindsey, Jr., and Mrs. Flora tored to Belfast Sunday and were ing of a piano duet by Miss Mabel and coffee. Old-fashioned games Our Daughters;
Mrs. Edith Tweedle
Fernald.
Selected
Lamb and Mrs. Faith v-.
G. Berry; and spelling contests provided enter- ■■■ (rumental Trio
guests of Mrs. George A. Gilchrist.
reading, "The Gypsy Trail " by Mrs. tainment after supper. The commit- '"Xiot'ito.
During Our
Mrs. Jennie Robbins who spent the
The Monday Night Club enjoyed Rolltns; monologue, in costume tee in charge included Mrs. Corinne Address—"Lavender and Old Lace
winter in Worcester, Mass., arrives bridge and luncheon Tuesday evening “Calling on the New Minister" by Edwards, chairman, Mrs. Florence
ReMrs. j. c. MacDonald
today to open her house on Gurdy at Wessaweskeag Inn. Those pres Rev. George H. Welch; songs, “If : Snow, Mrs. Esther Howard, Mrs.
Organization
,
FUTILITY
street for the summer.
ent: Edith O'Brien, Mildred Dow, Ever the Rose,” (Slater), “Fairybells” Winifred Karl. Mrs. Marian Cook. Ah you—who stand behind your blinds
Sale
Helen Leach, Margaret Curry, Gladys (Test) and “A May Day Carol” I Mrs. Alice Spear, Mrs. Maryon Benand stare;
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Kelley Burgess, Gladys Stone, Helen Fuller (Deems Taylor) by Mrs. W. E. Mor- J ner and Mrs. Maud Spear,
As sometimes happens when I pass your 1
22'/
2
” X 36"
door—
and two children left yesterday for and Gernell Daniels.
gan, and the skit “How the Story j
-------you should not see that Life
$3-00
Boston where they will be until Mon
Grew" with this cast: Mrs. Brown.
Miss Eva Rogers, entertained at a ! How strange
is there
day. The trip is being made in their
yaps
Edwin Harrison who has been Mrs. C. A. Palmer; Mrs. Green, ! bridge luncheon last evening with I Within your open hand! What would
27”x 54”
you
new Oldsmobile.
Mrs.
R.
C.
Wentworth;
Mrs.
Bean,
I
three
tables.
Honors
were
won
by
. _more?
, stare!
, , . ,
spending a few days with his family
stand and
andstare!
$4.75
Mrs.
E.
F.
Berry;
Mrs.
Rice.
Mrs.
W.
'
Mrs.
Lettie
Kalloch,
Mrs.
Adelma
YYou
°u stand
And envy
me my.
at the home of Mrs. Harrison's par
Mrs. Leola Rose entertained the ents Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Chase, F. Tibbetts; Mrs. Doolittle, Mrs. j Mullen, Mrs. Eda Marshall andMrs. , My empty' house, and all the empty
36” x 70”
. icars ...
Tuesday Club.
Camden street, returned yesterday to George H. Welch; Mrs. Snow. Mrs Betty French. Other guests were
$8.00
Susie
Davis;
Mrs.
Taylor,
Mrs.
Velma
Mrs.
Ida
Huntley,
Miss
Madlene
Rogflaine""
1
the
ecstasy
of
love;
the
-------j his home in Medford, Mass.
Marsh, and Mrs. White, Miss Gladys ers. Miss Ruth Rogers, Mrs. Winifred Ol giving birth. You've ■ hed the bitter
Mrs. George A. Gilchrist has re-'
_____
4’ 6” x 6' 6”
tears
turned to her home in Belfast after ; Irving Blanchard of Bristol, Conn., Blethen. A fortune teller also added Butler. Mrs. Bertha Higgins, Mrs.
$16.00
' peace s 1 '
>e ' and offcred
a winter in California, a month of arrived home for the weekend. He much interest to the occasion. These Kate Hall and Mrs. Phyllis Leach.
-------! To contrite head upon your woman's ’
6' x 9'
which was spent as guest of Mrs. was accompanied by Larry Shea, also officers were named by the Ladies’ ,
Society: President, Mrs George L. ' Fifty children of ex-service men
breast.
Hugh Bain at Riverside. A feature Of Bristol.
$30.00
certain
sweet
reand
women
of
the
World
War
atSt. Clair; vice president, Mrs. E. F |
'' J i^yuu una
of this visit was the delightful motor ]
_____
8'3" x I O'6"
fji
tediousness; from care, a fleeting
trip made by Mrs. Bain, Miss AdeFriday evening the T AG. Club Berry; secretary. Miss Ellen ,7 i tended the annual May party Mon- From rest.
laide Snow of Rockland and Mrs., met at the home of Vivian Mullen. Cochran; treasurer, Miss Flora Wise. , day afternoon under the auspices of By twisting dreams about me . . . even
$45.00
the Auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook
so . . .
Gilchrist. Several weeks were also a new member Frances Pettee, was
9' x 12’
Post at Legion hall. Tne children Your life hold.; more than mine shall
spent at San Diego. Mrs. Gilchrist admitted to the club, which has now
ever
know!
.
SCIENTIFIC
formed in line on arrival and
was the guest of her son Elon B. completed its membership limit.
$50.00
marched into the hall where they
Gilchrist, in Chicago for a few weeks After the close of the meeting games
How pleasant and how divinely fairgave the Flag Salute and sang to dream!
on her way to California and also on and cards were played and also cake
Marguerite MacAlman, Rockland, in
Ten per cent discount on all merchan"America," after which a volunteer
and sweets were served.
the homeward trip.
program was presented featuring Maine bun Up.
V dise excepting articles of restricted prices /
recitations, songs, etc. The children
Mrs. Basil H. Stinson who has been
Dr. W. H Armstrong was called
taking part were Edith Jackson
in Boston for a short time is expect professionally to Matinicus Tuesday.
George Huntley, Vitrice Hayes,
NOW PLAYING
ed home tomorrow.
“KI KI”
Natalie Edwards, William Jackson,
Mrs. Mary A. Willey has returned
with
Henry Simmons, Charles Huntley,
A public bridge party is to be given to this city after spending the winter
►2»
MARY BICKFORD
Doris Borgerson and Marie Thistle
at the Elks Home Wednesday eve with her daughter, Mrs. T. J. Nash,
FOR TIRED FEET
After the program a very pretty
ning for the benefit of the charity Sheridan street, Portland.
maypole dance was given, followed
FRI.-SAT.
fund. Mrs. A. C. Jones is chairman.
-------------Walter Maurer was in the city
by games and “eats” which includ
Harold Moon of Philadelphia, the Sunday from South Portland. On
ed sandwiches, punch, cake and Ice
cream. Mrs. Corinne Edwards as
well known aviator, was a Rockland his return he was accompanied by
A WHITE SI MMER
belts, French print kerchiefs tied to the ensemble blai.Z The hiplength
Mrs. Maurer", who has been in this
chairman was assisted by Mrs. Sarah
visitor Tuesday.
triangularly over one shoulder and jacket of linen and flannel in red,
city for a few weeks, getting her
Griffin, Mrs. Margaret Kelley, Mrs
A Far Reaching Style Blizzard Pre soft scarfs wound Lenglen fashion | green and French horizon blue also
Marion Waldron, Mrs. Gladys PhilMr. and Mrs. Alonzo M. Newbert house on Frederick street ready for
dicted lor United Slates This about the head are also popular.
will provide the necessary color note
brick and Mrs. Susie Lamb.
of South Weymouth, Mass., and rental
Summer
White duck or jersey sailing pants on the play courts of the country.
Walter E. Newbert and family of
It will be a white season of that
worn with short-sleeved jumper
Mrs. Emma M. Torrey returned re
AA to EE
TIIE MORROWS DENY
Waban, Mass., who were called here
A white summer in the offing. This shirts of blue and white, red and the stylists are sure, but strangely
cently
from
Somerville.
Mass.,
and
is
by the death of A. H. Newbert lyft
is not the weather man’s forecast, but white, or black and white striped enough the traditional white of the
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. W.
A despatch from Baton Rouge
yesterday for their homes.
a prophecy of fashion experts.
jersey will be one of the picturesque ; wedding gown is givin way to color.
C. Comstock, Broadway.
states
that
Rev.
Clyde
II.
Roddy
of
Combination Last
Fifth avenue trousseau salons are
While like a far-reaching blizzard costumes of the swanky yachting
Clinton. La., is engaged to marry
Mrs. C. A. Rose and Mrs. L. E. Mc
Black and Brown Kid
will stern the ports of fashion every party.
coming forth with bridal outfits in
A
bridge
party
is
to
be
given
Tues

Miss Elizabeth Morrow of Englewood
Rae are in Portland for a few days.
where. It is the basic color note of the
White is still the prima donna of palest blue, the mos^ delicate pink,
day evening under the auspices of
and North Haven, the announcement
season and will be worn alone or the evening. Suave gowns of lustrous even soft biege. The idea, as most
GIRL
SCOUT
SHOES
Mr and Mrs. J. H. Boynton of! Miriam Rebekah »Lodge at Odd
being made by Mr. Roddy's sister.
with gay splashes of color.
satin and sheer chiffon molded close style ideas go, originated at a famous
Lexington. Mass., spent the weekend Fellows hall, with playing to begin at
At the Morrow home a servant who
One of the most acceptable outfits ly to the figure, but emphasizing a Patisian wedding recently. The veil,
SPORT SHOES
with their son, Stanley Boynton, at ® Miss Madlene Rogers as chairsaid she was authorized to speak for
of the summer showings offered by graceful, flowing fullness below the the low elbow length kid gloves, the
Ore'cent Beach
i man is being assisted by Miss Ruth
Of Every Description
the family declared that the an-*
Fifth avenue shops is the street and hips, are important features of the slippers, hoisery and all, were of
' Rogers, and reservations may be arnouncement “contained no word oj
sports suit of white linen, corduroy, formal summer attire. Red in a tinted stuffs, a striking innovation,
Mrs. James Donahue and Miss ranged with either.
! truth.”
pique and flanliel.
variety of exciting shades, lime and
Don Seitz, in his life of Joseph
Abbie McDonald who have been
~
.
White Jersey bathing suits, their pistachio greens, lemon yellow and Pulitzer, tells a story of a young re
with
guests of relatives and friends in
Miss Alice Hellier is borne from
severity relieved by triangular inserts a number of berry and brown shades porter on the New York World who
CAMDEN
Winchester, Mass., arrived home yes- Bates College for the weekend.
JACK OAKIE
of pin-tucked material, are the new are used to enliven the ensemble.
Mrs. Howard Anderson. Harding
was sent to cover a revival meeting,
Sinar Eiwin. Eugene
est notes in beach wear. Green, yel
The use of color is generally effec*- and to whom in the midst of the pro
terdfly'
_____
'* \ “Ye Little Olde Folks Concert” to
avenue, entertained the Indies of tlw
Pallette, Mitzi Green
low. blue and red bathing slippers, eri in the addition of two-color shades ceedings an exhorter bent and said:
and June Collyer
Methodist society Wednesday from
Mrs. Arthur H. Pillsbury and ^e given Friday evening May 22. by
caps and bags arc bright accessories with romantic bows and ends trailing
i 2 to 5 o'clock.
“Will you not come forward?"
W*
daughter Janice have returned to ^e_ children of the Universalist
which add unusual chic.
to the hem, or in narrow patent
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Elmore have
"Excuse me,” was the reply, “but
their home in Thomaston after ^u?d.aii ®ch°0 , Promises to be a de
A golfing outfit consists of a white leather belts and tailored patent I am a reporter and am here only on
returned from a motor trip to West
Brown, Smoke. Beige
spending the winter at the Foss W*™ eatu« ° the ®p"ng 7“°";
corduroy skirt, fitted tightly around leather flowers. One black chiffon business."
minster. S. C.
„ “ 5
Mrs. Helen Wentworth, director of
the hips and flared below the knees, evening gown displays a gardenia
Miss Teresa F. Arau returned this '
“But," said the revivalist, “there is
House'
_____
music in the church school is prea tailored blouse of soft white cot white patent belt and white flowers. no business so momentous as the
week from a visit with friends in |
Mrs. Mona McIntosh is acting as1 P£rine a Program to include solos,
ton
mesh
and
a
string
turban
of
Shoulder
iacauets.
brief
eccen

Lord's.
”
Boston and vicinity
hnstew at the bridge Dartv which the chorus numbers and readings, all sedhalkv white. One-piece tennis frocks tricities of color in taffeta, satin, and
ADDED
5°^®
EvS
lections taken from the favorite old
The regular meeting of Joel Keyes j
"Maybe not." saitl thp reporter,
of cotton or silk worn with colored chiffon vplvet add vivid complements “but you don't know Mr. Pultizer."
BPW Cluo is giving this evening.
. SQngs apd pQetry Qf yesterday Tick.
“IN
Grant Circle, Ladies of the G.A.R..
CONFERENCE
”
will
be
held
Friday.
Work
in
the
i
Mrs Fremont Beverage who has
a,re l° be
sale Monday by Mrs.
been the gu^st of Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Wentworth and the children.
afternoon on puffs, picnic supper at
A Paramount
> ■■■■■■wnRMnuEbiauL'
6 o'clock, and in the evening there
Publix Theatre
Thurston at The Highlands has reMrs.
Helljer leayes ,p
will be work on several candidates.
turned to her home in North Haven. morning for Norton. Mass., to be the
Joseph L. Brewster and Burton
Stevenson, Jr., leave today, Thurs_ ,.
..,
j
of her daughter,
Miss MargaMiss Caroline
Littlefield
spent .v,,
the guest
ret He]u
«
«
j day, for Houlton, where they will
wee?e.?d 1P,£°r_tIanTiJ“St *
attend the May pageant
Miss
represent the Camden Rotary Club as
and Mrs. Richard Rhodes. . On her | Hellier is a member of the senior
in
delegates to the spring conclave of
irturn she was accompanied by Mrs. i
wheatQn
BOYS' AND MEN'S
the 38th District Rotary.
Caroline Walker, arriving from a
The ladies of the Methodist society ,
KED SNEAKERS
winter in California, who will be Miss
Tel. 892
Miss Helen Burns and Mrs. Ethel
will hold a food sale at A. S. Prince's
Littlefield's guest for a time.
store Saturday, at 10 o'clock.
Philbrook entertained at supper and
Shows 2.0J, 6.45, 8.45
Wednesday evening was observed! Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30
,,
,
T .
bridge Monday evening at the “Peter
Mr. and Mrs. L A. Thurston and pan„ sh
Thgre wgre four tabJes
by Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge as
Daylight Time
their guest Mrs. Fremont Beverage ,n play honQrs be)ng WQp by Miss
! charter member night. There was
motored to Orono Sunday. They j Anna Povich> Mrs Joseoh Dondis,
an entertainment and refreshments j
were accompanied by Carl Thurston Mrs Mllt
g Di k and ’Mrs Ralph
SHOE STORE
W. E. Foster left today, Thursday.;
returning to the University of Maine Tardiff
436 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND for Northeast Harbor after spending
after a weekend at home.
‘ '
_____
Green Trading Stamps
two weeks in Camden.
FRI.-SAT.
Rev. and Airs. A. Winsor and Mr
Hugh Snow is home from New and Mrs. Eugene Dyer of Bangor
York for a month.’
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
„ „
I Fredette at Ash Point Tuesday.
Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee of Belfast,
_____
Lightning Thrills
who is well known in Rockland and
The Junior Harmony party wil, be
That Break All
vicinity, will give an informal talk j he,d at the Copper Kettle Monday
next Tuesday evening before the j evenjng Details in Saturday's paper.
Speed Records!
Belfast BPW Club on her recent j
°
_____
cruise to the Spanish Main. Mrs.
-pbe jasj offjcjai meeting of the
Smashing along at a
Pattee sailed from New York to the geason Of ^e Parent-Teacher Assobreath taking pace
Pacific Coast last fall through the i Cjation was held at the High School
Panama Canal, visiting many ports: Auditorium Monday evening. The
“THE
to Managua which was recently dev treasurer's report showed a balance
astated by an earthquake,,.
of over $500 in the treasury. The new
officers are: President, Joseph E.
Dorothy Brewer was hostess to {Blaisdell; vice president, Mrs. Ru‘h
several of her young friends at her : Ellingwood; secretary, Mrs.' Ethel
home on Granite street Tuesday Lovejoy; treasurer, Herman Har*;
afternoon in an observance of her auditor. Dr. James Kent; directors.
11th birthday. The peanut hunt! R. S. Sherman, and Mrs. Lucy RanA dynamic story of
proved the jolliest feature of games, i kin. A pleasing program was preand the youngsters were quite I sented by the children of the Benner
The Roaring Rails
thrilled to have their pictures taken.: Hill School, and the Junior High
with
Refreshments Included a beautifully School Orchestra and Glee Club,
decorated, birthday cake made-by I The Benner Hill pupils, under the
Four H our Enamel
James Hall
Mrs. Carl Ainsworth which made a , direction of their teacher, Miss Ber
Coma to our store—fcuy a pint, or a half-pint, or a
brave showing with its 11 blazing | nice Sinclair, and Mrs. Marguerite
Dorothy Sebastian
candles A color scheme of pink and Johnson, music supervisor, gave the
quarter pint of above Four Hour Enamel at regular
white was used, and there were 1 little play "Belling the Cat,” the cast
price — and gel another can, the same size, by pay
favors for the guests. Dorothy's °t characters being: Gray mice,
ing only Ic. ISN'T that a REAL BARGAIN?
mother. Mrs. Mary Brewer, was as-1 Theodore Benner, Kelsey Benner,
ALSO
sisted by Mrs. Fred French and Mrs.1 Leroy Benner, Jean Pulkin, Elsie
This
is
tho
popular
colorful
Quick
Drying
Enamel,
Ainsworth. The guests were Patricia Pulkin. Carolina Blackington, Don
“MYSTERY TROOPER"3
Allen, Barbara Cunningham, Rutlth ald Curtis, Hazel Curtis and Francis
v/hich has no offensive odor. Il dries in only four
SPORTLIGIIT
NEWS
and Paul Rackliffe, Gordon Richard Emery: white mouse, Barbara Ben
hours with a durable lasting lustre.
son, Richard and Roy Brown, Cleo ner; Father Aesop, Hugh Athern.
SONG CARTOON
and Dorothy Tibbetts, William The program of the Junior High
Look^round your home. Isn’t there furniture, wood
Karl, Richard Ellingwood, Freeman School orchestra and Glee Club,
And to thin work, toys or other articles that need refinishing?
Brewer, Richard Karl, Shirley Allen, under the direction of Miss Elizabeth
NOW PLAYING .
it drie« in
Bobby Willard and Arthur Brewer. Hagar, included: “Stop March.”
You can do it yourself—and NOW IS THE TIME
ti hours!
Dorothy's brother, Arthur, celebrat “Indian Boy," and “Safely March" by
“TIIE SPY”
lo buy while you can get—an extra can for Ic.
ed his eighth birthday a few days ago, the orchestra, and “The Gingerbread
Man” and “Up the Airy Mountain

A NEW RUG

Bigelow-Sanford Rugs

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

$4.95

$2.98, $3.95, $4.95

Have You Seen The New Vosue

Overstaffed Suits and Occasional

98c

Chairs?

R. E. NUTT

LIGHTNING

FLYER”

Ton will be charmed with these beautiful New Stv’es and Fabrics
in OVERSTUFFED SUITES and OCCASIONAL CH MRS. They are
DISTINCTLY AND DISTINCTIVELY NEW

“S’ SS Tft? fi&s ih'
•* S
’ eight pink SK
HistI SSfflSt
and
bore
candles. His
he]d
guests were Patricia Allen, Barbara
Cunningham, Richard and Roy
Brown, Dorothy Tibbetts, Bobby
Willard, Ruth and Mary Wotton,
Louise Veazie, Richard Karl and
Dorothy Brewer.

i
*55
years

offjcy fpr
with marked efficiency and devotion.
She was presented with a past presi
dent’s pin, responding briefly. Re
freshments were served in the gym
nasium

COUPON FOR Ic SALE

170.—adv.

S6-tf

One of tlie Publix Theatres

This coupon entitles the undersigned to }» pint,
pint, or pint of above enamel for Ic
provided there is a full purchase price on similar sized can. Check sizes sold

YOU ARE INVITED TO INSPECT THIS LINE

Name...............................................................................................

Address .........................................................................
Dealer’s Name...............................................................

Avoid spring housecleaning work. EDWARD SYLVESTER
Buy a meal ticket at Carr's alleys There are many" ways the People’s
Rockland
and bowl 30 strings for $2.00—adv. Laundrv can help you. Telephone
58-59

Offer good for limited time only.

ROCKPORT ICE CO.
Rockport

See the New Silks, the Beautiful New Brocades, the Sensational
New Antique Frieze in Beautiful Colors, Torrey-Warren Con
struction. Ten Year Construction Guarantee!

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Tel. 409
Home of Paramount Pictures

313-319 Main Street

I elephone 890

Rockland, Me

n. fEvery-Other-Day
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Pardner Tells How Bold Thomaston Lads Took Part In
Parades and Cut a Hole In a Roof

Rambles
Afield

‘‘Morning Report Book” of jI
4th Maine Regiment Now |
In Virginia Archives

WHAT BOYS SHOULD EAT

1

TAKEN AT BULL RUN $--------------

RECALLING “THE SODA FOUNTAIN”

THE OBSERVER
Mrs. A I. Perry

i

It Should Re First Of All, the Right
King of Food—Good Breakfast
Helps

An adolescent boy may eat as much
A heavy rain beginning Saturday as his stomach will hold and then
night and continuing through Sun not have as much as he actually
day. has given the grass and other needs unless the food is the right
kind. Therese E. Wood, foods speci
growing things a wonderful start. alist. says the following about meals
and the rain was needed here. Al- , for the adolescent boy? “In addition
though not suffering from drouth ■ to the foundation foods of the diet,
at all, yet the ground was drier than which include dailv a quart of milk,
usual at this time of year. People (two vegetables in addition to potatoes,
may be held up a bit in planting on , two servings of fruit and cereals or
low lying land, but here at Willow grain foods, and a protein food as
Brook it can be resumed as soon as meat. fish, eggs, dried peas or beans,
the sun shines for an hour or two. he needs some concentrated foods
If you will take note of the fact that such as marmalade, peanut butter,
often there is a heavy rain soon after cheese, butter,, cream and cookies.
“The adolescent girl." she says,
the first week in May. of more or less
severity, it will save some bother and “needs the same foundation foods as
worry. And it is safer not to plant the boy but her appetite is not apt to
tender bulbs or plants untl after this be as keen as that of the boy and
storm—as it usually is a cold one— unless her diet is watched and
unless such plants are on high ground adequate food is eaten at this time.
and in sneltered places. Dahlias es- 1 malnutrition mav set in. Normal
peciallv are apt to rot. It is plentv development can be hindered at this
early for dahlias after May 15. and period as well as at an earlier period
up to June 15 they may be planted if the diet is not suitable.
“Simple anpetlelng meals are usu
with success, and some varieties may
ally best. Plentv of a few foods sat
grow fine and bloom later still.
isfies the appetite better than many
N. C. C.. No. 4
different foods in one meal.
North Hope.
“An appetizing breakfast helps to
Fish we glean from a wild-life note, start the dav off with enthusiasm,
have ears or something very like and this meal should not be neglect
them. and. good grief, what a vo ed. The school lunch should vary
cabulary the ones who got away from day, to day and be supple
would have if they could only repeat mented with at least one hot dish.
The evening meal needs to be sub
what thev heard!—Boston Herald.

Adella F. Veazie

1 Through the kindness of Timothy
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
buckets; 50 feet of hose; and a fire
E. McNamara, who winters in Vir
I have been reading the history of
ginia, The Courier-Gazette has been
Of course you know all about boys,
the town of Waldoboro and found it
(Number Five)
handed the following clipping from
very interesting. For instance I read Mr. Editor and know that they were
Perhaps I am unduly biased by the Richmond (Va.) News:
,
that that town celebrated its centen just the same 50 or 60 years ago as
• • .•
I
nial July Fourth. 1873. That took they are today.—nobody wanted to long and intimate association, but I
my eye at once and I looked it up lug the water—every boy wanted to have been thinking of late about the
The accession to the archives divi
to see if every tiling was down as it pump or hold the nozzle. Lew Col- ■ many possibilities ln the way of en
sion of tne state library of several
should be. I looked for the lineup i ley was the biggest boy, also the j
of the parade and found it correct— oldest, in the crowd and had the Job j tertainment to be found on and original records of the Tenth Vir
on the nozzle. Finally he was elect- | around Dodge's Mountain and in the ginia infantry Confederate States
partly as follows:
army, was announced by Dr. McllDamariscotta Comet Band.
ed to the job of pipeman when we i region of the Bog.
waine, the librarian, who stated that
State of Maine Engine Co., Thom had our first election, and an engine
After the spring thaws have settled tne library is indebted for these most
was in the very dim future
aston.
Eureka Engine Co.. Thomaston.
I think that water must have been the roads, they are in very good recent gifts to the patriotic interest
Juvenile Engine Co.. Thomaston
scarce about that time as I remem- condition behind the mountain on of J R. Switzer, of Rockingham coun
Triumph Engine Co., WaJdoboro J ber we hauled her up to Beechwoods the up grade toward Luke Brewster's, ty. Mr. Switzer, who is the clerk of
quarry, where there was plenty of and automobiles may safely under tne circuit court of that county, de
and so on
That Juvenile company was ours— water for us to squirt. It didn't take the trip.. The last time I took posited the ancient documents ln the
library while in Richmond a few days
Thomaston. No. 2. name right on our have to be lugged either, and we i
belts so that he who ran might read. could use all we wanted to. And the trip the other way. toward Thom ago.
Included in the gift is the old
We were juveniles all right but we how we did pump that engine and aston, which was some five or six
were the company just the same.
squirt the water. Don't recall how years
we found 1. very wet and "morning report" book of the Tenth
We wore blue shirts with a red many feet we got out of her. but I ' muddy near the Dunbar place, but Virginia regiment covering the period
shield, crossed up and down by a am very sure that we got out all that the rest of the way was fair, and we from Aug. 2. 1861. when its command
ing officer was Colonel S. B. Gibbons,
broad blue stripe on which was a there was in her.
found more twin-flower vines than
figure 2; stripe and shield being
There was a grand Fourth of July ] I had ever seen before at one time. to Aug. 31, 1863. at which time E. T.
bound with white: white linen caps: celebration here in Thomaston, in All along the road they grew by the H. Warren was the colonel in com
black belts of patent leather and a 1875, and we figured in the proces sides in great mounds, yards and mand. A penciled notation, now al
jim dandy silk banner. And couldn't sion, tub and all. Our little engine yards of them, and we gathered most faded by the passage of the
us boys march and countermarch. looking very brave with its bright handfuls of the long trailing vines to years, made on the fly leaf of this
volume, recites that it was "captured
I should have said that the belts red paint, nicely striped and lettered carry home.
at Battle of Bun Run July 21, 1861,
were nicely lettered with the name with black and gold, and drawn by a
Everything that would delight our which lasted from 7 o'clock a. m. till
and number of the company. There pair of calico ponies kindly loaned N.C.C. folks can be found in this 5 o'clock p. m.”
were one or two of the bovs 15. but us by the Cobbs of Rockland, at region and I have often wondered
The book, then, before being “capthe majority were less. There were tracted lots of attention.
why picnic parties and one night tured.” had already been used in part
* « • •
about 30 in the company and when
campers have not discovered its as the morning report book of the
we were strung out in columns of
By that time we had arrived at beauties and utilized them often. Fourth regiment Maine militia, of
twos we were a very dinky looking set blue cheese-cutter caps that were Discretion however would be desir which Col H. G Berry, as the record
of youngsters. Especially when we very fetching with the rest of our able in choosing the season of camp shows, was the commanding officer.
were followed by our Are engine.
ing out for June is prolific of mos
Also, on the inner side of the back,
suits.
• * * *
Did we attend any fires? We most ’ quitoes and black flies which show no is the advertisement of the stationer
Noah Rice and Oscar Burkett had certainly did. One is very clear in respect for either age or beauty. So in Portland, Me., who made and first
held the tassels and silken cords on my mind. It was in the Watts choose some other month, if pos sold the book. This book, then, was
the banner of the State of Maine En house, next Dunn & Elliot's store. sible and ln any case go well provid used in turn by both Fedcrals and
gine Co. and because of that experi I presume that we were underfoot on ed with oil of pennyroyal which the Confederates.
exceedingly.
A second book presented by the
ence were elected as foreman and as the south side of the house where little pests dislike
• • • •
clerk of Rockingham County is one
sistant foreman when we organized the fire was and the big fellows!
All kinds of berries are to be found which was a record of corn, hav and
and Noah's father who was warden drove us off. So we went to the other
at the Prison, presented us with the side of the house where we had every- I here, though most of the pastures are animals, devoted to the use of the
belts all nicely lettered. ‘Thomas thing our own way. We found a posted, but you can gather all you Tenth Virginia regiment during the
ton. No. 2
! ladder somewhere and got onto the wish to eat along the sides of the early part of the war. It is shown bv
The first money that came into our i top of the house where our axe- road, and with the different plants this record that Captain A S. Byrd
treasury was $10 which Ed Chap- man soon had a hole in the roof and flowers a botanist would find was the A.Q.M. of the regiment and
man's father gave us. The Chap- '■ through the shingles and boarding plenty to occupy every minute of the on the fly leaf of the book is the in
scription "E. C. Haas. Wagon and
mans were going out to San Fran- , and then it was "Play away. Two!", time.
Even plain every-day folks like Forage Master 10th Regt. Virginia
cisco to live, and some of us boys And away we went squirting water
you and me would be sure to find Volunteers." The same book contains
went as far as Warren to see them j into the house.
off: Capt. Chapman gave us the
Mr. O'Brien, owner of the house, something new and strange at every also a roll of the non-commissioned
money at that time.
came around after a while and visit. It was back of Ed. Lampson's officers and privates on “extra duty"
That set us up in business, I can wanted to know what we were doing house that I found my first moccasin in 1863 and shows th» “monthly re
assure you. The money was duly de- and ordered us to stop pumping. He flowers when I was about ten years turns" made bv Captain 3yrd.
There is still another volume of
posited in Thomaston Savings Bank, asked the boy on the roof iColley. old, and they have grown there ever
In a short time it was suggested that the pipeman) if he saw any fire. "No. since. It was on the point which interest presented along with the two
we have a “Grand Levee and Prome-, i don't but I can feel it; play away runs out into the Bog on the North already referred to. This is a book
nade Concert."
Noah’s brother' there, boys." it took more than a that I found my first pink blueberries showing the reports of the “officers
Wendell, who was afterwards such a ; man's say so to make us stop squirt- and it was in the old mill pond that I of the guard" of the several com
success in the financial world, en- i jng water if there was any excuse took an involuntary bath one May- panies of the regiment.
dav. and Will Ingraham crept care
Dr Mcllwaine expressed his grati
gineered the affair for us and it j for doing so. I can tell you.
down on the slip and pulled me fication at the placing of these war
was tremendously successful, as we
The other fire is not so clear in fully
realized more than $100 from it.' my mind; think it was at the Prison out, I tramped home alone, expect time records among the archives of
ing a switching, and found the fire the state, and predicted that the”
That was put away with our nest , _tbe first fire that they had there, out
and the cooking stove—our only
egg. We ran it two nights. We did That was in the afternoon and they source of heat—being moved from its would some day prove of great inter
the same thing the following winter’ didn't allow us inside the gate, winter quarters into the open room est to students or historical writers.
but were not as successful. We , probably they thought that they had and both rooms in a state of chaos.
managed that ourselves.
enough troubles of their own withI think I could have borne a
About that time Noah was at the 0Jt our little tub cluttering up the switching with a much better grace
State Fair with his father and saw yard
than what I really did get, for I was
a small chemical engine that he ' j don't know what ever became of scrubbed with a coarse towel until
thought was Just what we boys ought 1 our nttle "Soda Fountain." I only every Inch ot my shivering body was
to have and came home full of it— know that when the Town of Thom- like a piece of red flannel and I am
the idea, I mean
aston had another celebration ln quite certain that the skin peeled off
MRS. BENJAMIN PERRY
I don't remember the particulars 1877.—our centennial as a town, in spots for some time afterward
but he and some of the other fel- "Thomaston. Mo. 2." had no part in I was only nine years old. and as a
The community at The Highlands I
lows of the company got busy with, jt
Pardner
vigorous scolding was kept up during
the citizens of the town and the first
Thomaston. May 11.
, the rubbing process I felt that I was was much saddened by the death of
thing we knew we had the money
-----------------' punished more severely than I de- Helen E. (Ormsbeei Perry, which oc- I
suddenly at her home May 5.
out of the bank and had the slickest,
i served, and I kept away from that curred
UNION
little fire engine you ever saw.
j mill pond in summer for many years While her nature was retiring and ]
quiet, she had endeared herself to I
It was painted a bright red. with
------thereafter.
many, particularly the nearby resi
black and gold striping. As I said
District meeting No. 15 of Rebekah
• • • •
dents, by her thoughtful ways. Her
it was a chemical, and high on each Lodge. I.O.O.F.. is to be held in Ap1
Near
the
mill
grew
both
white
pond
slde were two boxes for the chemi- pleton May 20. afternoon and eve- lilies and yellow "dog lilies” and on neighbors and her home were the
center of her interests, and this is
cals, labelled respectively. "Soda" and ning, opening at 1.30 standard time.
Bog bushels of cranberries were where, her loss will be felt the keen
“Acid." The town wag evidently saw It is hoped that a large number will | the
picked each fall, but only grown per est.
the “Soda" box first, and from that be present.
ventured in quest of these, and
Mrs. Perry was born in Rockland,
dubbed her “The Soda Fountain." ( Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Harding and sons
children were told frightful stories
and she never outgrew the name, son went to Southwest Harbor Sat- of “honey pots" and snapping turtles May 2, 1853, daughter of James W.
We never wasted any money on urday to spend Mothers' Day with In winter Nettie Blackington and I and Harriet <Dean» Ormsbee She ]
chemicals.
Mrs. Harding's mother Mrs. Rose gathered Quantities of spruce gum attended the Rockland schools, and
15. 1882. was married to Ben
For outfit she had four leather fire Walls.
1 from the big logs which were always April
jamin Perry. A significant fact of I
to be found on the point north of the her life was that she was born, lived 1
mill. One day when John Cost and died in the same house. Her I
worked for her father we rode in only Immediate survivor is the hus- I
round the Bog with him on the wood
sled and came back on a big load of band.
Funeral services were conducted j
cord wood.
For a good manv years I had no from the home with Rev. J. Charles
answer when asked the name of the MacDonald of the First Baotist
plant which looks so much like moc Church officiating. The bearers were
casin plant except that Its leaves are George Horton. Rav Newton. W. I.
glossy. It grows in the same cool Blackington and L. A. Thurston.
shady places as the moccasin flower The beautiful floral tribute included |
and sometimes is seen growing a large sprav of Easter lilies and
among it. It bears a bunch of beau roses from “The Neighbors." Inter
tiful blue berries at its top. which are ment was in the family lot, Achorn
at their beist about the time blue cemetery.
berries are ripe. Within a year or
MRS. ARENTHA J. PEABODY
two I have learned that the name of
this plant is Clintonia ' I am glad to
know its name, for it is too beautiful
Mrs. Arcntha .J. Peabody, who died
to be nameless even for a short time. Mav 4, at the home of her son, Leon
It is seldom one sees such a wonder I. Peabodv. West Medford. Mass., was
ful shade of blue ln any fruit. "Is It born in Hope. Feb. 11. 1839. She was
poisonous?" Well, if so I have not the widow of Jason Peabody who
heard anything about it. and on died in 1906.
tasting the berries I decide that,
Her married life was spent mostly
poisonous or not. nobody will ever eat in Appleton and Rockland. Besides
j a sufficient quantity to do any dam- her son Leon with whom she had
I age. as the taste is not at all allur made her home the last three years,
ing.
Adella F. Veazie
she leaves a son Elmer E. Peabody
In the time of William the Conqueror, a
| Rankin street. Rocklano.
of Concord. N. H., and one brother
checkered cloth was the chief equipment
Orrit Wentworth of Rockland. A
GAS TAX REFERENDUM
daughter, Lottie, wife of Albert I.
of the Exchequer. They counted money
Davis of Medford, died in 1927.
Instructions As To Signing Petitions
Mrs. Peabody was a woman of ex
on it, each square representing a certain
Which Should Be Studied By the emplary character, a true wife,
Voters
mother and friend Home loving and
amount. Today, a checking account serves
industrious, her life may be meas
Referendum
petitions
against
the
as a suitable bookkeeping system for hun
ured ln terms of its quality as well as
five cent gas tax are being broadcast in length of years. Although in
dreds of individuals and is an indispensable
through the State by Charles F. feeble health during her last years
Marble of Winthrop, executive sec she loved to greet old friends and
part of the financial system of every com
retary of the referendum committee. was happy in their company. Fu
Requests for these petitions are neral services were held at the familv
mercial enterprise. This bank serves scores
being received from every section. lot in Achorn cemetery. Rockland, j
of firms and individuals with a checking
Apparently the smaller towns are where she was laid at rest beside her '
as much interested as the larger husband and daughter. Rev Mr. j
account service. We should be glad to
towns and cities.
MacDonald of the First Baptist
These instructions have been pre Church officiated.
serve you, too, in this way. Come in and
pared by a firm of prominent lawyers
and emphasize certain features that
talk about it.
Buy a meal ticket at Carr's alleys
must be rigidly adhered to:
and bowl 30 strings for $2.00—adv.
Each signer, whether male or fe
58-59
male, must be a registered voter in
place where petition is being cir
culated.
I Each petitioner must sign own
name and address
Avoid Ditto
marks. No person can sign for an
Thomaston, Maine
other.
The verifying petitioner must see
REFRIGERATOR
each person sign.
A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks
Person verifying petition must be
one of the signers.
30 Amazing New Improvements
Verifying petitioner should not
Financial Institutions. Inc. is a Maine corporation owning a majority
verify petition until he has procured
nf the Capital Stock of 15 Maine banks having total resources of more
than .«90 000 000 Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial
certificate of town or city clerk.
Institution Inc. Is owned by Maine capital and the corporation Is
/
Verifying petitioner can verify
managed by Maine men who have had long and successful experience
Authorized Majestic Dealer
only one petition.
ln banking and financial operation.
51-tf
Town clerk must sign personally.

stantial. In our Maine homes the May 4 the members ^por?^* °
rule is apt to be a light supper, but hand, 128 hens and 843 chickens,
the school child, especially the This club has been organized I
adolescent, should have included in four years with Norris A. waiu as
his evening meal a nourishing warm leader.______________
dish. This may be a cream vegetable
huw B [ne [lme l0 have your quilts
soup, a stew or a chowder, or a dish > and blaRkets washed. Call The Peosuch as macaroni and cheese, or pie’s Laundry, Limerock street. TeL
creamed peas and eggs. This with 170.—adv.
Sfl-tf
plenty of bread and butter, some
stewed fruit and cookies, or a whole
some pudding, and milk to drink will
make an adequate meal.
“It is true that the appetite is
largely a matter of habit and that
all children should be guarded from
the first to develop the desire to eat
the right foods. It is also a fact that ■
with
careful training from birth will help
BILL WINCAPAW and the
a great dea! in meeting the difficul
ties that may arise with the appetite 1 Maine Air Transportation
during the adolescent period."
Co.
to the
OUTSTANDING BOYS’ CLUBS

FLY

Simonton dairy boys are planning .
to take the bean project this year ■
along with the dairy project. One
and one-half acres of ground have
been rented from the leader, Cecil
Annis. At the 20th meeting of the
club on May 2 the six boys with two
teams plowed one-half of the piece
of ground. The boys plan to do
practically all of the work themselves
sharing equally on the profits.
Work and Win (Tub
Work and Win Poultry Club of
Damariscotta with six boys and one
girl are going into the chick raising
business this year with much en
thusiasm. At the club meeting held

Islands in Penobscot Bay
in

Large 7 Passenger Heated
DeLuxe Planes
on Pontoons Daily
Leaving—

P. M.
A. M.
8.00 & 4.30
Rockland
8.15 A 4.45
Vinalhaven
8.39 & 5.90
North Haven
8.30 A 639
Stonington
DAYLIGHT TIME
Fare to Vinalhaven, North Haven
$3.00; Stonington, <4-00;
Special Trip $12.90
53-tf

wq Jvow an
We’ve taken a leaf from the August Fur Sale book of rules
and applied it to Refrigerators. This means you may buy
Refrigerators now at discounts intended to encourage early
choosing, and that cannot be offered later. We have assem
bled a most complete line of wanted, new Refrigerators . . .
all styles ... all colors ... all types ... We have priced them
so low that to miss buying now is to deliberately close your
eyes to an investment opportunity! Choose early and take
delivery when you want it!

GLENWOOD
Refrigerators
. . . Give Many Years of Service!
Choose This $45.00 Model for

$2985
Far and wide . . . throughout the entire nation
. . . thousands of housewives know the efficiency,
durability and high quality of Glenwood Re
frigerators. These are with all steel case, in
sulated with flaxinum. Invest in this excep
tional value today!

In Co’crs with Nickeled Fixtures!
Adaptable to Mechanical
Refrigeration!

From checkered cloth to
checking accounts

THOMASTON NATIONAL
BANK

as low as $179.50

House-Sherman. Inc.

Regular $32
Refrigerator

$23.95
Well insulated throughout.
Food
have
compartments
white enamel steel lining.
Two shelves. Oak finished
case.

$22.50 Apartment
Top leer

$35 Oak Top leer

$39 Oak

$21.50

Side leer

$14.50
Oak finished hardwood case.
White enamel lined food compartusents. Has door on top
for Ice instead of front a.s
shown.
Has two shelves
Moisture-proof insulation —
the finest known!

Sturdy, enameled steel in
side and oak outside. Thick,
water-proof insulation. Ice
chamber door is in top and
not in front as shown. Good
rapacity. Duraluminum trimming.

$29.50
Beautiful, oak rase panelled.
Roomy food compartments.
Thick water-proof insulation.
Three shelves. Family size.

ASK TO SEE OUR LINE OF W'ESTINGHOUSE ELEC TRIC REFRIGERATORS OR WRITE FOR BOOKLET '
May 14. 1931
EASTERN FURNITURE CO.
Rockland, Me.
You may ship the refrigerator
advertised at $............ I enclose
$1 deposit and agree to pay $1
weekly until paid.

Name ...........................................
Address ........ . ......................

Every-Other-Day

ROCKLAND’S EDUCATIONAL CLUB
Closes Eleventh Successful Season and Sets a Mark For
1000 Members Another Year
By Mary Perry Rich, President

An unsolvable mystery! With not Gregory, of Glencove, who attends
one lure Of feeds or eats or jazz or and imbibes the true club spirit, that
thrills or funnies (other than the ex it is more blessed to give than to re
ceive.
hilaration that comes to normal
A wise man says: “Beware what
minds from the stimulus of thinking) you set your heart upon, for it shall
the Educational Club now closes its surely be yours." So 1000 members
strikingly successful eleventh year in good standing are assured. Our
undeveloped market for members is
and winter season.
• Not so much as a single cup of tea Jar largeF than imagination grasps,
or a 5-ct. ice cream offered as en- I fortany feminine s eligible without
ticement, yet attendance has been restriction or limitation, except for
notably excellent during the stormi- ?ne class only, those who know it all,
est winter season, evenings as well as {°r. such hav,e "°‘hln« 1° '^rn'
afternoons. Can it be our new citl- °"’y arert e*clud„ed’ Flfty key wom(en
and
thereJ25Q
are vacancies
zens are genuinely interestea in
in are
fQr needed
such
co,lect
fQr c,ub
learning to think? and getting the
Officers
are
selected
from
key
women.
habit?
Since the U. S. Chamber of Com
merce figures women last year spent
for beautification of their bodies
over a billion dollars, isn’t it gratify- [
ing that so many hundreds still had I
enough left from hubby’s generosity I
to afford 25 cents for the Educational
Club annual dues for cultivation of
their minds and souls—not material :
but precious because imperishable?
Slogan: "We're out to win 1000!”
Every member a booster for educa
tion, for unhampered discussion, for
deeper interest in unsettled public
questions, for better informed and
more enlightened voting, for univer
sal responsibility for shortcomings in
citizenship.
• • • *
Undisturbed by jazz sensation or
fel
excitement of the baser sorts, the
club kept smiling and unruffled,
handling mental topics of broad
range and contentious potentialities
.c
V
—such as partisan politics, religious
dogma, wets and drys. the policy of
straddling on argumentative subjects,
such as the power and unemployment
issues, unrest, the Reds, economic
depression, smutty movies, the Vol Mary Perry Rich, President of the
Rocklarid Educational Club
stead Act and the dole, with plenty
of discussion but no acrimonious de
bate.
Pull Speed Ahead! No backward
This is a triumph for women of
It is
which they are justly proud, for in footsteps, always forward.
order to keep up attendance and lest found to be a priceless attribute for
they offend some sensitive soul, efficiency to kje able to get all steamed
men’s clubs, and the majority of up over worthwhile projects.
This month inaugurates the new
women's societies likewise, carefully
and tactfully steer clear of all drive contest by the new vice presi
semblance of argument and likewise dents for new members and renewals.
find it absolutely essential to proffer The campaign closes Sunday. May
•the allure of constant successions of «• itemized returns must be mailed
the President, Mary Perry Rich,
feeds, suppers, banquets.
Lessened attendances in higher Rockland R^F. D not later than
class affairs such as lectures, ad5 to be counted for awards,
dresses, churches, etc., are generally Each team isheaded by one vice
complained of elsewhere g0 this President elected by the club and five
club gets an added thrill from the ex counsellors, appointed by the presi
hilaration of thinking and discussing dent for proficiency, attendance and
complex world movements and prob interest in club progress.
At the annual meeting a vote was
lems.
If civilization and democracy are to taken to cancel arrears in dues, wher
endure, such efforts must not die, for ever desired, so that former members
who renew may start with a clean
they merit eager encouragement.
It is said no one can pry Henry slate for good club standing on same
Ford loose from his main idea—to basis as new members.
make the best car for the least money.
Mrs. Lilia Williams of Thomaston
This Educational Club aspires also, was recent drive winner while Clara
with the co-operation of the splendid Spalding and Abbie Richardson
public, to become the best, the big- ! seemed a tie. Beautiful gold and
gest the busiest club for the least i bronze medals with bar pins were
' awarded key women May 1st. Furcosc, » » »
i ther recognition will follow now for
To the everlasting credit of . the ‘earn securing most renewals, most
wiser and sterner sex be it admitted new members, and for each team
that they have urged their wives to securing fifteen dollars as a mini
join, also have declined to allow dues mum. also for the team securing most
to lapse and names to be dropped nearly universal activity,
from membership, also seek to keep j
themselves in active touch with j The new club alignment for May
sentiment and discussions at picnics, j drive follows to be preserved, with
meetings and open forums Men are ruies and conditions appended for
good sports, the best ever, loyal, far- ! reference.
•
visioned, generous; and we women
Team I.—1st vice president Clara
Jiave heaps to learn from them in Spalding: counsellors, Fthel Perry,
group loyalty, team spirit, breadth i Alice Robbins, Lillian Joyce, Lizzie
of view, co-operation. Let us get j Smith. Cecile McPhee.
Members,
busy and learn all this too from their i Emma Harvey, Lelia Benner, Evelyn
splendid example. We fall short in \ cates, Elizabeth Gregory, Hattie
spots of their standards in “ever- Lord. Susie Brown. Alena Young,
lastin’ team work of ev'ry bloomin’, Ruth Spear. Mary Hastings, Carolyn
Page, Etta Blackington, Mary Bates,
soul.”'
This club is no profit-making plan, Mabel Crie, Cora Cushman. Julia
its gains being wholly in mental and Wardwell. Gladys Seavey, Mrs. Joel
spiritual values; 100% personal serv- Hupper, Ida Adkins, Frances Norton,
Grace Rollins. Lucy Blake. Rose
ice is the goal.
Florida says to visitors: "Enthuse Small. Helen Corbett. Lena Stevens,
or get out!” But our club says “En- ; Annie Stevens, Sadie Sansom. Mar
thuse or stand by until you do!” En garet Flanagan, Mrs. Willis H. An
thusiasm is contagious and the de derson.
sire to learn is deep-seated in our
Team II—2d vice president Lilia
better class, almost universal.
Williams of Thomaston. CounselThis club from 79 charter members J ]Ors. Lilia Clark. Leona Risteen. Ri*a
has grown to Maine’s largest study Smith, Mary Bunker. Lucy Sillery,
club, with members scattered from Aliola
Watts. Gertrude
Oliver.
the Atlantic to the Pacific, com Members. Blanche Lermond, Iada
petent, ambitious women, having Newcombe. Mary McPhail, Mabel
added this year 110 new girls and Fernald. Eva Wellman. Hattie Verge,
women, one of these a lovely girl of Minnie Ludwig. Dora Kalloch. Lizzie
only four summers, Eleanor May Levensaler, Nellie Bean, Emily Red-

DISHWASHING IS NO WORK
AT ALL WITH RINSO—IS IT?

DID YOU EVER SEE SUCH
SUDS! GREASE GOES
LIKE MAGIC

A-

These

economical suds

make dishwashing so easy!
JSTlct a panful of rich Rinso suds
get to work on your dishes, pots and
ins. You’ll say you never knew dish
ashing could be so simple!
Grease soaks right off. A hot rinse
•and your dishes dry bright andclear
ithout wiping. Pots and pans soak
lining bright. So easy this way!
Cup for cup, Rinso gives tuice as
uch suds as lightweight, puffed-up
>aps. Creamy, lasting suds. No
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grit. Marvelous for all cleaning.
Millions use Rinso on washday for
whiter washes without scrubbing or
boiling. Gets colored clothes brighter.
Ask your grocer for the BIG package.

Rinso
Million* uh it in tub.
washer and dishpan

man, Lucy Clark, Ruth Brackett, Kav
Turner, Harriet Hahn, Lilia Elliott,
Nida Copeland, Clara Sawyer, Hazel
Anzalone, Bernice Bucklin, Susie
Newbert. Addie Libby, Dora Comery, Evelyn Moody, Ida Parks, Lena
Merry. Eliza Whitney, Minnie New
bert, Cora Currier, Minnie Ludwig,
Gertrude Oliver, Mrs. John Walker.
Team III.—3d vice president Sally
Lord of Camden. Counsellors. Sara
Young, Lucia Hopkins, Inez Crosby,
Ada Dyer, Caroline Merriam. Mem
bers, Margaret Young, Edna Start.
Alice Start, Mrs. Elmer Reed, Mary
Ames , Rose LeBlanc, Mary Nash,
Hortense Simmons. Florence Pendle
ton, Hannah Whitmore, Grace Dyer,
M. G. Gurney. Minnie Crozier. Ma
rian Weidman, Evelyn Bailey, Mrs.
Henry Foster.
Team IV.—4th vice president Ma
bel Wiley.
Counsellors. Janette
Dunton, Etta Covel. Josephine Burns,
Priscilla Richardson, Dorothy Har
vey. Members. Cora Sherman, Lena
Miller, Viola Harmon. Mabel Hard
ing, Beatrice Chaples. Ada Young,
Florence Hastings. Asenath Achorn,
Annie Blaisdell, Corice Jenkins,
Gladys Mills, Belle Frost. Elizabeth
Haskell, Lucy Gross, Ada Hewett,
Hattie Lord, Fannie Dow, Cassie
Means, Ava Jackson, Thelma Snow,
Annie Burton, Annie Young, Mar
garet Murphy, Mae Reed, Mrs. Frank
Storey.
4
• • • *
Team V —5th vice president, Abbie
Richardson. Counsellors, Annie I
Flint, Cecile McPhee. Evelyn Sher
man, Evelyn Cohen, Sadie Bradbury.
Members, Clara Emery, Doris Hyler,
Elizabeth Marsh, Kathie Diamond,
Elizabeth Reed Seavey, Mattie Pack
ard. Evelyn Cates, Marcia Greene,
Evelyn McKusick. Nina Beverage,
Elvie Curtis, Lena Conary, Elizabeth
Moody, Carrie Winchenbaugh. Belle
Foster, Abbie Hanscom, Nina Greg
ory, Annie O'Brien, Annie McLaugh
lin, Evie Perry. Susie Sleeper,
Amanda Choate, Mahala Dyer, Alice
McIntosh, Asenath Achorn.
Team VI.—6th vice president,
Helen York. Counsellors, Anne V.
Flint. Nettie Stewart. Mary Wiggin
Spear, Mabel Holbrook, Minnie
Strout. Members, Madlene Rogers,
Evelyn Sherer, Alice Sprague Hall,
Irene Moran. Grace McIntosh. Iva
Richan, Dorothy Snow, Corice
Thomas, Sadie Leach, Louise Brown
Lena deRochemont, Alice Hovey,
Winifred Horton, Mrs. Axel Brunberg. Delano Kelley. Florence Deane,
Letty Whitten, Jennie Dickey, Lena
St. Clair Stevens, Ethel Bartlett
Brown, Therese Millett. Jennie Fey
ler. Nellie Achorn, Adah Carnes,
Georgena Atherton.
Team VII.—7th vice president Re
becca Ingraham. Counsellors. Myrtle
Herrick, Minnie Strout, Lizzie Clark,
Sadie Bradbury. Mabel Fernald:
Members. Madlene Rogers. Gladys
Seavey, Martha Maddocks. Elizabeth
Burpee, Hilma Bradstreet, Mabel
Bradbury, Rose Smith, Clara Staples,
Katherine St. Clair. Nettie Rising.
Isabelle Lewis, Annie Lothrop. Nettie
Griffin, Margaret Rackliffe, Frances
Hurley, Mabel Oxton. Etta O’Neill,
Annie Hahn, Leah Robinson. Ruth
Koster Hoch. Minnie Smith. Annie
Hanscom, Etta Stoddard, Anna Trask,
Sarah Thomas.

* ♦ * »

Team VIII.—8th vice president
Ellen Dyer. Counsellors, Effie Law
rence, Dorothy Harvey. Abbie Con
ners. Elizabeth Marsh, Bertha Orbeton.
Members. Grace Ludwick,
Mattie Dyer. Susie Lamb. Ida Dondis,
Elizabeth Knight, Minnie Harding.
Ellura Hamlin, Ruth Ellingwood,
Kate Brawn, Margaret Maxey, Alma
Leo, Clara Guptill, Ida Adkins. Ella
Maddocks. Ada Hewett, Eliza Plum
mer, Elizabeth Barton, Nellie Achorn
Harriet Norton, Minnie Smith, Dora
Bird, Adelaide Butman. Cora Hall,
Louise Batchelder, Carrie Waltz.
Team IX.—9th vice president Lena
Merrill. Counsellors. Minnie Miles,
Ida Simmons, Lina Carroll, Harriet
Norton. Elizabeth Morton. Mem
bers, Minnie Rogers, Bertha McIn
tosh, Edith Young, Myra Scammon,
Helen Hyde Carlson, Clara Johnson,
Doris Hyler, Mary Holbrook, Mrs.
Clifford Sistare, Neva Dyer, Mar
garet McKnight, Mary Messer, Lucy
Rhodes. Mrs. E. H. Mosher. Ethel
Lovejoy. Lillian McCurdy. Myra Dyer.
Hattie Merriam. Mrs. Carl Morse.
Adell Maxey, Ida Lord. Edna Leach.
Alberta Knight. Alice Kittredge,
Elizabeth Jameson.
To assist Miss Alice Hovey, the
president appoints Zaida Winslow.
18 Warren street and Leriore Benner,
at Chamber of Commerce, who will
serve as assistant treasurers to re
ceive money from collectors.
For several years this club has led
all other study clubs in Maine, stand
ing at the top for numbers and a
sustained evening lecture course, the
latter being Knox County’s only
regular course open to everybody.

FIGHT BLISTER RUST

“Jack” Frost Organizing the State’s
Forces To Save White Pines
A battle of the fields and woods,
has sent crews of fnen to aid Maine's
white pine in its fight against the
disease spreading plant enemies—the
currants and gooseberries. From
those plants pines contract the fatal
blister rust, for which there is no
cure except in isolated trees on which
surgery could be performed, accord
ing to Walter O. Frost of the State
Forestry department.
To combat spread of blister rust,
which in the past threatened to seri
ously impair the future white pine
growth of Maine, the Forestry de
partment in cooperation with the
federal government has engaged each
year since 1917 in control work con
sisting of removal of all varieties of
currant and gooseberry plants within
900 feet of white pine trees. The
disease. Frost said, is in every pine
lot and town in the State. Study
plots show as high as 90 per cent, of
the young pine growth infected.
Destruction of currant and goose
berry plants around the State Forest
nursery at Orono has been started.
From there it is planned to work
down through the 12 southern coun
ties taking in 60 cities and towns.
The year's work will end early in
September.
At the present time of the year the
disease may be readily recognized by
the abundant evidence of rust in the
blister and fruiting stages, appear
ing in the form of "orange yellow”
blisters protruding through diseased
bark of trunks and branches of in
fected trees.

TRIBUTE TO MRS. RICH

INFANTILE AGAIN

Read At the Annual Meeting of the The State Health Authorities
Woman’s Educational Club By Miss
Seek Volunteer Aid In Se
Elizabeth Marsh

curing Serum
Tonight I would pay tribute.
In a few wqrds most sincere.
To the Woman's Educational Club
And the members gathered here.

As a ‘ club” we are most liberal.
I’m sure you all agree.
Each one is always welcome
To express her mind most free.
Sometimes of course we differ.
But we re always most polite,
And never get excited
Nor indulge in any fight.
But like a great big family
Are social as can be,
In most things we’re united.
For ln most things we agree.

9

«

Though small was our beginning
’Twas “Rich” right at the start,
Laid on a "Rich" foundation.
And we’ve not been called to part
With our first and honored President,
Rich ln name and value too.
We appreciate her talents.
Which are varied and not few.

In every way efficient.
No duty has she shirked.
Bravely shouldered many burdens
And unceasingly has worked.

To keep this club a-boomlng
And large and broad and free.
Well-versed in current topics.
, She has helped it so to be.
Now to you. dear Madam President.
Tonight I gladly bring
A word of special tribute.
And of your efforts sing.
In every way most faithful
You have labored for our good
And tried to keep us growing.
Of course that’s understood.

Until tonight we number
A club well known and strong.
"Ever growing.” that’s our slogan.
Adding members right along.
Our aim. one thousand members—
We’re well started on tbe way.
And for that consummation
Are working every day.

A backwash of last year’s serious
epidemic of infantile paralysis is
bound to strike Maine this fall, ac
cording to Dr. Laughlin of the State
Department of Health who was in
this city recently. The Department
recognizes the seriousness of this
threat and at present is completing
its plans for combatting the danger.
The chief weapon to fight this
dread disease is through the use of
serum, which has been found highly
effective. This serum can only be ob
tained from the blood given by per
sons who have suffered from the dis
ease and survived. Hence the State’s
big job is to find enough persons over
15 years of age who have had the dis
ease and are willing to give their
help to provide the necessary serum
to prevent a recurrence of the epi
demic.
The men and women who volunteei
for this service are doing a patriotic
public duty of the highest order, for
bv giving a small quantity of their
blood they save seme other person
from suffering the results of this
dreadful disease. There is no remu
neration. It is purely an act of vol
untary patriotism. Dr, Laughlin had
interviewed one well known Rockland
voung woman who has suffered from
the scourge and her reply of volun
teer assistance was prompt. He is in
hopes that others will feel the same
splendid spirit. If so they should
communicate with the local health
officer. Dr. James Kent. Talbot ave
nue, or with the State Department
of Health at Augusta.

THE JACK LONDON CLUB
_____•

And we think, dear Madam President,
Edito- of The Courier-Gazette:—
That we surely will "get there.”
If you will keep on sitting
Will you kindly publish the ap
In the presidential chair.
pended clipping from the May issue
We still need you as our leader.
Most sincerely would we miss
And dislike to see you sitting
In another chair than this.
So please, dear Madam President.
Still fill the “waiting chair;”
You look so very comfortable
And natural, sitting there.
We know you are aweary
And fain would take a rest,
But we should hate to lose you.
You've always stood the test.

And glad we are for all the years
You’ve labored for our good.
And bravely borne the burdens
And have always understood
That we. though oft delinquent.
Have e’er been proud of you.
Have treasured all your teachings.
And tried to learn them too!
Please accept this heartfelt tribute
*
From the club you’ve served so well.
We appreciate your efforts
More than words can ever tell.

And to the club in general.
A word of praise is due:
For your faithful, loyal service,
This applies to each of you.

Added Value
New Refinements

YEAR

and a

GUARANTEE

EW REFINEMENTS distinguish today’s General

N

Electric all-steel Refrigerator—yet prices are

lower than ever!

Sliding shelves bring all your food in easy reach—
save hunting about—keep sleeves clean. Porcelain
lined interiors resist fruit acids,have rounded corners
for easy cleaning. The famous Monitor Top—her
metically sealed in steel—completely protects the
mechanism that operates in a perpetual hath of oil.

of “Our Dumb Animals:”
And that’s not all! A finger-tip latch gives ready access
Animals And The Movies
to the General Electric's wide food storage space.
When we started the Jack London
Club it was chiefly the performing
General Electric’s written guarantee assures you
Buy on the Budget Plan
animal of the stage, the circus, and
dependable performance, free from service
Small Down Payment—
the amusement park, that we had in
Balance Monthly
mind. But things have moved fast.
expense for 3 long years!
The motion picture has been devel
Join us in the General Electric Program, broadcast every Saturday evening, on a nation-wide N.B.C. network.
oped rapidly. The presence of ani
mals is seen with increasing fre
quency in such pictures. Scenes are
Staged not only where things that
are not cruel are made to look so by
manipulation of the camera, but
where gross cruelty is actually prac
tised.
DOMESTIC. APARTMENT HOUSE AM) COMMERCIAL HEERIGEHATORS— ELECTRIC WATER COOIERS
What can be done about it? Let
every man and woman whenever
present at a moving-picture show
where cruelty to animals in any form
appears upon the screen, write in
protest both to the management of
the theatre and to the manufactur
ers of the film. Keep at it! The pic
nt tiny of
our stores
ture producers are in the business for
money, not for their health. Con
vince them that the public is not
entertained by pictures made at the
expense of animal suffering or the
j disregard of animal rights, and they
We do not know what this country . A lame duck, strange to say, is a
Let the People’s Laundry. Limerock
will stop producing that kind.
is coming to, but we hope it's coming I Congressman whose goose is cooked, street, clean your rugs and carpets.
to —Weston Leader.
I —American Lumberman.
A. C. G.
Tel. 170.—adv.
36-tf

ICI I IGI CYIOI

GENERAL ® ELECTRIC

Central Maine Power Company
w

It's also mildly funny that a man
can get quite a bit of fun laughing at
his passport picture without realizing
that it looks exactly the way his
friends think he looks.—Boston Her
ald.

The Blunt Truth
about

A Certain Gasoline
EARLY two years ago, the Standard Oil

N

conditions and needs of Soconyland. They know

its roads, its temperature, its weather, its hills..
Company of New York introduced
Socony Special plus Ethyl—the first of all the Socony products are made for New Yorkers and

oil companies serving the motorists of. New

New Englanders for use in New York and New

York and New England to add Ethyl to a

England.
That is why we say that Socony products

premium fuel.
Socony engineers have not been content with

are “tailor-made” for Soconyland. That is why,

their achievements of two years ago. They

everywhere in New York and New England,

have bettered and improved Socony Special

SOCONY is "Standard.”

plus Ethyl so that week by week, it outsells

any other premium fuel in Soconyland.

If you want—and you undoubtedly do want—
a gasoline two years ahead in anti-knock per

It is not remarkable that Socony should have

formance, in quick starting, in acceleration, in

this two-year margin of leadership. Socony

power, in mileage, in economy, try Socony

engineers have always had one great and ex

Special plus Ethyl. It is specially made for you

clusive advantage. They are specialists in the

as a Soconyland motorist.

SOCONY SPECIAL

ETHYL

Socony is Standard

Tailor-made for Soconyland

5?

R.I

I

Every-Other-Day
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ISLESBORO IS HAPPY

Because the Dark Harbor Summer
Colony Will Be On Hand Full
Force
,

Business depression won't have any
effect on th? Dark Harbor summer
colony at Islesboro. At least, it
promises to be as populous as for
many seasons past. Practically all
who for many years have chosen this
somewhat exclusive summer resort as
a vacation playground have signified
their intentions of returning this sea
son and several new families have
either rented houses or engaged
rooms at the Dark Harbor Club, iormerly Is'.esboro Inn.
Always the first of the summer
visitors to arrive. Preston Player of
Boston will be there May 19. open
ing his bungalow near the Club. As
Mr. Player is each season the nrst to
arrive, he is also the last to leave,

often prolonging his stay well into | Dark Harbor two seasons ago was the
outstanding social event of the sumOctober.
Mrs. John Turner Atterbury of ! mer, will arrive about the first of
New York will be the second early ar June. Mrs. McGeogh will bring her
rival. Her pretentious summer l'.ome, infant daughter to the island and
built on the highest point of land j Mr. McGeogh will join the family a
the island boasts, is being made ready little later.
Mr. and Mrs E. C. Jameson of New
for her even now. She will arrive
May 26. Mrs. Atterbury is one of the j York, who have occupied the palatial
most active of Islesboros summer j Sears home for the past two seasons,
residents in civic matters, manv j will return there for this summer and
movements for betterment in the ' Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Baldwin have takI cn one of Mrs. Mary McLeod's cotisland being sponsored by her.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dana Gib j tages for the summer. All of the
son are expected at their summer , larger houses, including those of
home on Seven Hundred-Acre Island Clarence Dillon. New York; J Kersthe latter part of the month. Mr. I ley Mitchell. Villa Nova, Pa.; William
Gibson’s fleet of motor boats are in , Ellis Scull, Philadelphia; J. Murray
process of being made ready for sum Foibes, Boston; George S. Tiffany,
mer use. Mr. and Mrs. Langhorne St. Louis. Mo., and numerous others
Gibson, son and daughter-in-law of bare being put. in readiness for occuthe artist will come to Dark Harbor ' pancy by their owners.
later in the season, having taken the ; Mr. and Mrs. George Bourne.
1 whose beautiful horses have created
Macy house for the season.
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Clark of i a sensation at the horse show for the
New York and their daughter, Mrs. I past two summers will return to the
Arthur McGeogh, whose wedding at ‘tterburv house near Brackett's Point
for two months.

THREE CROW
BAKING POWDER
Is made for the most particular cook in the world—
The State of Maine Housewife

The First and Only Citrus Baking Powder
to be placed on the market
Guaranteed Absolutely Pure
'
by the

THE ATLANTIC SPICE COMPANY
Rockland, Maine

Hear Tony Cabooch, An
heuser-Busch’s one-manradio-show every Saturday
night over the Columbia
Broadcasting System.

JOP flavor^0

U-

manufactured bV
MANUFACTURED

«J

H^SER. BUSCH
■^<t. lo u i s. mo.

Only Budweiser quality
can insure the resultsyou
expect. There’s nothing
like Budweiser BarleyMalt Syrup. A finerprod
uct is not available at any
price — it is “the best
money can buy,n and.
will establish the fact
that it takes precedence
over all others for flavor
and wholesomeness.

Budweiser
Barley-Malt Syrup
LIGHT OR DARK —RICH IN BODY
—FLAVOR JUST RIGHT

MM*
ric&s
A^finest^
e ,

GWfer Al?

ANHEUSER-BUSCH
ST. LOUIS

^eise

r

A

the House of

BM-170

&

Suggested by Scientist

HENS AND TREES
■ ■i.

Senator Watson Cites a Few Knox and Lincoln Farm
Matters Which Now Claim,
Things Some Debaters
Have Perhaps Forgotten '
Attention

■
Poultry Meetings
The Administration’s new Tariff
Act was defended Tuesday by Sena
Poultrymen of the county will
tor Watson of Indiana, the Republic meet at the old town hall, Waldo
JP search Into the psychology and
can leader, in reply to the plea before
physiology of eating. Dr. Donald A.
the United States Chamber of Com boro, Friday, May 8. It will be an>
Laird. Colgate University scientist,
merce by Julius Barnes, its Chairman all-day meeting, starting at 10.30.
announced as his most sensational
for lower rates.
The speakers are H. L. Richardsort,
discovery the fact that sweet tast
Senator Watson in a formal poultry specialist of the Extension
ing foods, more than any other
types, stimulate the greatest flow of
statement, asked Mr. Barnes if ha
gastric Juice, a plentiful supply of
believed greater importations from Service and Prof. J. H. Smyth, head
which is essential to good diges
abroad would have helped employ of the poultry department of the
tion.
ment in this country and called up College of Agriculture. Breeding will
on him to specify his desired changes be the subject discussed at this meet
in the tariff law.
ing. Local poultry problems wiTf
Watson asserted that other nation* also be taken up.
• •
w
have higher tariff walls than the
Graft Over Poor V’arieties
United States and that 66 per cent o4
Robert Nutt of West Rockpo#
imports to this country now come in who has a large orchard in Fthat
free. He added that American im community, is planning to do a great
ports had increased after the enact deal of grafting this year. His expev
ment of other high protective acts rience in the hotel business has
sponsored by Republicans.
"Last year,” he said, “we import shown him the value of the Maine
and Delicious.
t
ed ln to the United States $200,000,000 McIntosh
One large block of his trees ara
worth of foreign products and we had
millions of idle workmen in America. Wolf Rivers which are a poor selling
Mr SarneVtakesTlTe"^'sition thaFTf apP?e and °f 11‘“le^a}?e
we had imported twice or three times b^‘^- The 100 Wolf River tree*
the amount we did, all of those wiu be ^raf
°?eT t0 Mhcln‘os? th,» V
American laboring men would have *'ar' *** otber 0
been back to work and wjwid have « the same tb‘ng ‘n tbe. co“"iyl
hoH full
i.,n employment.
r
The poorer quality fruit is betnA
had
»
"Let me remind Mr. Barnes of a! worked over to McIntosh.
During the next week demonstra-*
few essential truths:
“First, that 66 per cent of all we tions will be held by County Agent
bring into this country comes in free. Wentworth Saturday, May 9, W. Ji'
There is no way to lower the tariff on i Brasier
. ’s, Thomaston, 9 o'clock.
those products. Nothing can be ' Tuesday May 12 at 9 Charles Hag _
freer, than free, unless Mr. Birnes I Rett’s North Edgecomb WednesdayT
wants to pay a bonus td our foreign MaV 13- at 9 aA?belA Ew»i T
competitors who sell to us.
Orff's Corner; and Thursday Ma#
"Second, that we import over '*• at 9 oclock, Robert Nutts or
Wearing blind goggles, Colgate University students sampled
$200,000,000 of luxuries which every- ' chard. West Rockport,
spinach, iee cream, and other foods, and reported their reactions to
body admits should be taxed to obReforesting Being Done
Dr. Laird (inset) in his investigation into the psychology of nutrition.
tain revenue.
Henry Keller of West ftockport
The scientist went so far as to different foods at various intervals
. | has set out 1000 white pint durin#
Indicate the desirability of an oc after they had been eaten, so that
Third, a comparison of the rates the past few days. These trees were,
casional sweet in the course of a their condition could be analyzed
in the present law on the remaining put out on waste land which is of
meal, as well as the customary des and the exact quantity of gastric
32 per cent of imports with the rates little value except for forest trees!
sert at Its conclusion, as an aid to juice be measured.
irovided by the Fordney-McCumber Ralph Hutchinson, forestry specialist
setting up a perfect digestive pro "From our records,” Dr. Laird
aw shows no great number of in-! of the Extension Service and County
cess in the assimilation of heavy said, “we learned that between one
creases and proves that those that Agent Wentworth assisted in - the
foods. He suggested, furthermore, and two hours after eating a nor
were increased resulted beneficially, j demonstration that was given.
that his experiments Indicated the mal dinner, the natural flow of gaa"Take for instance, textiles, tne
The trees are set six feet apart^
desirability for a sweetmeat an tric juices reaches a vanishing
manufacturer of which has been This allows approximately 1000 tree?
hour or so after a dinner, in or poitt. But unfortunately for our
helped by the present tariff. Dqes j per acre. At about 18 years of age
der to revive the flow of gastric selves, all the food in the stomach
Mr. Barnes want to repeal that tariff I every other tree will be removed and
Juice and continue the digestive has not been completely digested ln
in order that we may buy our textiles the remaining ones pruned. By folthis short time and more gastric
process.
abroad and again close factories in lowing this practice clear lumber
Delicate and especially designed juices are needed. We had already
New England and North Carolina in 1 wm bp produced which will bring the
apparatus, as well as highly un learned that the sweet taste acted
order to help the foreigner?
highest price on the market. Many
usual methods, were used In de as the greatest stimulator and in
“Fourth, most civilized countries valuable lumber lots are being sold
termining the effects of various order to bring the gastric flow back
have protective tariff laws, many of , {or box board price simply because
foods as and after they were eaten somewhere near the level it at
them higher than most of the rates tbe trees were not properly pruned |
by the University students who co tained during the meal, further
provided by our law. If we greatly wben young.
operated with Dr. Laird and his as sweets were given.”
lowered our tariff rates, while they
_ ____ _________________
“From this It is logical to con
sociates in what is said to be the
steadfastly maintained theirs, how i------------------------------------------------first important investigation into clude,” he said, "that a second
are the American people to be bene- sents employment to American work<he psychology of nutrition. For one dessert taken about one hour after
fited? Such an assertion is utterly , men and the American farmer in
thing, students swallowed balloons dinner in the form of a few pieces
groundless.
time of great distress.
attached to tubes so that measure of candy, some sweet cakes, ln fact
Fifth. Mr. Barnes’ statement is a
i do not know of anything worse
ments could be made of the con anything that is sweet, is not only a
tractions, revulsions and other re pleasant aftermath to the dinner
mere generalization. He states that. for American business today than a
actions of the stomach to various but is really a valuable aid to good
“the existing tariff should be low- j demand for another revision of the
foods.
digestion.”
ered" but such a potshot at a whole , tariff by Congress. If Mr. Barnes
The tests carried on in connec Dr. Laird’s investigations will be
tariff bill is neither illuminating nor would frankly present the situation,
tion with Dr. Laird's investigation, continued to determine the reaction
helpful. Will Mr. Barnes enlighten he would specify on what comwhich extended over a number of of sherbets and other sweet dlBhea
us a little further? What rates modifies the tariff is too high. He
months, included the retrieving of in the course cf a meal.
should be lowered and why? Even.' would then present such schedules
a few concrete instances might prove to the tariff commission for a retown improvement campaigns. They |
MORAL: TAKE A PAPER
beneficial.
vision. The commission is the agency
plant trees and make gardens. They
“Let me remind Mr. Barnes that of Congress for that purpose and has
go to the homes of the poor at Their Value Does Not Cease After there is no tariff on exports froln ample means for taking care of any
Y’ou Hat Exhausted the News
Christmas time laden with Christ
America. Other people are just as legitimate complaint which he may
------free to buv of us now as if we had no wish to make.
Boys and girls crave to count for mas dinners, trees and gifts for
From old newspapers to the deco tariff.
Then why don’t they.?
something. They admire heroes and every member of the family. They
it may be noted under resolutions
heroines who have kept their heads correspond witb Girl Scouts in other rated paper cup that saves washing Foreign nations do not buy of us bein emergencies and have done things States and countries, and discover {be gjass after Jimmie's mid morning cause they love us, but because they j of the Senate that a number of items
of variQus k,n(js can get what they want cheaper which were assumed by the opponobody has done before, and like to they belong to a world-wide sister- I ]unch o{ mi,
than they can get it anywhere else, nents of the tariff as too high were
imagine themselves making dramatic nooa.
Real or imaginary rescues, from fire ihas proved itself a real labor saver and even this possibility would be j referred to the commission for revirescues and meeting crises with
coolness and competence all, to be water, breaking through the ice, as in the kitchen, says Edna M. Cobb destroyed if our tariff laws were ab- sion. The commission since its orsure, followed by prompt recognition well as accidents of other kinds, home management specialist of the rogated. or even greatly reduced, be- ganization in January has dealt with
cause thev have been largely re- 30 separate items in eight or nine difarouse their keen interest and in- ’ Extension Service.
j and applause.
“Newspaper spread on the floor sponsible for' bringing about such a ferent schedules. The commission
"A good turn daily” and "being spire them to learn the elementary
prepared" bring the girl’s idealism practices of first aid, and home nurs- around the stove helps to keep the situation ^n America that we ckn feund. instead of being too high, four
kitchen tidy while certain jobs arc produce on a tremendous scale to a ; of these items were too low, 14 wete
j to bear on her every day conduct and ing, in order to “be prepared.”
the things she does in her troop. The "Hail to the Scouts! To be prepared ouri being done, preserving, for example, greater advantage than can be done correct, and but 12 required a reducmotto;
or frying doughnuts,” she continued. elsewhere in the world.”
• t tion, and the commission ordered t
Chief Scout says: “To be good is of
Do a good turn for some one every day: .... <-avp~ tinlp „nd pnprBV ,n winine
• • • •
reduction.
little interest to the girl—to do good True to ourselves and every Scout tra- 11 saves time ana energy in wiping
dition,
1 up the spots that are bound to be
Replying to the address of Mr.
It would be desirable to know
is another matter.”
Upright and helpful ln our work and made. A newspaper spread on the Barnes. Senator Insull said:
whether Mr. Barnes heheves that
Some people think that doing good
play.
: top of the table while paring vege
Julius H. Barnes states that the' the world would be benefited by
i turns and talking them over after
the Scouts, with honesty un tables or fruit protects the table; tariff is responsible for the drop in pulling down the standards of living
wards tends to make the Girl Scout Hall to
questioned.
moreover the paper can be gathered
I priggish. Gradually they will come to
Loyal and useful, kind and cheerful, up, parings, ^tains, and all, and imports and asks for its reduction, in the United States by giving em
it would be desirable that men of ployment to people abroad instead
too.
see with Charron: “He who receives
to serve our city, home and burned. Garbage pails lined with responsibility examine the facts bi- of to American workmen and Ameni a good turn should never forget it' Readynation.
newspaper make garbage disposal fore making such statements. If; can farmers. My own belief, borne
He who does one should never rpWith a devotion, ever firm and true.”
easier and washing the pall
they did so, they would find that the out bv all experience of our own peoI member it.”
simpler and pleasanter task.
reduction of imports is due to the pie, will benefit the world as a whQle
FILLING THE QUOTA
Camping not only interests the girls
Paper towels can be used in
through increasing the purchasing
depression.
and gives them a definite goal toward
great many ways to save work. Not
Mr. Barnes need only examine any power of the American people.
which to work, but it also fosters the More Applications For Military only do they save laundry by having
Training Camp Than Any Year a roll close by the sink, but are con period before and since the passage
ideals upon which all scouting is
of the tariff bill, for example the last
Previously
j based. Out-door life with its meeting
venient, to hays around to blot up half of 1930 compared with the last
of familiar needs in ways which ap
anything
spilled
on
the
floor,
to
The Maine quota for the Citizens’ scrape off the dishes before washing half nf 1928. and he will find that
peal is a soil most favorable for the
cultivation and growth of these Military Training Camps is rapidly or to clean out the sink. So much the total imports dropped about
ideals. Girl Scouts are just at the being fiUed. That the popularity of more sanitary, too. than having to $670,000,000 of which $400,000,000 was
complexions and old looking
1 stage when they are longing for these camps has increased year by take care of a lot of old cloths. Pa in duty free commodities, and there Poor
skins lack protection. Preserve your
fore not affected bv the tariff.
things remote from the humdrum
More than $100,000,000 was in skin with the new wonderful Face
year for the past ten years is shown per towels are also useful on which
j of everyday life.
to place fried bacon, fried fish, pota dutiable luxuries, which were na Powder MELLO-GLO used by so many
by
tbs
fact
that
more
applications
They crave romance and adventure
toes, or doughnuts to absorb the ex turally affected simply by decreased beautiful women. Its special tint and
and they will get them in one way or have been received this year than cess grease before "serving
buying power. The drop in the finish are so youthful. MELLO-GLO
another. Captivate them with joys ever before, and it looks as if every
"Plaited paper containers for small balance of dutiable imports is affect stays on longer, prevents large pores,
and adventures of life in the open
cakes
do
away
with
greasing
and
and spreads so smoothly. Purest pow
before they have learned to satisfy place in the 1931 camps would be washing of cake pans. Paper bags ed by the same causes as those which der made and does not irritate your
have affected free imports, and if __
these cravings in artificial and taken. There is still room for more are useful for crisping rolls and the
drop is greater in this minor seg- j skin. Corner Drug Store and all other
j second-hand ways. The very re Maine Bovs and applications are muffins in the oven.
ment of dutiable imports, it repre- good stores.
moteness of a hiking place in the being received every day from every
"Children enjoy their school lunch
: woods, or a camp on some se section of the State. Inquiries from when cut-up fruit, custards, or salads
1131
cluded lake, will make them draw fathers and mothers regarding the are packed in decorated paper cups
deep breaths, and will stretch their camps are very numerous, and to all with tight fitting paper covers, and
thoughts and emotions as well as who seek information the C.M.T.C. their sandwiches are wrapped at
i their legs.
office at Waterville sends out imme tractively in waxed paper.
“Waxed paper is also useful to
diate replies, It is the desire of the
Doing things together out of doors Maine enrollment officials to know place over cut oranges, grapefruit
links girls to their pioneer forefathers by May 10 the names of all who de and melons to keep them from drying
who sought wood and water and sire to attend this year's camp, al out in the refrigerator.
“Although we associate paper
food in the wilderness and impro though applications may be sub
plates with picnics out of doors, one
vised their owi>6helters. It links them mitted after that date.
to all explorers and discoverers, past
“What does it cost for a boy to at might piay at picnicking and lighten
I and present. It opens their eyes to tend these camps? is a very frequent the task of dish washing by using
USE BLACK LEAF 40. It works white they roost. Kills
signs of wind and weather and dlrec- question. In spite of much adver paper plates and paper napkins for
body lice. No interference with egg production or discom
1 tion, and to all the wild life about tising about what the government an occasional meal on a hot summer'
day at home.
) them.
fort to thc birds. It does a good job—quickly, effectively,
offers to young men, many do not
We go to camp a good deal in the realize that all expenses are paid
economically. Paint the roosts—That's all!
SCOTTA
’
S
FISH
CONTEST
Scout movement, because In camp by the government. The Citizens’
Prices: 35 cents - $1.00 - $2.50 - $3.75 - $7.00 - $11.85
1 life we learn to do without so many Military Training Camps offer to
Damariscotta stages a fish con
things which while we are in houses any young man of the age of 17 to
test
unusual
in
Maine,
this
being
the
we think are necessary, and find 24 much more in the way of train
that we can do for ourselves many ing than does the usual summer second spring event of this kind.
things where we used to think our camo, and there is not one penny of Prizes are offered by local mer
chants. open to any resident of Linselves helpless.
expense
to the boy.
Du it before the worms rid you of your hens! PRATT’S
_
... | coin County, for salmon, square-tail
Singing together around the
There is a C.M.T.C. representative trout, brook trout, bass, caught on
N-K TABLETS go direct to the seat of the trouble. They
campfire, listening to tales of heroes n nearly every town in Maine and, a fly, for first arrlvals with
f
dissolve in the bird's gizzard.
and heroines who have done the kind information may be had from 1 thc ,
t ga]
from B)
of things we admire—even the art American Legion Posts or from the pond for the first frQm p
Packed.50 to 1000 tablets in‘a box
of a simple story well told all will principals of high schools. Full in- , pond for the
Qr
und J?
I stir the imagination of Girl Scouts formation may be obtained by ad-; registel,.ng the heaviest game fish,
Priced 65 cents and up
To come back from camp with a new dressing the C.M.T.C. office at Water- , for the largest perch from Biscay
wav of doing some routine house ville.
pond, for the four heaviest brook
hold duty makes a girl feel two inches
Give Your Poultry a Chance To Be Profitable!
trout in one day, for the woman
taller, socially and emotionally. To
registering
the
first
square-tail
trout
DEER ISLE
act as hostess to their fathers and
or salmon, for the person register
j mothers fills them with pride
Write for our 1 76-page Free Catalog
Russell Brown returned from ing the largest number of these trout
Girl Scouts “look wide” too, and
and
salmon,
for
the
one
having
the
use what they have learned in their Rockland Saturday with a new mo
highest total weight for three salmon.
troop in the community. They have torcycle.
IARM, DAIRY und POULTRY SUPPLIES ~ MCDS ,
Mrs John Tyler of Stonington is a A bulletin board on the curb pub
gene by patrols to the post-office
lishes data, and the contest is on un
before Christmas to tie up parcels guest at Edgewood Farm.
Mrs. Alfred Dunham is entertain- til June 20, having been begun April
that have come to pieces. They sing
18. OT course it is a trade-booster.
carols in hospitals and old people's ipg friends from Swan's Island.
Miss Flora Philbrook is spending primarily, but lots of fun, neverth'eT*EDtRAL ond TLUTlL STS.,
POBTLAWt) MiMWfc
homes. They give parties for younger
childrcn. They help in clean-up and Hie week at Eagle.
j less, for the sportsirteti.

1?°

Women Say
It’s Wonderful

Of SPECIAL INTEREST
To POULTRY OWNERS-

KILL THE INSECT PESTS!

RID YOUR HENS OF WORMS!

irv

It pays to buy the best
Use quality products jrom

Two Desserts for Dinner

Miss Gay Describes the Im
portant Work Being Per
formed By Girls

(Written by Miss Alice Gay, patrol
leader of the High School group of
Girl Scouts)
The use of leisure time is one of
the most discussed questions of the
present day. How shall we occupy our
free hours, that part of our lives mo-;
fully under our own control? Do the
young people of today, when left to
their own devices, use their free time
to advantage? When we think about
our own leisure time, is not the most
distinctive and most valuable thing
about it that it is not directed by any
one else? A girl whose education and
days were most wisely and carefully '
planned by her mother said, when ’
asked what she would like on her |
birthday— “To have nothing plann, d |
for it.”
Just what happens when girls—or
TRAINING CLASSES
grown people either—are engaged in
Knox anil Lincoln Women Studying doing something they have thought
out for themselves and are eager to
• Meat Selection and Cookery
do. is not easy to describe. Some
times it seems to work a sort of mira- I
Training classes in meat selection cle, to breathe into them a new 1
and cookery are now being held in breath of life. Perhaps it is the way
Knox and Lincoln Counties.
the artist feels when he is creating
One of these is scheduled for Wis a work of art. It certainly means
casset in the Congregational vestry feeling alive to our finger tips and
tomorrow.
discovering that we have more ideas
These women will represent their then we dreamed we had. It means
communities:
Damariscotta, Mrs. ; being absorbed in what we are doing,
Dorothy Weeks; Damariscotta Mills, focusing all our energies upon it in
Mrs. F. S. Clark and Mrs. Annie a way that produces exhilaration,
Plummer: Edgetomb, Mrs . Evelyn . instead of fatigue. Of course, girls
Wesley must also learn to do willingly and
Giay;
Nobleboro, Mrs.
Nichols; Whijefield, Mrs. Grace cheerfully the humdrum work of
Bailey; Montsweag. Mrs. Carrie ; which the world is full.
Hodgdon and Mrs. Laura Evans.
• • * •
A training class is to be held in
In these days when practically
Union at Mrs. Fred Kenniston's Sat j everything is made on a larger scale ]
urday. The delegates are: Appleton, ■ by machinery, and is too complicated i
Mrs. Grace Brown; Burkettville, Mrs. to understand, much less to make
Nettle Grinnell and Mrs. Ella Grin ourselves, surely the greatest thing !
nell; East Union, Mrs. Amelia Dor- that a Girl Scout can do for girls is
nan; Union. Mrs. Fred Kenniston and to bring them face to face with
Mrs. Josephine Besscy.
iimple situations and problems to
with and to solve by their own
Timber-cutters in Russia are not deal
wits and their own fingers.
compelled to work. They are taken
Watch any group of girls doing
out into the Arctic forest and offered
a choice between cutting wood and something that has been required or
playing the piano.—New York Times. suggested by others, and then watch
the same girls putting their heads
‘•Well, the depression can't last for together over some scheme of their
! own. In one case, they are docile and
ever."
Business Man: “No, neither can I.” languid, when not actually rebellious:
in the other, all on fire with interest
and excitement. Think of the busiest
and happiest and most dependable
girls you know. Are they not the girls
who have a hobby or a goal of their
own?
Our problem is to give the girls
the advantage of novel and varied
suggestions without taking away
their free choice. Due to the genius
of Lord Baden-Powell, the Scout
program contains these elements of
choice, novelty and variety. We do
not urge or force girls to join a troop.
We make full use of the patrol system:
we provide a large range of things j
that have a natural appeal.
Today girls are full of new ener
gies and enthusiasms that, if un-j
directed, may find a vent in mischief,
defiance and destructiveness, but can
be turned easily into activities that
they discover are more worth while
and even better fun.

THE BEST
MONEY
CAN BUY

THE TARIFF ACT

ON SCOUT IDEALS

Kendall 5 Whitney

Every-Other-Day

n
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NORTH WARREN

“Fresh from the Gardens**

At the lowest price possible
for fine quality tea

50

Mrs.’ Elbert Starrett has been
spending a few days with her sister
in Portland.
Mrs. Clara Grade and Mrs. Emma
Whitney recently visited friends in
Rockland.
F; O. Jameson went to Augusta
Monday.
Willis Moody of Fairfield was call
ing upon relatives here over the
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Maxey of Glen
cove were visitors Sunday at Edwin
Crawford's.
Mrs. Aubyne Hawes and children
of Union spent a few days last week
with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Charles W. Mank.

A.

JUkl

■Mb

Single Cost—
Double Pleasure
FRIENDLY telephone call is one thing you can
.share with a good friend without paying an extra
charge for the two-fold pleasure.
,

A

Unlike a dinner in town when you must pay two checks,
or a movie or entertainment where you must buy two
seats, your call gives double pleasure for a single cost.
In fact, your telephone chat is in a class by itself. In
order for you to enjoy it, some friend must share the
pleasure. It’s a real round-trip journey of enjoyment
for the price of a single fare.
Consider this the next time you have a chance to say a
neighborly word by telephone. And if your friertds in
a distant city want to make it a “Dutch treat,” tell them
to call you next week to even up the score.
f!
Use your telephone for social calls when time and
distance hinder personal visits. The cost is small, as
shown by the following rates for a three-minute call by
number:
From
Rockland
to

Day
4:30A.M. to
7 P.M.

CONCORD, N. H„
FORT FAIRFIELD, ME.,
HAVERHILL, MASS.,
PORTLAND, ME.,
WORCESTER, MASS.,
BRdCKTON, MASS.,
PRESQUE ISLE, ME.

$.85
1.10
.85
.55
1.10
1.00
1.10

Evening
7 P.M. to
8:30 P.M.

$.65
.85
.65
.40
.85
.80
.85

Night
8.30 P.M .to
4:30 A.M.

$.45
.60
.45
.30
.60
.55
.60

a“rou
in its whole sparkling speed range
Amazing Torsiographic tests prove

that The Dictator’s satin smooth
ness has no equal at or near its price
OUR own “car sense” will tell you in a mile

travel that here is power of extraordinary
Yofsmoothness.
And the unerring Torsiograph

And this background of luxurious smooth
ness throws into bold relief the most brilliant
of all The' DiCtator-’S'lfdvantages—Free Wheel
ing. Borne on the wings of momentum, you
glide in silence, able to shift easily, quietly and
without touching the clutch, saving 15 % to
20% on gas and oil.

How One Woman
Lost 102 lbs. of Fat

PLYMOUTH
and DE SOTO

SEE

XW

Efficient carburetor silencing, plus Studebaker’s
full power exhaust muffling (which eliminates
practically all back pressure) results id absolute
tJUiet such as characterizes the most costly cars.

cuss the world’s outstanding prob
STEPS TO PEACE
NORTH HAVEN
lems.
Phyllis Duncan left Monday on the
The' chief enemy of peace Is mili
Vinalhaven to resume her studies
Fine Essay on “Can the tarism-militarism which the world
in the Lowell Normal School. A
J
,
not have—which it does not
member of the school choir she stays
World Be Organized For must
want and which it is strenuously
over to sing at Commencement and
striving to outlaw. This attempt
Peace?”
will return to Noryi Haven June 17
to outlaw militarism is being made
for the summer.
'Original essay of Alvary Gay of through such organizations as the
Joel Worcester has returned to
Court and League of Nations.
North Haven and expects to remain P.xrkland High School, winner of World
During the last nine years the
Almost Unbelievable—
The Modern Safe Wayhere during the summer.
eond prize at the Maine Methodist League has settled a series of dis
Nevertheless True
Right Way To Lose Fat
Mrs. Campbell, R. N., of Rockland (inference and presented also by putes that might easily have brought
Dear Friends:
Just take a half teaspoonful of
is at Augustus Whitmore’s.
about
international
outbursts.
The
You advertise Kruschen Salts for Kruschen Salts in a glass of hot water
Horace Noyes, ___
Miss____
Gould, Mr. __
and Mr. Gay as his selection in the Ly- World Court also has an admir
reducing, so I finally tried them and every morning before breakfast.
Mrs. Parker Stone and Miss Dorothy ford Contest at Waterville).
able record. In seven years it has when I started I weighed 219 pounds
You can hasten the reducing action
Stone were Sunday guests at Easthanded down 16 judgments, all sat
holm, the summer cottage of Mrs.
Let us think and talk peace—not isfactory to the interested parties, and when I took them for a year and of Kruschen by going lighter on po
3 weeks, I lost exactly 102 pounds.
tatoes, pastry and fatty meats.
Roberts of Marquette, Mich.
war. ... if another war comes it and 16 advisory opinions.
Unlike other Salts, Kruschen
I am 23 years old and I look at
The young people of the church means the complete bankruptcy of
Other steps toward peace are the least 5 years younger now than I doesn't reduce by rushing food through
hung May baskets Wednesday night all the nations, the collapse of west- Kellogg Pact and the Locarno did
when I was fat. I have a picture your system. Rather it's an ideal
to the shut-ins of the island
ern civilization and the passing of Treaties. All of these show that in of myself
before and after so if you blend of
separate mineral salts
Augustus Whitmore and daughter the destiny of the world to other ternational disputes can be settled want to see them let me know.
which help every gland, nerve and
Clara who have been very ill with peoples.
by ways other than war.
I am always telling my friends body organ to function properly.
measles are improving slightly and' Past wars have placed upon the
Women everywhere are overjoyed
A present day example of this war about the wonderful salts. I am al
Lloyd is now able to sit up. A nurse people of the world more curses and
ways advertising them.
with this marvelous reducing treat
from Rockland is caring for them.
debts than any ether institution. less settlement of international dis
I took 2 bottles every month for a ment. Frequently pound by pound
Word was received from Mr. and They have caused great and abiding putes, is furnished by Ghandi's *year and 3 weeks. It amounted to of surplus fat leaves and soon you
Mrs. Irving Stone Sunday. They are sorrow and have imposed vast obli- triumph in India. Ghandi has $25 for reducing 102 pounds but it possess that trim, slender figure
at Colorado Springs at present.
i gations upon the people which can achieved a supreme triumph without was worth it.
you've always craved.
Several young people were at Vinal- never be paid. The most recent of touching a sword or shedding a sin
If I can be of any help to you let
An 85c bottle of Kruschen (lasts 4
gle
drop
of
blood.
He
has
proved
to
haven Saturday night to attend the major wa'rs will serve as an example
me know.
weeks) is sold by leading druggists the
a
doubting
generation
that
the
pictures.
of the debts. The world war cost
Yours truly, Miss Nellie Simpson, world over—so start this SAFE meth
Capt. Merlile Mills took a party to 19.000,000 lives. During the four sermon on the Mount was no idle 1903 Wayne Street, Swissvale, Pa., od to lose ugly fat TODAY! David L.
talk.
ati
Rockland Saturday
night.
; years the nations were fighting, from
McCarty sells lots of it.
What the world has done thus far, Oct. 31, 1930.
A Whippet coupe arrived Friday 1914-1918, there were 4,000 men
as
a
unit,
in
the
lines
of
humanifrom Rockland for the Wayside killed every minute. Think of it!
Service Station.
Every second 67 men breathed for tarianism, science and education, is immorality, graft, crime and death. I
P. L. Brown and family spent Sun-! the last time. And again think of a good beginning toward obtaining Jesus teaches love, brotherliness,
day at Eagle.
_
(what still more serious loss in world peace. What experiments friendship, beauty, purity and life.
Well may we join with Bishop
Miss Bertha Mills will open her future physical manhood. When have been tried, in the last ten years, Brent
in praying.
beauty parlor soon.
I over 19,000,000 of the best ln strong to unify the world for peace, show
"O God of nations, who through
C. M. F. Ames and James Calder- manhood are sacrificed In war, this us that the world can be organized
the prophets of old hast foretold the
wood of Pleasant River Grange visit- t increases the proportion of the phy- for peace.
* * * *
TIBBETTS
day when the armaments of war!
DYER
ed North Haven Grange Saturday sically unfit who are to become the
For
For
In conclusion let me contrast for shall be beaten into the implements
evening.
fathers of the race. It has been
of peace, hasten, we beseech thee, the
you
militarism
with
Christianity.
SERVICE
SALES
Lloyd Crockett was in Rockland stated that the stature of the French
fulfillment of this thy most sure promover the weekend to attend Limerock was lowered two inches by the Na Contrast them because the two can ise. Quell the haughty cries of na
never
be
put
together.
On
the
one
Pomona.
poleonic wars.
tions; clothe our nation with wisdom Fred C. Dyer Pearl Tibbetts
The third and fourth degrees were Then consider the financial cost of hand, militarism, represented by to counsel and courage to lead in TEL. 1219
ROCKLAND
conferred on two candidates at North war. Approximately $5,000,000 an war; on the other Christianity, paths of unity and peace, and speedi
40
PARK
STREET
Haven Grange Saturday evening. hour is what it cost to carry on the represented by Jesus.
bring us out of our present con
44tf
Jesus said, “I came that they may ly
Following is the program ln part for last war. It costs approximately
fusion into the order and righteous
next meeting: Roll call, to be re- «^
$28,000,000
u,Wv,vuu .to build one battleship, have life, and may have it more ness of thy kingdom; through Jesus
sponded to by useful hints of service What could be done with $28,000,000 abundantly;” and in four years, Christ tlie Prince of Pea<?e, our
in the home or on the farm or, the if directed in some other way? A 26,000,000 sons of God were destroyed Saviour.”
most delightful feature of farm life; library, twice the size of the Con from the face of the earth by the
USED
reading, Beulah Crockett; reading, gressional Library in Washington, curse of war. To the mind of Christ
Emery Wooster; surprise feature, D. C., could be built. Forty Y.M.C.A. human life is sacred. To the mind
■with an ~UK. that cow
Nellie Beverage; reading, Neal Bur buildings, eight stories high and of the militarist it is cheap. Jesus
CARS
gess; reading, Frank Sampson; dis sufficient for a city of 200,000 inhabi was not a killer, not a single drop of
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
cussion:—What is the essential dif tants, could be erected and complete blood was taken by his hand. Where
Osteopathic Physician
ference between a house and a ly furnished for the cost of one bat as, war is a bloody business, war
Sea View Garage, Inc.
home; song, Emilie Gregory; song, tleship. A college education could be lives on hatred. Jesus said, "This is 35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND 689 MAIN ST.
TEL. 1250
my
commandment,
that
ye
love
one
by four boys; a humorous story, C. given to 14,000 students at $500 each,
ROCKLAND
PHONE
136
another,
even
as
I
have
loved
you.
”
M F. Ames.
per year for four years time Instead
56-tf
The sword teaches jealousy, greed,
‘ Ray Beverage was in Rockland of adding another ship to the navy.
Saturday.
R. C. Gillis has his fish weir done
If civilization is to endure, war
and ready for the fish.
1-701
James McDonald is building a must be outlawed at once. Another
outbreak
like
the
WorlS
War
would
bungalow and will rent his house to
be the Waterloo of civilization. The
summer visitors.
Mrs. Charles Beverage visited her horrors of the last war would be
brother Freeman Leadbetter in Vinal nothing compared to those which
another war would bring. There
haven last week.
Mothers’ Sunday brought out large would be no distinction between com
congregations at the church both batants and non-combatants. Gases
morning and evening. The attend have been found which destroy
ance of the church school was 113. everything with which they come in
This makes the average for the past contact. People do not need to
six Sundays 107; the average for last breathe this gas. If it as much as
year was 77. Out of the 366 Baptist touches the victim death will result.
Sunday Schools in Maine but 49 have In a test, a hillside was covered with
an average attendance of over 100. this gas and every bit of vegetation
and 60 of over 75. Sunday night one was killed; moreover tests show that
was baptized into the membership nothing can be grown on this ground
of the church Miss Alice Nutt. The for seven years. Militarists are dis
soloists Sunday morning were Misses cussing the possibility of using
Bray. Stone and Nutt, Sunday night disease germs ln future wars. Whole
Miss Dorothy Stone sang with Mi's armies could be exterminated in no
Cole as accompanist. Mrs Arthur time by spreading deadly germs
Beverage substituted for Miss Albra among the men. Bombs are being
Stone in the orchestra. Among the stored away by these militarists,
orchestra selections Sunday night which, when they explode, generate
was “I’ll Wear a White Flower For a heat of 1.000 degrees Fahrenheit.
You,” the popular Mothers’ Day Four or five of these dropped on a
song, solo parts by cornet, clarinet and city would cause a veritable chaos of
ruin and destruction. Does one
flute. '
doubt that with such means of kiling,
another war would Be the end of
SEARSMONT
civilization?
Our May Open Haute it being con
Searsmont High and Appleton High
However, the world seems now to
ducted in conjunction with the National
nines played at Searsmont, Tuesday be on the threshold of peace. The
Electric Light Attociation Campaign for
of last week, score 7 to 3 in favor of only way to attain peace is by the
the extention of electric refrigeration.
Searsmont.
unity of the world. The nations are
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Templeton of beginning to realize this, and con
Portland are at their home here for a sequently are endeavoring to unite
week.
in every way to attain peace.
Rev. O. G. Barnard of Belfast
The nations are uniting in such
preached his first sermon here Sun lines as humanltarianism, and sci
You are cordially invited io
day.
ence and their relation to peace.
Mrs. G. R. Ness and sons Earle and In the cause of humanitarianism and
Floyd, daughter Mildred Beals and its relation to peace, the nations
attend our May Open House. You
little granddaughter Priscilla Beals of have done much. There has been a
ADVANCED
Belfast were Sunday guests of Mrs. world-wide outlawing ot the traffic
will find your visit with us to be
REFRIGERATION
Ness' parents Mr. and Mrs. F. A. in women and children; opium and
Dunton. On Mother's Day Mrs. Dun- dangerous drugs have been banned
time well spent.
ton was very happy in entertaining on a world-wide scale; forced labor
her daughter and grandchildren and is being done away with throughout
We have arranged a special display of the
Hydrator for freshening vegetables ... the
received some beautiful gifts from the world. Let us scan this soher daughters, two of whom are in called “forced labor” question more
new all white Porcetain-on-steel Frigidaires and
patented Quickube Tray for releasing ice
Portland and were not present.
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Cobb were in in detail.
• • • •
believe that you will be interested in examin
Belfast Sunday to visit Mr. Cobb's
cubes instantly... and many other outstanding
Stripped of its nicer sounding
father who is in the Memorial Hospi
name it is essentially slavery—human
tal.
ing their many unusual features-fmatures such
improvements and refinements which make
• • • • •
servitude on an astonishingly huge
scale. Tens of thousands of natives
as seamless porcelain interiors that even fruit
Frigidaire the truly advanced refrigerator.
High School Speaking Contest
in Africa, Asia and elsewhere are
Searsmont High School public ^uflerin({ the indignity of human
juices will not stain ... the exterior "Cold
See for yourself by seeing a complete
speaking contest was held at Com servitude. Through one of the com
munity Church May 9, the program missions of the League of Nations
Control" for faster freezing ... the famous
as follows: Wolfe at Quebec, Jenness these conditions are being alleviated
demonstration during our May Open HouseRobbins; An Order for a Picture, to an unexpectedly successful degree.
Clara Bartlett; June, Irene htarriner; Also the nations of the world are
College Oil Cans, Lillie Pease; Ken striving to banish obscene literature
tucky Belle, Viola Skinner; music, and publications.
Mrs. A. F. Barnes; The Old Clock on
Then in the field of science and its
the Stairs, Helen Higgins; Sheri relation to peace we have the na
A
GENERAL
MOTORS
VALUE
dan’s Ride, Edgar Holmes; The Min tions bound together in such enter
strel’s Curse, Marguerite Richards; prises as killing disease germs
THE NEW ALL WHITE PORCEIAIN-ON-STEEL FRIGIDAIRES ARE SOLD WITH
The Leak in the Dyke, Edna Cottrell; Germs recognize practically no
The Southern Negro, Harold Wing; boundaries. They have absolutely
music, Mrs. E. C. Gallop. The judges no respect for the lines which are
A 3 YEAR complete guarantee
were Rev. W. E. Messier of Morrill, supposed to divide one nation from
Mrs. F. A. Marrlner of Belmont, and
Thus, international germ
Miss Woodward, teacher of the White another.
school, Belmont. Harold Wing and killing Is one more step toward
503 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Edna Cottrell, were chosen to rep world unity.
TeL Rockland, 967; Camden, 2007; Damariscotta, 105-4
The
around-the-world
flight
ol
the
resent Searsmont High at the annual
Associate Dealers—
Stahl’s Radio Shop, Waldoboro,, Ma
rfalne
...__
interscholastic speaking contest to Graf Zeppelin would have been im
Gorden & Lovejoy, Union, Maine
Walter S. Bowden, Cooper's Mills. Me.
be held in Community Hall, Liberty, possible if the nations had not all
A. 1. Norwood & Sons, Warren, Maine
II. L. Bossa Stores, Friendship, Maine
helped.
Had
various
nations
object

C. E. Marrlner, Camden, Maine
S. F. Prentice, Bristol Mills, Maine
May 22, aj, 8 o'clock, standard time.
ed to the Graf Zeppelin entering
Ernest Rawley, Tenant’s Harbor
Kelsey Garage, South Bristol, Maine
--------------------------__u----------------- their borders, the flight would have
been impossible. With a passenger
1-704
list of 16 persons and a crew of 33,
the Graf Zeppelin showed us, in a
dramatic way, by a flight of 20,000
miles in 12 days and six minutes how
the world is shrinking. The world is
Here is a never-fading
being made smaller by airplane and
In addition to seeing
, form of relief froth
radio. In this much smaller world
FRIGIDAIRE SOUVENIR COUPON
. sciatic pain:
unity is imperative.
the special Frigidaire
One of the greatest steps toward
Clip it out... Fill it out... Bring it ini
peace is being made by the youth
demonstrations, every
of the world. The wars are fought
Name ...__ _________ ..............___
by the youth. Isn’t it perfectly
adult filling out and
proper then, for them to do their
Address_________________ _____ ________
utmost to obtain peace throughout
presenting this cou
the world? They realize that war is
Have you electric refrigeration?____________
Take Bayer Aspirin tablets and avoid a needless killing of youth. The aim
pon in person at
needless suffering from sciatica—lum of the youth today is to have the
Make_________________________________
bago—and similar excruciating pains. arguments of the world settled with
our showroorh wil,
They do relieve; they don't do any harm. out first killing millions of God's
Do you intend to buy this spring? _______
Just make sure it is genuine.
re'ceive FREE a
children.
The youth of today are Interna
tionally minded. This is shown by
ffEAVTIPVT FRIGIDAIRE WATER SERVER
the numerous international confer
ences held by the youth of the world
—conferences where the youth dls-

TTEND OUR MAY OPEN HOUSE

New England Telephone and Telegraph Company

record will bear out your judgment.
The Dictator’s 9-bearing crankshaft is bal
anced, not only statically but dynamically, on
machines that are marvels of precision. A vibra
tion damper of the most effective design is used.
Costlier dual carburietion and manifolding, by
feeding exactly proportional amounts of fuel to
each cylinder, avoid^'starving” of end cylinders
and assure smooth a«l even power impulses.
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"Rounded"

Performance

THE

NEW

FRIGIDAIRES

FRIGIDAIRE

The Torsiograph, one of the most
nearly infallible of automotive labo
ratory instruments, records accu
rately the vibration of any rotating
shaft. The closer the record chart
approaches a true circle, the more
nearly perfect the balance of the
crankshaft. Above are shown the
Torsiographic records of The Dicta
tor Eight nine (9) bearing crankshaft
and those of two other eights of
double the Dictator’s price. Notice
the smooth roundness of The Dic
tator graph contrasted with the
irregularity, or “humpiness” of the
other two.

*1095-

to $1250 at the factory —
Bumpers and spare tire extra

ROCKLAND GARAGE COMPANY
Tel. 700 •<>'

Rockland, Maine

No Mid-Year Model. Changes—Buy Your Studebaker Now!

STUDEBAKER-BUILDER

OF

CHAMPIONS

LIME CITY SALES, INC.

FREE SOUVENIRS DURING MAY OPEN HOUSE

BAYER
ASPIRIN
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Every-Other-Day
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FOUND AN OLD PIN

as good as new. about the size of a
COMPARING THE WEATHER
KNOX COUNTY SCENES DEPICTED
penny, and on the top is a face and
A Searsmont correspondent of The these words: “Universitas—WesleiMr. Ilatton Thinks Easterners Had
Courier-Gazette furnishes the follow ana, A. D. 1831;” on the underside, “R.
Better Go West When Another
ing regarding an interesting find:
J. Atwell—sterling top.” The place Brookline Home of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard H. Rhodes Beau
Winter Comes.
While Ralph Day was removing on which it was found was owned
tified By Notable Stained Glass Windows
some rocks from the back yard last yars ago by the late David Cobb, a
week, his mother Mrs. Charles Day well known merchant of this town
Los Angeles, April 29
found a hat pin which proves to be and is now the property of C. C. Pineo
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
100 years old. The head of the pin is of New Jersey.
There has been a good deal of com(From the Boston Transcriptl
tance. The color effect is appealing
The desire of two former Maine in clouds and reflections, enhanced m nt about the weather in your pa
per during the last few months and
people to have permanent reminders by the outside light of a western sky. it has been very interesting to me.
The next window depicts Boston
of tneir early childhood home con Light as seen by Mr. Rhodes when ' So a few words from me may not be
stantly before them is expressed in he came here from Maine, many amiss. In the issue of the 23d inst.
Boze gives an account of the weather
a unique way by Mr. and Mrs Leon years ago.
Along the front of the sunroom are 50 years-ago and the statement that
ard H. Rhodes of Brookline. Mass.
five rectangular windows: one recalls on April 6 "clear and cold. 14 degrees
Thirty-five years ago Mr. Rhodes, the old clipper. “Red Jacket,” below zero” is something that even
born in Camden. Me., married Miss launched from the Thomas shipyard. Maine folks are not used to. This
cant bejudged by the cost per can
Jennie P. Young of Matinicus Island Rockland, in 1833. Another attrac ! statement is taken from “Dad’s
off the Maine coast. They estab tive design shows Tilson's Wharf, diary" and if correct would frighten
lished a beautiful home on Downing Rockland, built by General Tilson, a Californian out of his wits, for
A good paint at a fair price
road. Brookline.
Together they many years ago. In the distance that is cold enough for the Arctic at
per <alion is “Paint Economy”
planned and carried out the idea of Camden hills again appear, but now this time of year. Here in this cli
—not only in the long run, but
from a “firs! cost’’ considera
having portions of memorable coast in different light. Atmosphere is mate where the thermometer rarely
tion. Do you know that a cheap
scenes in the Brookline mansion.
felt. The color scheme is glorious. goes below freezing to read of 14 de
adulterated pamt at a low cost
Many would have had photograph' The effect natural and typical of grees below in the month of April
per gallon only covers Vj to
or paintings in oil or other mediums, Maine scenes.
when the roses were in bloom and
as much surface as Monarch
100% Pure Paint—takes much
depicting the lovely places along the
the wild flowers scattered in profu
The
beauty
of
Mt.
Battie
and
Cam

longer to apply, thereby in
Maine coast, or the region so dear den hills, as seen from Sherman sion over the hills would give the
creasing labor cost — and does
to both in early days, but Mr. and Point, is presented in clever detail. i natives some surprise.
not last nearly as long?
Mrs. Rhodes conceived the novel idea
Th--ik cf ikne ikingi nhtn ertl
go
We have had a fin# winter here
The Viking ship, to add color, is
Ic »o»> dealer lor fanii 4nd rtmrntkrr ikiit
of having realistic and colorful com portrayed in another window. Perhaps with bright sunny weather most of
Mo-i.ir.fi Ptfiii i>
hire — >tr*dr ««l»
fro-. PC PE ,arbona,e of lead. P- PC ;i«c
oirdr. Pl RE hme-d oil. PIKt rtrpenlnit,
positions
in
stained
glass.
Accord

the most appealing window’ 'shows the time. It was a little cold the first
toir-ni.-ie drier and iht neceirarf t i PE (*■«•
ingly. in the sunroom fitted and fur seine fishing at Penobscot Bav. part of the season, and the orchards
It will apply easier, spread
nished to carry out the scheme of against the setting sun which adds i had to be smudged for some time, but
farther, look better find last
nautical environment, are eleven to the natural beauty of the glass since Feb. 13 no rain fell until April
longer. Your dealer cm prove
leaded windows, portraying scenes in effects.
A schooner—the Grace 1 22. This was the longest time (67
these statements. Ask him.
Camden. Rockland and Matinicus Young of Matinicus. named by the days) that I remember at this time
Island, Maine.
•
captain for his daughter----- is at an ; of rear without rain, and I have been
The windows, based on studies chor in the foreground Other fish ! here 44 years. This country w’ill go
from naturally tinted photographs, ing vessels are also seen. On the ’ v "bout rain and nof'suffer from thp
cd MartinSenour
are by Mr. Cutting of Boston.
right side of the sunroom is a pic i effects longer than an}’ place I ever
Standard of Quality
An artist with brush could not ture of Matinicus Harbor. Another I knew.
Perfect Paint Product
forOver4Oyearj
bring out more deftly the atmosphere, depicts the beauties of Camden Har
Tlie rain for the last few davs has
light and shadow of water and dis bor. and another the last, is de been beneficial to the orchards and
for Every Purpose
tant hills, as are here found in glas'. signed to show Matinicus Rock and . gardens and will make such things
The windows are placed high in Twin Lights.
Neu-Tone Flat Wall Paint. Senour’s Floor Paint,
i as vegetables and berries very cheap
Wood-Var Colored Varnish Stain. Kolor-Brite
the sunroom and catch and reflect .
The weather bureau report for
Helen Searles Marsh
Quick Drying Decorative Enamel, Red School
the sunlight, and are ever changing
Aoril 29 follows: Thermometer. 68
House—these and many other Martin-Senour Per
in color tones, as twilight and night
1 d "trees; rainfall for the season.
fect Paint Products all maintain that high standard
of Monarch quality. Your dealer will suggest the
brings forth the opalescent tints, or
1199: normal to date. 14 68; last
best product for any paint job you have in mind.
subdued hues. Each is framed by the
season to date 10.36. Some of the
casing of tide-washed wood, as typi
reports of the Florida climate, taken
JOHN A. KARL
cal of driftwood on Maine shores.
i from The Courier-Gazette, last win
On the left, are three square panels
ter were not very good. Tourists had
One show's “Owl's Head" Another
' better try it out here. We have it
pictures Chickawaukie Pond with
W. J. Hatton
Maine'sfinest. i and2822to N.spare.
the lovely Camden Hills in the disGriffin avenue.

SHOW ACTIVE INTEREST

WHEN WALES CAME

Farm Bureau Executive Committee*
Turned Out In Force At the Spring Thomaston Lady Who Was
Meetings

In Rio de Janeiro Paints

white tunics and red trousers, the
men from the South in white and
blue. The manners of the various
regiments differ. One group carries
the rifle over the left shoulder, an
other over the right, a third swings
(it loosely in the hand. Some of the
Cavalry rise to the trot, English
i fashiofff others, the Gauehos espe! cially. ride close to the saddle as cow
boys do. The effect to mv uncritical
eye is not at all unpleasing but the
contrary. It appears not disorgan
ized but flexible.

Farm Bureau executive committees
Vivid Picture of Scene
in Maine have just completed their
spring meetings with seven counties
Rio de Janeiro. Brazil. March 31
having better than a 90 per cent at
Perhaps you will see in the news
tendance and an average attendance reels the arrival of O Principe de
for the state of 82 per cent. Accord Gales na Cidade do San Sebastian
ing to George E. Lord, county agent do Rio de Janeiro or in other words
leader, this attendance has never the arrival of the Prince of Wales
* A ♦ »
been exceeded but one year. 1925, in Rio. He arrived March 25, a day
when the state average was 85 per that Rio will remember for then, so
The Avenida Rio Branco has been
cent.
it is hoped, the thermometer reached strewn with white beach sand and
To Aroostook County goes the its highest, and exchange its low closed to traffic. Soldiers in mass for
honor of being the only county to est point. But all Rio forgot the mation charge up and down at a
have every member present. This weather, finances, and things of that trot keeping the Avenida clear, not
county has the largest membership sort and turned out to greet the heir a difficult task, as a Latin crowd en
of any of the bureaus in the state. to the British throne.
fiesta is always gentle and somehow
The committee is composed of lead
You know from the papers that very lovable. Everybody is always
ing potato growers of the county and H.R.H. came to ftio from Buenos courteous, never aggressive, and no
recent figures show that the mem Ayres where he opened the British body. apparently takes any interest
bers of the committee grow over 1250 Exposition. Most of the newspapers in drinking, though liquor is avail
acres of potatoes. Six counties. I have seen construe this visit of the able However, when the govern
Twin.
Cumberland.
Penobscot, Prince, following as it does the visit ment does see fit to forbid the sale of
Piscataquis, Franklin, and Washing of the Sheffield Mission, and accom liquor as it does on certain occasions
ton had only one member absent.
when men are easily moved to anger,
At this series of meetings, Miss panying that of the Canadian Mis election days. for,instance, then the
sion, as a gesture toward the per
Estelle Nason, State home demon petuation.
renewal, and development law is enforced to the letter.
stration agent leader discussed with i of trade relations between the Em
But the President of the Provi
the members some of the things they
sional Government. Senhor Getulio
pire
and
South
America.
In
fact.
can do to strengthen the Extension
Vargas, has ridden down the Avenida
Service program for 1931. She urged Punch carried a cartoon to this and is returning with the Prince of
effect
showing
His
Alteza
at
the
prow
particularly that leaders keep well
Wales. The President's staff and his
informed on project work and also of of a caravel and underneath: “Buen cabinet are there also, the British
Viaje
and
a
fair
trade
wind."
Buen
local problems with which Extension
Viaje. being, as you may guess, the Ambassador, and his staff, and they
Service might assist.
are preceded by a motorcycle corp',
Voyage.
Project reports given at these meet equivalent of Bon
the ship's band, and then the cars
• • » »
ings show that considerable time has
The "Alcantara," which carried the with their escort of dragoons. The
been spent during the winter by the
four bav horses are not abreast but
Extension Service in giving farmers royal party, stopped at Santos, where each a little ahead of the other, then
information on the agricultural o(it- the Prince went ashore incognito, it another four, and another. Their
look. This is a new service for Maine being unfitting, I suppose, for him to saddlecloths are Brazilian leopard
farmers but one that is very valuable be officially received there when the skins.and the riders wear white tunics,
in planning his operations for the official welcome was awaiting him red trousers, brass helmets with red
coming year. ..pome of the matters of , here in Rio. From Santos to Rio is topknots and long horsehair plumes.
new business that the various Farm ’ one day’s sailing. This is the rainy They carry on their bamboo lance'
Bureaus have acted upon have been season and we were all hoping but the red pennants that have fluttered
plans for field days, auto tours, and rather against hope, that the weath in my memory since 1919 when the
Club work. Practically all counties er might be at least fairly clear.
It was a gorgeous day, hot and U.S.S. Idaho came in. escorting a
have voted to assist in bringing the
Brazilian president, and all at once
American Institution of Cooperation ! still. The Prince was to disembark among the dark-faced Cariocas there
to Durham, N. H.. for the year 1932. ’ at 10.30 but at 8 o’clock the “guns were hundreds of rosy-cheeked
1 began to thunder and. the drums
American boys.
Nile's Repair 8hop, Spring street, began to beat," the planes went dron
will be open Satuirday nights here- ing overhead, so that we knew the
The Prince wore dress uniform of
after.—adv
»-tf
“Alcantara" was coming up the bay. white with sunhelmet which, truth
The way into town from this suburb to tell, showed little except chin, but
is by a series of loops at the foot of the populace found no fault with
the hills and the last loop opens on that piece of chin. They liked the
Botafogo. then Flamengo, and from young Prince George, too. The two
there perhaps four miles straight to are now visiting other cities in Brazil
the docks at the foot of Avenida Rio and will return to Rio later. The
Branco, Rio’s justly famed Main Canadian mission arrived Friday and
street.
various affairs were planned in their
The cordons began at this end of honor.
Flamengo and the lines of soldiers
I do hope you see some of the news
extended to the docks. They were reels although of course nothing can
formed on the shady side of the do justice to the color of Rio, its blue
Avenidas, from the steps of Itama- of sea and sky. its hillsides that are
raty Palace, down the long stretch of so wonderful just now with the lav
Paysandu. where Don Pedro planted ender flowers of the Lenten Tree,
the royal palms that his Queen might and the upthrust candelabra of the
walk through them each day to the Flower of Gold. If you see pictures
sea, under the arch with “Homena- of the Prince at the Jockey Club, take
gen ao Principe de Gales,”'out on a good look at the surroundings, for
the waterfront and so for miles to it is only a few blocks from our
the gangplank of the “Alcantara." house. I can see it, in fact, as I
These avenidas are very wide, the write. But I do wish that you could
The Modern Parlor Mfg. Co.’s stock of Manchester, N. H., for 20 years among New England’s leading Manufacturers of fine Parlor furniture
columned, balconied, houses set well really come rolling down to Rio and
forced to close out its stock because of the death of the owner, to settle the estate.
back. Between them and the sea see | it for yourself. You might not
are four wide roadways, a shaded have the Army and the Navy and
bridlepath, stretches of lawn, flow the Warships and Airships to greet
ers. and statues, and fountains. All you but you would get a welcome that
Carload upon carload of beautiful Mohair suites going at prices that will cause a real sensation for miles around. Easy Terms if you wish. '
the fountains were flashing that day. would outshine that of the Prince of
every paving stone looked as If it Wales
had been scrubbed, as indeed it had,
Mrs. S. P. Danforth
and there wasn't a withered petal on
the giant zinnias that stand as high
A SMART LANDAU
as my shoulder and vie in color with
the great ranks of prince’s feather Chevrolet Is Showing Trappy Newthat carry for blocks the vivid scarlet
Type Of Pleasure Car
and yellow of the flag of Spain.
Announcement was made this week
Prom every lamppost swung triangu of the introduction of the new landau
lar ropes of green and from each the phaeton, priced at $650. F. O. B. Flint,
Union Jack and the green and gold the latest addition to the Chevrolet
banner of Brazil. Everybody was in line ot six-cylinder passenger cars.
gala dress of course. Vendors went
Although the landau phaeton made
trotting by with balanced trays of its first appearance at the New York
bright fruits, with colored balloons automobile show earlier in the year,
with armfuls of flags. The sea was national distribution of the new
like wrinkled silk beyond the seawall model was not started until recently.
where hundreds of brown bathers This modish and smart new bodv
sprawled. And beyond the sea were type, which is having an unusual
the oddly shaped blue hills of Rio vogue in Europe, is now available
with the silver planes flashing above through all Chevrolet dealers in this
and between them and the low gray country.
forts.
The new car offers an unusual
But we have just come out on Praia combination of beauty and utility.
Flamengo and the way lies open to With the top raised it becomes a
the docks. The army is in full dress. comfortable closed sedan. With the
—not much here to remind us. and top lowered it is a smart, fleet open
yet we are reminded—of the tired phaeton. The collapsible top. which
faced boys in sweat-stained khaki is quickly and easily operated, is at
who trudged these same streets a tractively tailored with the be't
few weeks ago. without a smile on grade of heavy texture material.
their faces, or those resolute men
This folding top is supported by
swaying in their saddles with weari chromium finished braces which are
ness. who rode up to this same palace completely removable. There are
and waited for a dignified old gentle two windows and one door on each
man to go, as he said, “from one side of the body. The windows lower
prison to another." That was Wash completely into the body so that,
ington Luis, the deposed president, with the braces removed, and the
who went from the Presidential windshield folded forward over the
Palace to Copacabana Fortress and hood, the car has all the advantages
thence to exile.
of a phaeton for open air driving.
• • • •
The front seating arrangement Is
There is no khaki visible today and similar to the coach model, and the
the red scarfs and shoulder knots of rear seat accommodates three people.
revolution are missing. First comes The backs and cushions of both front
the band of the Third Regiment, the and rear seats are upholstered with
‘‘President’s Own." AU are dressed a fine grade of durable leather. The
ln white with black belts and boots, rear compartment is provided with
red facings on their uniforms and arm rests and ash trays on each
Red, Taupe, Henna, Apricot, Burgundy Rust,
e.oice o
sunhelmets. and red topknots All side, and a pocket in the right hand
Green, Walnut, Du Barry, Ashes of Roses
10 Colors
their instruments are silver and the door.
fife-and-drum corps have on each
A package compartment in the rear
piece the little white flag of brocade carries the top braces when not in
with the red star. The bandsmen use. Five wire wheels, with the spare
flourish their instruments as they in the rear, cowl lamps and radiator
walk and make a glorious shimmer of grille are standard equipment—adv.
white and silver and red. Remem
ber that under these white-and-red
helmets all the faces, even the light
Included in our Factory Stcck Sale are these lovely new living room suites at a price that will make
est, are very very dark. The effect
history in the merchandising anna’s of this store. A year ago the price would have been at least $22.5—but
is marvelous.
Then come the cavalry in the same
now you can buy all three pieces, davenport and both chairs, for only $125.
white uniforms *ith white embroid
that EXTRA something
All web bottom construction—a feature ordinarily found only in much more costly suites—insures
ered saddlecloths, white helmets
each
with
a
red
topknot,
and
a
crink

permanent comfort end satisfaction. The select 100% mohair which is used comes in ten different colors,
ly red plume, brass epaulets and red
with reversible cushions in 3-tone Moquette—a truly beautiful suite, worthy of a place in the living room
shoulderknots, first a troop of gray
horses with white leather harness
of the finest home.
and you think nothing can be more
beautiful, until you see the next troop
Note the serpentine fronts with the latest welted button-tufting, the pleats on the arm—all the latest
all mounted on glossy blacks, and
With the Very Latest
Style refinements. On sale while our present stock lasts only. A value of values at Eastern’s great store.
then wheeling, sidling, prancing, a
f tyle of Welted Button
troop of pure white horses. The
Tufting as Pictured
You Don’t Need Cash Now! Arrange to Pay Later! Easy Terms if You Wish!
bugles call and the riders turn their
mounts to face the Avenida with
their backs to the sea. And over the
trays of fruit, past the fountains and
flowers, and gay dresses and saucy
— with that
TEAR OUT! MAIL IN!
little parasols, against the blue sky,
Mav 12, 1931.
GINGERY TANG
blue hills, and blue sea. hundreds of
EASTERN VURNITURE CO.
red
and
white
pennants
flutter
in
the
Rockland, Me.
PALE DRY
sun.
I’lease ship the 3 piece mohair suite
Then the infantry, also in full
as advertised at S125. I enclose lift
MILD
—
dress, and the marines, the ambu
deposit and agree to pay balance in
a perfect "mixer"
lance outfits with their spick-andone year. Eastern pays the freight.
span little mules, the machine gun
ners in white and blue with cockName ........
plumes on their helmets. The Naval
The ginger ale
Band In white with green facings
Address
We will hold your selection for
SUPREME
and gold trimming, the silk greenI Clicquot's confection drink
delivery when you are ready!
and-gold flags Of Brazil on their
■E2
SilS
brass instruments, the. men from
the North, dark and sterner-faced, in

Paint Economy

BQm

Sold Out To EASTERN

THE EASTERN SAVES TREMENDOUSLY

COM E

SAVE!

A CHANCE OF A UIFE-TIME!

The Sensation of the Year! $

Three Piece Mohair Suites

All Web Bottoms... Select Mohair

Clicquot
- Club

GINGER ALES
soEnai

